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      On the Cover:  
To Relieve Bastogne 
Don Stivers.  In an attempt to re-seize the 
port of Antwerp, German Panzer Divisions 
surrounded the Allies at Bastogne in late 
December 1944. Holding out against a force 
� ve times their size, the Americans were 
ultimately rescued – as captured in this com-
memorative edition print – by George Patton, 
Creighton Adams, and the Third Army, who 
muscled their way through the enemy line. 
Signed and numbered by the artist's 
daughter. 26"x 19"......................#104142 $159

A note about our products... Military Issue is proud to bring you the � nest quality products documenting the United States’ military history. To 
provide a comprehensive context for America’s armed forces, we carry products that represent enemy combatants such as Nazi Germany and Imperial 
Japan. It is not our intent to glorify those entities but to o� er you the most complete selection of historically accurate militaria available, lest we forget. 
A � nal reminder: the models, � gures and other collectibles in this catalog are not toys but rather are intended for collectors ages 14 and above.
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Dear Fellow Military Enthusiast,
    Hitler’s last gasp in December 1944 caught 
the offensive-minded Allies totally off guard, 
as German forces pressed full-strength into 
the Ardennes. Ultimately, however, despite 
being surprised and outnumbered, the 
Americans held their ground until reinforce-
ments arrived – the beginning of the end for 
the Nazis’ already decimated ranks.
    In commemoration of those who helped 
cap off victory in Europe, we’re proud to 
showcase a diverse selection of featured col-
lectibles. The rest of our holiday catalog also 

includes new Civil War-era fl ag bearer 
fi gures (page 7), fan-favorite war movie 
DVDs (pages 62-63), and four insert pages 
featuring exciting closeout deals!
    So, fl ip through and choose your favorites! 
Then call us toll free at 800-989-1945, mail in 
the order form provided, or place your order 
online at MilitaryIssue.com.
    Thanks for 
shopping with us!

– Greg Herrick
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Drive your own armored 
cavalry unit into enemy territory with 
these 1/35 scale plastic kits – quality 
replicas of an M4 Sherman “Easy Eight” 
and M5A1 Stuart! They feature rotating 
weaponry, realistic tracks and suspen-
sion, side-mounted accessories, and 
historic U.S. Army markings. 
Assembly required. Skill level 2.

Tanks 
A Century of Tank Warfare
Gilbert and Cansiere.  More than a century’s worth 
of tank warfare is covered in this short but informa-
tive compendium! Begin at the Somme in 1916 for 
an introduction to the new armored vehicle, see 
the interwar stagnation and the incredible designs 
of the Second World War, and follow the evolution 
of the mechanized weapon during the Cold War. 
160 pages, B&W photos, 5"x 7¾", softcover.............#103715 $12.95

                Mechanics Sweaters 
Warm and stylish, these 100% knit cotton 
sweaters replicate ones worn by mechan-
ics during the Second World War. They 
feature twill elbow patches, ribbed cu� s, 
and a buttoned placket.
Khaki.............................................#M404283 
NEW! Black.....................................#702077

                Mechanics Sweaters 

M, L, XL.....Reg: $67.95  Now: $57.95
2XL, 3XL...Reg: $69.95  Now: $59.95

SAVE
$10

LIMITED EDITION

Drive your own armored 
cavalry unit into enemy territory with 
these 1/35 scale plastic kits – quality 

U.S. Army Tank Kits

A: M5A1 Stuart 
4¾" long.
     #M800837 $34.95
B: NEW! M4 Sherman 
6½" long.
         #104072 $26.95

B

A
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1915 4-Piece 
U.S. Coin Set
More than a century old, this 
4-piece U.S. coin collection – 
which includes a penny, nickel, 
dime, and quarter – features genuine 
currency minted in 1915, the year the 
RMS Lusitania was sunk: an event that 
helped bring America into the Great War! 
Each coin still displays its incredible original 
detailing, making it a great tribute to the era! 
Circulated condition....................................#104140 $69.95
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                                  New & Noteworthy
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This is just a sampling of the new items in this edition of Military Issue. Find more throughout 
the catalog!

Haunebu I 
Model
Part of the 
Luft-X line of 

experimental 
Nazi aircraft, this 1/72 

scale resin model replicates 
     the Haunebu I – otherworldly 
       � ying saucers that, according 
  to some theorists, remain in 
underground bases around the 
world. It features its prototypical 
circular design, three undercar-

riage ball turrets, authentic German markings, and a display 
stand. 8" diameter........................................................................#702163 $49.95
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“Vietnam Vet” Watch Cap
Stay warm with this colorful watch cap 
celebrating your service in Southeast Asia! 
It features the words “Vietnam Vet” and an 
embroidered ribbon bar. #104054 $16.95

“Vietnam Vet” Watch Cap
Stay warm with this colorful watch cap 

“Vietnam Vet” 
Long-Sleeve 
Shirts
These 100% cotton 
shirts feature the 
words “Vietnam 
Vet” screen-
printed along the 
left sleeve as well 
as a front crest with 
the recognizable 
service ribbon.
Olive Drab......#104076
Black.................#104077
M, L, XL..............$34.95
2XL, 3XL............$36.95

“Vietnam Vet” 
Long-Sleeve 

These 100% cotton 

as a front crest with 

#104076
#104077
34.95
36.95

U.S. Marine 
Bronze Figures

Wearing their � nest Dress Blues, 
these 1/6 scale bronze � gures 
replicate U.S. Marines presenting 
a folded American � ag or holding 
his hand-polished M1 Garand 
ri� e. Arrives ready to display on 

a circular base. 12½" tall.

Reg: $150  Now: $49.95 each

A: Honor Guard.......#M602190
B: Drill Platoon........#M602195

         The Lusitania Saga and Myth
           100 Years On
         Ramsay.  Having restored British supremacy along the 
key North Atlantic route, the Lusitania was the pride of 
the Cunard Line – until she was torpedoed by a German 
U-Boat and sunk in May of 1915. This historical account of 
the tragic event, which resulted in the loss of nearly 1,200 
lives, details not only the ship’s demise but also its political 
aftermath. 256 pages, B&W photos, 6"x 9¼", 
hardcover................#104067  Reg: $39.95  Now: $19.95

BR57 Armored 
Locomotive Kit
Based upon the 
Prussian-built G10 
steam engine, the BR57 
was an armored loco-
motive with an 0-10-0 
wheel arrangement 
used by the Germans 
during the Second 
World War. This 1/72 

scale plastic kit of the sturdy engine 
features a sloped-armor superstructure, rolling stock linkages, � ligree 
exterior accents, authentic camou� age markings, and a 
roadbed display base. Assembly required. 
Skill level 3. 7" long...............................#404211 $59.95
“The Train” – Burt Lancaster stars in this 1964 picture, 
a dramatic caper following the exploits of a Nazi of-
� cer bent on stealing a precious art collection aboard 
an armored locomotive and the French resistance 
� ghter tasked with preventing its transport. 
Widescreen. 2 hrs. 13 min.....................#RV6982 $19.95

scale plastic kit of the sturdy engine 

A B

SAVE
$100

         The Lusitania Saga and Myth
           100 Years On
         Ramsay

SAVE
 50%

See Page 47 for more Vietnam Veteran Items!

See Page 33 
for more 

Bronze Statues!

U.S. Marines

#104076
#104077
34.95

This is just a sampling of the new items in this edition of Military Issue

U.S. MarinesU.S. Marines

C

U.S. Marines

A B

Replicating a trio of island-hopping 
   Marines stationed in the Paci� c 
   during World War II, these 1/30 
   scale metal � gures are equipped 
   with a � amethrower, tommy gun, 
   and the military’s � rst “walkie 
       talkie.” 2½" tall.                                                    $39 each

A: With Flamethrower...................#104131
B: With Tommy Gun...............................#104133
C: Radioman..............................................#1041321/30 SCALE

That War in Korea
With spirits high after victory in the Second 
World War, nearly every observer believed 
that combat in Korea would be nothing 
more than a police intervention, over by 
Christmas. This six-� lm program examines 
how wrong that was – beginning with Stalin’s 

thumbs-up to the North Koreans to invade the South to 
the stalemated � ghting along the 38th parallel. 

2 hrs. 4 min..................................................#101955 $19.95

which includes a penny, nickel, which includes a penny, nickel, 

helped bring America into the Great War! 

69.9569.9569.95

See Page 49 for 
more Coin Items!

Authentic
Artifacts
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Gadsden Flag Collectibles
Designed during the � rst year of the American Revolution, 
the Gadsden Flag is a recognizable symbol of national pride 
and independence – featuring the coiled and ready-to-
strike snake with the iconic words, “Don’t Tread on Me.”

Flag – Replicating the Gadsden � ag, this polyester reproduc-
tion comes ready to hang with brass grommets. 5'x 3'.
                                                                       #M601637 $16.95

U.S. Constitution Replica
"When in the course of human events 
it becomes necessary for one 
people to dissolve the 
political bands…" This 
authentic-looking 
replica of the U.S. 
Constitution – one of 
the most important doc-
uments in history – is printed 
on antiqued parchment paper that 
can be framed for display. 
12"x 14"....................#M600238 $7.95

“We The People” Cap
Stylishly weathered, this navy blue 
cap is a patriotic celebration of the 
Constitution, featuring “We The People” 
embroidered on the front. 
100% cotton.............#101597 $18.95

7.95

Constitution, featuring “We The People” 

18.95

      1775-1787 8 Reales 
        “Silver Dollar”
             Take advantage of the rare oppor-
             tunity to own a genuine collectible 
            from the Revolutionary War period! 
         Touted as America’s � rst silver dollar, 
  the 8 Reales coin – of Spanish origin, but 

circulated in America before the U.S. struck its own currency in mass quantities 
– represents one of the most commonly exchanged coins during the nation’s 
infant years. This incredible artifact, still displaying the fine detailing after 
more than two centuries, arrives in lightly circulated condition and features 
the classic banner-draped pillar on the reverse, a precursor to 
the U.S. dollar symbol. 1½" diameter. (Date our choice).......#M652213 $299

      1775-1787 8 Reales       1775-1787 8 Reales 
                
             Take advantage of the rare oppor-
             tunity to own a genuine collectible 
            from the Revolutionary War period! 
         Touted as America’s � rst silver dollar, 
  the 8 Reales coin – of Spanish origin, but 

Founding Fathers 
Bobbleheads
Three of America’s most 
in� uential Founding Fathers 
are recreated with these light-
hearted bobbleheads, each 
one arriving ready to display 
inside or out of their collectible 
boxes. 9" tall. $24.95 each

A: Thomas Je� erson
#M601932

B: George Washington....#M601924     C: Ben Franklin................#101912

inside or out of their collectible 

each

#M601932
#M601924     C: Ben Franklin #101912

A B C

 Replicating the Gadsden � ag, this polyester reproduc-

Sign up for E-Mail Exclusives at 

                                                                       #M601637 $16.95

M, L, XL...$19.95
2XL...........$21.95

NEW! Caps – Featuring the iconic words embroi-
dered on the front, these 100% cotton caps also 
come with a pre-curved visor and 
adjustable brass buckle strap..............$18.95 each

Black..............#103913    Coyote..............#103914    
Olive Drab......................................................#103915

Black Tricorne Wool Felt Hat
         Resembling a tricorne worn by 
         Europeans and Colonial Americans 
         during the 18th century, this black 
          wool felt hat features a white sewn 
           trim and a leather 
           sweatband....#M651731 $44.95

circulated in America before the U.S. struck its own currency in mass quantities 
– represents one of the most commonly exchanged coins during the nation’s 

299

Black Tricorne Wool Felt Hat
         Resembling a tricorne worn by 
         Europeans and Colonial Americans 
         during the 18
          wool felt hat features a white sewn 
           trim and a leather 
           sweatband....

Available Sizes: 
M, L, and XL

19.95
21.95

NEW! Caps – Featuring the iconic words embroi-

Beach Towel – Made of a soft 
and absorbent cotton material, 
this unique towel measures 
60"x 30". #M602249 $19.95

NEW! Retro T-Shirt  
Made of 100% cotton, 
this black t-shirt fea-
tures a classic, retro 
line drawing of a 
� erce orange snake!
                         #103857

Genuine Artifact!

    “God Bless America” $2 Bill
The front of this commemorative $2 bill features 
President Je� erson surrounded by full-color images 
of patriotic words including “God Bless America.” 
Full-legal tender, it comes in a handsome presenta-
tion folder with a certi� cate of authenticity............................#102602 $16.95

Made in 
the USA.
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“Betsy Ross” Flag 
Woven Blanket
Ideal for cool nights on the 
porch or for staying warm on 
the couch, this woven cotton 
blanket resembles the “Betsy 
Ross” � ag – 13 stars in a circle  
  – and measures 72"x 48".

   #M650978 
    Reg: $49.95

            Now: $39.95

“Betsy Ross” Flag 
Woven Blanket
Ideal for cool nights on the 
porch or for staying warm on 
the couch, this woven cotton 
blanket resembles the “Betsy 
Ross” � ag – 13 stars in a circle  
  – and measures 72"x 48".

   #M650978 
    Reg: 

1925-P Lexington-Concord 
Sesquicentennial Half Dollar
Also known as the Patriot Half Dollar, the Lexington-
Concord Half Dollar was released in 1925 as a sesqui-
centennial celebration of the famous Revolutionary War 
battle. Only half of the authorized mintage was actually 
struck, making it a scarce collectible. This uncirculated 
version of the coveted half dollar – which features “The 
Minute Man” on the obverse and Old Belfry on the reverse 
– is made of 90% silver and 10% copper. 
1¼" diameter........................................................#101595 $199

centennial celebration of the famous Revolutionary War 
battle. Only half of the authorized mintage was actually 

Minute Man” on the obverse and Old Belfry on the reverse 

199199

    U.S. Naval Stories
        The Revolutionary War
          to the War of 1812
           Learn the history of the U.S. Navy’s for-
             mative years! You get Short History of
                the Early U.S. Navy, about how the Navy 
              secured the seas along the coast; Naval 
War of Independence, showing how the Navy started and ended 
the Revolutionary War with one ship; The War with France and the Pirates of 
Tripoli, 1798 to 1801, on how the Navy earned international respect; The 
Naval War of 1812, which follows the exploits of the USS Constitution and 
other vessels; and Early Light of Dawn, about how Francis Scott Key 
witnessed the bombing of Fort McHenry. 1 hr. 47 min...#MV52916 $19.95

Revolutionary War / War of 1812    

blanket resembles the “Betsy 
Ross” � ag – 13 stars in a circle  

39.95

Ross” � ag – 13 stars in a circle  

War of 1812 Flags
Representing both the na-
tional � ag as it appeared 
in 1812 and the naval cry 
spoken by Captain James 
Lawrence about his ship, 
the USS Chesapeake, 
these polyester replicas 
feature brass grommets 

and reinforced edging. 5'x 3'. $16.95 each
 15-Star National Flag..................#M650946
“Don’t Give Up the Ship”...........#M650956

Revolutionary War Figure Sets
Recreate some of the Revolutionary War’s most memorable battles with 
these 1/32 scale plastic � gure sets, each one featuring 
16 variously posed soldiers. 2¼" tall.........................................$24.95 each

A: Colonial Militiamen.....................#102709     
B: British Infantrymen.....................#102658

Revolutionary War Figure SetsRevolutionary War Figure SetsRevolutionary War Figure Sets

A B

1/32 SCALE

18th Century 
Flintlock 
Pistol
        This ornately detailed, non-

firing gun is a replica of a � intlock pistol – 
which, though its range was short, was a 

reliable and accurate weapon – used by soldiers and duelers 
throughout the 18th century. It features a molded resin stock, a 

cast metal barrel tinted in stylish gold, and an authentic 
trigger and lock mechanism. 8" long........................................#100631 $39.95

18th Century 
Flintlock 
Pistol
        This ornately detailed, non-This ornately detailed, non-

firing gun is a replica of a � intlock pistol – 
which, though its range was short, was a 

reliable and accurate weapon – used by soldiers and duelers 
throughout the 18th century. It features a molded resin stock, a 

cast metal barrel tinted in stylish gold, and an authentic 

USS Constitution 
Kit

A replica of  “Old 
Ironsides,” this 1/96 
scale plastic kit fea-

tures a full hull, intri-
cate stern and bow en-

gravings, 39 plastic sails, 
55 cannons, a detailed 
captain’s quarters, a fully 
outfitted deck, lifeboats 
with oars, rigging line 

and thread, and 20 crewmen. Can be rigged with or without sails. 
Assembly required. 32" long; 1,223 parts, skill level 3.....#M800227 $99.95
1/196 Scale – 15¾" long; 159 parts, skill level 3.............#M800386 $34.95

Tall Ships 
2018 Calendar
See the majestic sails of full-rigged  
ships catch the wind in this 2018  
 calendar which features vessels from 
 ports around the world! Includes 
 descriptive information on each ship. 
13¾"x 10½".                                  #103072 $15.95
 descriptive information on each ship. 

2nd Amendment 
T-Shirt
Featuring an ornately 
drawn patriot proudly 
bearing his musket on 
the reverse, this 100% 
cotton t-shirt is a spirited 
celebration of the 2nd 
Amendment!                              #103859

M, L, XL...........$19.95
2XL, 3XL.........$21.95

    U.S. Naval Stories
        The Revolutionary War
          to the War of 1812
           Learn the history of the U.S. Navy’s for-
             mative years! You get 
                the Early U.S. Navy
              secured the seas along the coast; 
War of Independence
the Revolutionary War with one ship; 
Tripoli, 1798 to 1801
Naval War of 1812
other vessels; and 
witnessed the bombing of Fort McHenry. 1 hr. 47 min...

SAVE
 20%

Back

Genuine Artifact!

Printed in 
the USA.
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                 The Gatling Gun and Napoleon twelve-pounder were 
two of the most popular field weapons of the Civil War, powerful tools 
used to mow down advancing enemies and destroy fortifications. These 
1/16 scale replicas – centerpiece additions in your artillery showcase – 
feature realistic metal barrels, spoked wooden wheels, and 
a metal chain. Assembly required. Skill level 3............................$69.95 each

A: Twelve-Pound Cannon – 8¼" long......................#102205  Reg: $89.95  
B: Gatling Gun – 7¾" long..................................................................#M902321

Civil War Gun Kits

                 The Gatling Gun and Napoleon twelve-pounder were                  The Gatling Gun and Napoleon twelve-pounder were 

B

                 The Gatling Gun and Napoleon twelve-pounder were                  The Gatling Gun and Napoleon twelve-pounder were 

SAVE
$20
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Fort Sumter 
33-Star Flag
This screened 
polyester replica 
of the Fort Sumter 
flag – which is no-
table for its 33-star 
diamond pattern 
and was lowered 
on April 16, 1861, 

when the Union Army surrendered 
the fort at the outset of the Civil War – has reinforced edging and 
brass grommets. 5'x 3'...............................................................#M602518 $16.95

Fort Sumter 
33-Star Flag
This screened 
polyester replica 
of the Fort Sumter 
flag – which is no-
table for its 33-star 
diamond pattern 
and was lowered 
on April 16, 1861, 

when the Union Army surrendered 
the fort at the outset of the Civil War – has reinforced edging and 

The American Civil War
From the anti-slavery movement of the Antebellum period through General 
Lee’s surrender at Appomattox, this ten-part documentary series chronicles 
the entire breadth of the U.S. Civil War. Learn more than just combat details 
including insight on Lincoln, Gettysburg, the “Anaconda Plan,” and more, all 
told using stunning archival images, gripping reenactments, and 
expert commentary. 8 hours................#103164  Reg: $19.95  Now: $12.95

SAVE
 35%

Civil War 
2018 Calendar
Mort Künstler.  
A dozen full-
color artistic 
renditions of 
the Civil War’s 
most memo-
rable battles 
and events are featured in this must-own, 
2018 calendar! 14"x 12¼"..............#103076 $16.9516.95

2018 Calendar

and events are featured in this must-own, 

Sharpshooting Rifles of 
the American Civil War 
Colt, Sharps, Spencer, and Whitworth
Pegler.  Originally established in the Union Army by 
wealthy inventor Hiram Berdan, sharpshooters be-
came an integral part of the � ghting for both sides 
during the Civil War. Full of specially commissioned 
artwork, this pictorial pro� le examines the various 
weapons used by these skilled marksmen – from 
the malfunctioning M1855 Colt to the long-range Whitworth .45. 
80 pages, illustrated, 7½"x 10½", softcover..............................#104094 $19.95

Civil War-Era Pistols

                                                                   Replicating a pair of 
                                             handguns used extensively during  
                                  the Civil War, these non-� ring weapons – 
             conversation-starting additions to your military-
             themed showcase – feature a silver � nish, wooden 
              grips, and a working mechanism.
A: 1860 Colt .44-Caliber Revolver  
13½" long.............................#M600239 $99.95
B: M1849 Pocket Pistol  
7¾" long..................................#100640 $59.95
NEW! Black Leather Holster – A terri� c � t 
for your new gun, this black leather holster 
features copper rivets and “U.S.” 
markings..................................#103739 $24.95

Civil War Gun Kits

                                  the Civil War, these non-� ring weapons – 

        Great Civil War Heroes 
       and Their Battles
       Rawls.  Lavishly illustrated with portraits, 
drawings, and maps, this volume examines 
not only 50 of the Civil War’s most accom-
plished leaders but also 70 of its central 
battles. Readers will likewise be treated to 
biographical info on military officers and 
insight on the progression of � ghting – much 

of which is based upon contemporary sources of the era! 303 pages, 
illustrated, 11"x 9", softcover................#104066  Reg: $29.95  Now: $14.95

Colonel Joshua Chamberlain
Best known for his service in the Union Army during the Battle of 
Gettysburg, Colonel Joshua Chamberlain earned the Medal of Honor for 
his defense of Little Round Top during the 1863 campaign. These 1/30 scale 
collectibles recreate Chamberlain, an Iron Brigade drummer, and the ubiquitous Parrott Gun.
A: NEW! Col. Chamberlain – Metal. 2½" tall................#103733 $36.95      B: Drummer – Metal. 2½" tall............................................................#M518845 $39.95

plished leaders but also 70 of its central 
battles. Readers will likewise be treated to 
biographical info on military officers and 
insight on the progression of � ghting – much 

$14.95

Gettysburg, Colonel Joshua Chamberlain earned the Medal of Honor for 
his defense of Little Round Top during the 1863 campaign. These 1/30 scale 
collectibles recreate Chamberlain, an Iron Brigade drummer, and the ubiquitous Parrott Gun.collectibles recreate Chamberlain, an Iron Brigade drummer, and the ubiquitous Parrott Gun.

NEW! 10-Pound 
Parrott 
Gun

Polystone. 4" long.
     #M517242 
                      $39.95

Gettysburg, Colonel Joshua Chamberlain earned the Medal of Honor for 

A B

A

B

        Great Civil War Heroes 
       and Their Battles
       Rawls

SAVE
 50%

1/30 SCALE
1/30 SCALE

 Metal. 2½" tall............................................................ Metal. 2½" tall............................................................
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Legends in Gray 
2018 Calendar
Mort Künstler.  The 
Civil War artwork of 
Mort Künstler, who 
focuses primarily on 
Confederate events, 
is showcased in this 
2018 calendar which 
captures some of the 
con� ict’s most historic 
moments. 14"x 12¼"....................................#103074 $16.95

Legends in Gray 

$16.95

Confederate 
Flags
Made of premium 
polyester, these 
colorful � ags – 
which feature rein-
forced edging and 
brass grommets 
– are replicas of 
ones � own by the 

South during the Civil War. 
5'x 3'. $16.95 each

A: Battle Flag...........#M601631
B: Robert E. Lee   
     Headquarters....#M650959

Confederate Battle Flag 
Mink Blanket
Displaying the Rebel battle flag, this warm 

faux mink blanket 
will keep you cozy 
while showing 
o�  your southern 
allegiance! 
96"x 80".    
#101620 $39.95

Confederate Battle Flag 
Mink Blanket
Displaying the Rebel battle flag, this warm 

King Size!

“Welcome” 
Bell Display
The hand-painted 
Southern battle � ag 

sits atop a cast 
iron bell, making 

this display – which features the word “Welcome” 
– a unique celebration of the Confederate States 

of America! Minimal assembly required. 
11½" tall and 7½" deep. Includes 
mounting holes...................#102484 $24.95

“Welcome” 
Bell Display
The hand-painted 
Southern battle � ag 

sits atop a cast 
iron bell, making 

this display – which features the word “Welcome” 
– a unique celebration of the Confederate States 

of America! Minimal assembly required. 

“Welcome” 
Bell Display
The hand-painted 
Southern battle � ag 

this display – which features the word “Welcome” 
– a unique celebration of the Confederate States 

Confederacy    

CSA Battle Flag Caps
Wear your Southern Pride everywhere you go with these 
embroidered caps featuring the Confederate battle � ag!.........$16.95 each

A: Flag Design – 100% acrylic...#M602538
B: “Southern Boy” – 100% cotton.

#101357
C: “Border Patrol” – 100% cotton.

#102788
Confederate Color Bearers
A quartet of proud Southern soldiers makes up this collection of 1/30 scale 
metal � gures – hand-painted 
replicas of � ag-waving color 
bearers, ready to display in 
your Confederate showcase! 
4" tall.                                      $26.95 each 

Confederate Color BearersConfederate Color BearersConfederate Color BearersConfederate Color BearersConfederate Color BearersConfederate Color BearersConfederate Color BearersConfederate Color Bearers

CSA Battle Flag CapsCSA Battle Flag Caps
Wear your Southern Pride everywhere you go with these 
embroidered caps featuring the Confederate battle � ag!.........

CSA Battle Flag CapsCSA Battle Flag Caps
Wear your Southern Pride everywhere you go with these 
embroidered caps featuring the Confederate battle � ag!.........

A: Army of Northern Virginia...#104002
B: Texas...............................................#104003 
C: Virginia..........................................#104030
D: North Carolina ...........................#104031

CSA Currency Notes
There were ten di� erent denominations and 
seven di� erent issues of Confederate currency 
between 1861 and 1864, and these historic 

notes – both $10 and $20 denominations – 
represent the � nal year of their release. Highly 
collectible Southern artifacts, they still feature 
their rich detailing after more than a century 
and a half! Circulated condition.
$10 Note – This note comes hand-

signed by Southern soldiers and family members. 7"x 3"...............#M651574 $74.95
$20 Note – 7½"x 3"...................................................................................#M652199 $89.95

between 1861 and 1864, and these historic 
notes – both 
represent the � nal year of their release. Highly 
collectible Southern artifacts, they still feature 
their rich detailing after more than a century 
and a half! Circulated condition.
$10 Note –

signed by Southern soldiers and family members. 7"x 3"...............

CSA Currency Notes
There were ten di� erent denominations and 
seven di� erent issues of Confederate currency 
between 1861 and 1864, and these historic between 1861 and 1864, and these historic 

  2-Piece   
  Civil War  
 Coin Set

  Salute the 
150th anniversary 

of the Civil War with this 2-piece collection – a quarter and half-dollar 
coin lavished in 24-karat gold and featuring full color imagery recog-
nizing the historic con� ict. Genuine legal tender, they arrive ready to 
display inside an acrylic coin capsule with an informa-
tional card..........................................................................#103696 $14.95

seven di� erent issues of Confederate currency 

represent the � nal year of their release. Highly 
collectible Southern artifacts, they still feature 
their rich detailing after more than a century 

  2-Piece   
  Civil War  
 Coin Set

  Salute the 
150

CSA Battle Flag CapsCSA Battle Flag Caps
Wear your Southern Pride everywhere you go with these 

A

B
C

this display – which features the word “Welcome” 

“Southern and Sexy” Metal Sign
Featuring a bodacious Southern belle super-
imposed over the Confederate battle � ag, this 
24-gauge steel sign resembles the look of aged 
metal and paint. 12"x 18"; includes 
mounting holes....................#M601670 $24.95

Made in 
the USA.

Genuine Artifacts!

A B C D

1/30 SCALE

A

B
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Pre-WWI   Civil War Battles / Nautical

“We Hit ’em Boys!”
Used by both the Northern and Southern Army during the Civil War, the Parrott Rifle was a 
muzzle-loading artillery piece that came in various sizes from the numerous ten-pounder to the 
massive 300-pounder. This collection of 1/30 scale metal figures is hand-painted. 2½" tall.
A: 5-Piece 10-Pounder Parrott Gun..............................................................................#102097 $175
B: Orderly Holding Horse.............................................................................................#102098 $89.95

A

B

1/30 SCALE

Gettysburg
Turning Point of the Civil War
The Battle of Gettysburg was the turning 

point for the Union in the Civil War as Lee’s � nal 
gamble to solidify victory fell � at. This illustrated 
Time Magazine collection examines the pivotal battle 
like never before, featuring a host of brilliant authors 
o� ering balanced perspective on the � ghting – 
including a � ctional account from a Southern soldier 
and a look at the era’s “modern” medicine. 192 pages, 

100+ photos, 10½"x 11½", hardcover. #102496  Reg: $29.95  Now: $17.95

point for the Union in the Civil War as Lee’s � nal 

SAVE
 40%

Gettysburg 1938
The Last Reunion of the Blue & Gray
This DVD contains newsreel and radio broadcasts that were 
recorded live during the 75th Anniversary of the Battle of 
Gettysburg, June 30-July 4, 1938. Almost 2,000 surviving 
veterans gathered for that � nal reunion on the battle� eld. 
Sharing memories, the old veterans prayed for “Peace Eternal in 
a Nation United.” Also includes the free bonus program, 
Twilight of the Blue and Gray. 1 hr. 35 min...#MV52551 $24.95

Gettysburg Afghan/Throw Pillow
Featuring full-
color imagery, 
these tapestry 
accents – both 
a washable 
afghan and a 
throw pillow 

– pay homage 
to the 1863 Battle of Gettysburg.

Afghan – 58"x 52"...#103734  
             Reg: $59.95  Now: $47.95
Throw Pillow – 16"x 16"...#103735 
           Reg: $29.95  Now: $23.95

Featuring full-
color imagery, 
these tapestry 
accents – both 
a washable 
afghan and a 
throw pillow 

– pay homage 

Afghan – 
             Reg: 
Throw Pillow – 
           Reg: 

these tapestry 
accents – both 

– pay homage 
to the 1863 Battle of Gettysburg.

Afghan – 

Civil War Generals Bobbleheads          
These hand painted bobbleheads of civil war generals are crafted 
 of high-quality resin, measure 8½" tall, and arrive in 
      colorful collector’s boxes.................................................$24.95 each

               A: Ulysses S. Grant – The “Hero of Appomattox.”
                                                                                                            #M601928
    B: Robert E. Lee – The “Marble Man”.................................#M601929
                                                                                                            #M601928

#M601929

A
B

Ships of the Civil War: 
1861-1865
An Illustrated Guide to the 
Fighting Vessels of the Union 
and the Confederacy
Dougherty.   This volume examines 
various naval vessels – paddle-
driven river boats, steam warships, 

ram ships, sloops, cruisers, and ironclad ships – used during the Civil 
War. You’ll tour ironclads, including the CSS Virginia and USS Monitor, 
blockade runners such as A.D. Vance and Hope, the raiders CSS Sumter 
and USS Quaker City, and more. 224 pages, 110+ color photos 
and illustrations, 11½"x 8¼", hardcover.....................#M106418 $34.95

Confederate Blockade Runner Kit
The Confederacy utilized privately owned 
vessels to penetrate Union blockades. 
This stylish replica of one of those 
ships is a 1/124 scale plastic 
kit featuring colorful, � nely 
molded pieces, textured 
surfaces, a realistic deck, and 
authentic decals. Assembly required. 
203 pieces. Skill level 3. 15" long.................#M807283 $34.95

Made in 
the USA.

CSS H.L. Hunley Kit
A submarine used by the Confederates, the CSS H.L. Hunley was the � rst  
 combat submarine to sink an enemy warship (despite not being com-
  pletely submerged at the time). A stunning replica of that sub, this 
 1/35 scale plastic kit features realistic surface details, photo-etched 
parts, authentic markings, and a display stand. Assembly 
required. Skill level 2. 12¾" long.......................................#102431 $34.95

CSS H.L. Hunley Kit
A submarine used by the Confederates, the CSS H.L. Hunley was the � rst  
 combat submarine to sink an enemy warship (despite not being com-
  pletely submerged at the time). A stunning replica of that sub, this 
 1/35 scale plastic kit features realistic surface details, photo-etched 

34.95

Declare 
war on your 
friend with this 
handsome Civil War 
chess set. 
Consisting 
of full-color 
resin Union 
and 
Confederate 
chess pieces, 
it includes 
Abraham 
Lincoln and 
Je� erson 
Davis as opposing kings. You even get a 17"x 17" glass 
board! Figures measure up to 3" tall.

#M519114 $99.95

A

Civil War Generals Bobbleheads          
These hand painted bobbleheads of civil war generals are crafted 
 of high-quality resin, measure 8½" tall, and arrive in 
      colorful collector’s boxes.................................................
               A: 
                                                                                                            #M601928
    B: Robert E. Lee –     B: Robert E. Lee – Declare 

war on your 
friend with this 
handsome Civil War 
chess set. 
Consisting 
of full-color 

Civil War Chess Set 
with Glass 
Board

Made in 
the USA.

SAVE
 20%
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Civil War Weaponry / Little Bighorn    Pre-WWI   

A perfect 
display piece for any 
Civil War bu� , these 
museum-quality, non-� ring 
replicas of the Griswold & Gunnison pistol – a 
weapon used by Confederate soldiers throughout 
the con� ict – are the same size and weight of its 
prototype, and feature a real-working hammer and 
trigger, stunning brass accents, and stylish wooden 
grips. 13" long.
Black/Brass...................#100389 $99.95
Silver..........................#M600309 $79.95

Civil War 
Pistols

Civil War Holsters
Made of black leather, these premium quality 
reproductions of Civil War crossdraw revolver 
holsters include a realistic, period-
style closure.........................................$39.95 each
Left Hip/Butt Forward.....................#M600253
Right Hip/Butt Forward.................#M600254

                                                                                                                                                     
It’s “that damned Yankee ri� e that they 

 load on Sunday and shoot all week!”  This museum-quality, 
non-� ring, metal and wood replica of the 1860 Henry 

               Repeating Ri� e, which was used by Union soldiers during the Civil War and 
in later years against the Plains Indians, features a tubular magazine underneath the 24" 

octagonal barrel, a working lever action, and a brass-� nished frame. 42" long. #M600272 $209

                                                                                                                                                     
It’s “that damned Yankee ri� e that they 

 load on Sunday and shoot all week!”  This museum-quality, 
non-� ring, metal and wood replica of the 1860 Henry 

               Repeating Ri� e, which was used by Union soldiers during the Civil War and 
in later years against the Plains Indians, features a tubular magazine underneath the 24" 

1860 Henry 
Repeating Rifle

During the Civil War, the bugle was not only used    
 in camps to tell soldiers the time and what duties 

to perform, but was also used in battle to relay 
orders over the sounds of fighting. Made of brass, 

       this replica measures 11½" long.
#M651713 $34.95

Deluxe Officer's Kepis
These reproduction Civil War officer 
kepis feature a deluxe braid on 
wool cloth, a leather visor, brass 
buttons, and silk lining.........................$49.95 each

Confederate Gray..................................#M651867      
Union Blue......................................................#M651868

Medium (7 – 71/8)
Large (73/8 – 71/2)
X-Large (75/8 – 73/4)

 Artifacts of the 
Battle of Little Big Horn
Hutchinson.  An invaluable catalog of 
historic artifacts, this illustrated pro� le fea-
tures hundreds of color photos of surviving 
items from the infamous Battle of the Little 
Big Horn – many never before published! 
Learn about the origin of these 7th Cavalry 
and Lakota/Cheyenne artifacts and enjoy 
information on their physical properties 
and usage in combat or everyday life. 

224 pages, 355 color images, 9"x 12", hardcover. #103740 $49.95

 Artifacts of the Custer’s Personal Guidon
A replica of the swallow-tailed U.S. 7th 

Cavalry Regiment guidon – Lt. Col. George 
Armstrong Custer’s headquarters flag – flown 
during the Battle of the Little Bighorn, this 

screen-printed, polyester flag includes a 
canvas header, reinforced edging, and 

brass grommets. 5'x 3'.
#M650964 $16.95

Western Hat with Cavalry BraidWestern Hat with Cavalry Braid
This black felt, cowboy-style western hat features a 
gold-colored cavalry braid; a 4½" cattleman 
crease crown and a wide 3¾" brim; six 
eyelets;  and an internal elastic band.
Large/X-Large (71/ 4"- 75/ 8")
                                   #M650252 $49.95

U.S. Cavalry Cap
This 100% cotton, black hat features embroidered cavalry 
sabers on the front, "Cavalry" on the pre-curved visor, 
and "Army" on the adjustable strap. 
One size fits most...................................#64162 $18.95

This 100% cotton, black hat features embroidered cavalry 

 “Cavalry” T-Shirt
The bold screen-
printing on each 
side of this 100% 
cotton t-shirt – in-
cluding the crossed 
sabers and Stetson 
hat – pays homage 

to the United 
States Cavalry.

#103855

Front

                                   

U.S. Cavalry Cap
This 100% cotton, black hat features embroidered cavalry 
sabers on the front, "Cavalry" on the pre-curved visor, 
and "Army" on the adjustable strap. 
One size fits most...................................

 M, L, XL..............$18.95
 2XL, 3XL............$21.95

The Battle of Little Bighorn
On June 25th and 26th, 1876, George 
Armstrong Custer led his famed  7th Cavalry 
 Regiment against the Plains Indian tribes 
  at the Battle of Little Bighorn. These 
  1/32 scale � gures – representing horse-mounted cavalrymen, 
including Custer himelf – are � nely detailed and stun-
ningly hand-painted. 2½" tall.....................................................$84.95 each

A: General Custer.................#100405
B: Lt. William W. Cooke......#100406
C: Flagbearer...........................#100408
D: Bugler...................................#100409
E: NEW! Trooper #1..............#100413
F: NEW! Trooper #2..............#100414

A

B
D

C

E

F

       this replica measures 11½" long.Brass Bugle

1/32 SCALE
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Pre-WWI   Old West
Vintage Hollywood Classic Westerns

A quartet of frontier adventures are featured on this 
2-DVD collection! Unforgettable performances are 
delivered from Hollywood’s biggest stars – among 

them, John Wayne, Marlon Brando, Ronald Reagan, 
and Karl Malden – in these exciting films which 
include McClintock!, The Outlaw, Santa Fe Trail, and 

One-Eyed Jack. Color and B&W. 
8 hrs. 14 min.............................................#103749 $9.95

                     Early American Bowie Knife Replica
Named for its designer, Colonel Jim Bowie – who came to prominence during 
the Battle of the Alamo – the Bowie Knife was widely used from the 1840s 
through the end of the 19th century. This striking replica features a 10" clip-
point blade (constructed of polished carbon steel), a wooden handle with a 
brass pommel, and a brown leather sheath with 
brass fittings. 16" long....................#M651797  Reg: $59.95  Now: $49.95

Leaning Silhouette Metal Signs
Eye-catching additions to any Old West décor, 
these impressively sized metal signs – made of 
heavy-gauge American steel – feature a silhouetted 
cowboy or cowgirl leaning up against the wall. 
Includes mounting holes. 
14"x 34½"..............................................$44.95 each

A: Cowboy...#103711     B: Cowgirl...#103712

these impressively sized metal signs – made of 
heavy-gauge American steel – feature a silhouetted 
cowboy or cowgirl leaning up against the wall. 

                     Early American Bowie Knife Replica                     Early American Bowie Knife Replica

each

#103712

heavy-gauge American steel – feature a silhouetted 

each

#103712

                     Early American Bowie Knife Replica                     Early American Bowie Knife Replica

#103749 9.95

B

Made in 
the USA.

A

SAVE
$10

1881 “Street Howitzer” 
Cut-Down Shotgun Pistol
The famous Coach Gun of the Old West was 
often cut down by bandits and barkeeps for easy wielding, known 
colloquially as the “Street Howitzer.” A centerpiece 
replica of the recognizable weapon, this non-firing 
collectible features a break-open barrel, a functional 
hammer and trigger, and a wooden handle. 
21½" long....................................................#102796 $159

Vintage Hollywood Classic Westerns
A quartet of frontier adventures are featured on this 
2-DVD collection! Unforgettable performances are 
delivered from Hollywood’s biggest stars – among 

them, John Wayne, Marlon Brando, Ronald Reagan, 
and Karl Malden – in these exciting films which 

Santa Fe Trail, and Santa Fe Trail, and Santa Fe Trail

1881 “Street Howitzer” 
Cut-Down Shotgun Pistol
The famous Coach Gun of the Old West was 
often cut down by bandits and barkeeps for easy wielding, known 
colloquially as the “Street Howitzer.” A centerpiece 
replica of the recognizable weapon, this non-firing 
collectible features a break-open barrel, a functional 

Old West Braided Rawhide 
Bullwhips
Crack that whip! These braided 
rawhide leather bullwhips are just 
like the type carried by ranchers 
and cattle hands in the Old West!
9 Feet...............#M651861 $39.95
6 Feet...............#M651862 $24.95

Old West Braided Rawhide 

39.95
24.95

Carson City Mint 
Morgan Silver Dollar
Minted from 1878 to 1904 (and again in 
1921), the Morgan dollar was authorized 
by the Bland-Allison Act, which required 
the U.S. Treasury to buy between two and 
four million dollars' worth of silver at market 
value to be coined each month (a bill vetoed by then-President Rutherford 
B. Hayes, who supported the gold standard, but was approved by Congress). 
Struck at the Carson City Mint, this authentic “Wild West” silver dollar (from 
the 1880s-1890s), can be a part of your collection! 1½" diameter; 
lightly circulated condition............................................................#M652193 $225

Genuine 
Artifact!

            Figures of the Wild West
The lawlessness and promise of fortune during America’s western expansion 
gave rise to a host of unique characters on the frontier – from bandits and 
   thieves to Indians and hunters. Create an entire Wild West scene with these
     hand-painted, 1/30 scale metal figures replicating a diverse 
      cross section of the era’s legends and citizens. 2¼" tall.................$9.95 each

       A: Bu� alo Hunter................#103741      D: Jesse James.............#103744
B: Calamity Jane.........................#103742      E: Sitting Bull...............#103745
C: Cherokee Indian Woman...#103743      F: Geronimo..................#103746

            Figures of the Wild West            Figures of the Wild West            Figures of the Wild West            Figures of the Wild West
The lawlessness and promise of fortune during America’s western expansion The lawlessness and promise of fortune during America’s western expansion 
            Figures of the Wild West            Figures of the Wild West
The lawlessness and promise of fortune during America’s western expansion 

A

B D F

C
E

1/30 SCALE

Colt M1873 Pistol – Celebrate Wayne 
and his most memorable role as U.S. Marshal 
Reuben J. “Rooster” Cogburn from the classic 
western, True Grit. This replica of Rooster’s Colt M1873 
single action revolver features imitation John Wayne 
grips, a functioning single action and shell 
ejector, and a 5½" barrel.......#M651818 $99.95
Red River D Holster/Belt – Made of genuine brown 
leather, these handsome Red River D 
accessories would make great com-
panions for your new Colt pistol!
Holster – Fits guns with 

           4¾"- 5½" barrels....#M652612 $69.95
Belt – 30"- 46" waist...............................#M652613 $44.95

Perhaps the most famous movie star in the history of Hollywood cinema, John Wayne will forever be associated 
with rugged masculinity and classic firearms. Spanning a career that lasted half a century, the Duke starred in over 
a hundred films, the vast majority being gun-drawing westerns.

John 
Wayne 
in the 
Movies 
2018 
Calendar 
Still-shots 
from 
some 
of the 
Duke’s 

most memorable films – in both black 
& white and color – are featured in 
this 2018 calendar. Includes six bonus 
months at the end of 2017. 
12"x 12"........................#103086 $14.95

John 
Wayne 

most memorable films – in both black 

“American 
Legend” 
Metal Sign
This black and 
white metal 
sign features 
a horse-riding 
John Wayne, 
nobly trotting 
along the 
mountains next 
to the words 
“American 
Legend.” Includes mounting 
holes. 12½"x 16".....#103747 $16.95

John Wayne
Celebrate Wayne 

and his most memorable role as U.S. Marshal 
Reuben J. “Rooster” Cogburn from the classic 

. This replica of Rooster’s Colt M1873 
single action revolver features imitation John Wayne 
grips, a functioning single action and shell 

with rugged masculinity and classic firearms. Spanning a career that lasted half a century, the Duke starred in over 

Made in 
the USA.

46" waist...............................46" waist...............................
           4¾"-

This black and 

a horse-riding 

nobly trotting 

mountains next 

Legend.” Includes mounting 

Made in 
the USA.
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Great War Overview    WWI   
Facing Armageddon
The First World War Experienced
Cecil and Liddle, ed.  The work of more than fifty 
renowned scholars are featured on this profile of 
World War I – an intimate look at the experiences of 
front-line soldiers. Hear tales from the air, sea, and land 
as you learn how the psychological and geopolitical 
e� ects of the world’s first global war are still being felt today. 
960 pages, 57 images, 5"x 8", softcover.....................................#103820 $24.95

  WWI 100th Anniversary Collection
This collection celebrates the 100th anniversary of the 
start of World War I. You get WWI: The War to End All 
Wars, a 10-part series filled with combat footage and 
interviews, Warbirds Over the Trenches, which exam-
ines the world’s first air battles, and The Great War, a 
journey through the war, year-by-year. A wonderful 
tribute to the courage, honor, and sacrifices 

made 100 years ago! B&W and color, 
22 hrs. 48 min. on six DVDs.........................#V9930 $29.95Early Footage of the 

World’s First Warbirds!

Sheffield.  Capturing both the con� ict’s 
major clashes as well as its in� uential lesser-known campaigns, this illustrated 
book is a complete portrait of the carnage and heroism displayed during the 
Great War. More than just a textbook-style narrative, this collector’s edition 
also features letters, newspapers reports, military orders, treaties, as well as a 
DVD film with archive footage and interviews with soldiers! 132 pages, 
B&W photos, 11"x 13", softcover.         #103631  Reg: $74.95  Now: $64.95

Sheffield.  Capturing both the con� ict’s 

The First 
World War 
Remembered

SAVE
$10

LIMITED EDITION

Armoured Warfare 
in the First World War
Tucker-Jones.  September 15, 1916, marks the debut 
of the battle tank: an initially crude and unreliable 
machine appearing during the Battle of the Somme. 
Learn all about these early mechanized weapons 
and their technical obstacles – attempting to find 
the right balance between power and weight – as 
well as seeing their combat record at Cambrai, Nivelle, 
and Messines. 160 pages, 160 B&W photos, 
7½"x 9½", softcover........................................................................#103779 $24.95

Representing three 
World War I-era armored 
vehicles, among the 
first ever to be used in 
combat, these 
1/72 scale resin 
display models 
– exciting 
releases in our 
popular Wings of the 
Great War: Armor Collection – feature
textured surfaces, accurate weaponry, 
realistic tracks, authentic markings, 
and a removable display stand.

 A: Rolls Royce Armored Car 
 British. 2¾" long...............#70547
B: Schneider CA1 Tank  
French. 3½" long...............#70545
C: Mk. IV “Male” – German 
Army (captured from British). 
4" long...............................#700657

Wings of the 
Great War 
Armor Collection

and Messines. 160 pages, 160 B&W photos, 
7½"x 9½", softcover........................................................................#103779 $24.95

A

Armor Collection

Armor Models Include 
a Terrain Display Base!

B
1/72 SCALE

Armor CollectionArmor Collection
C

Wings of the 

$3495
Each

Great War Leaders
Three central leaders of the Great War make up this
collection of 1/30 scale metal � gures including two
military commanders – America’s John “Black Jack” 
Pershing and Britain’s Earl Kitchener – in addition to
Germany’s impetuous Emperor, Kaiser Wilhelm II.
Each one arrives ready to display with stunning
hand-painted details. 2½" tall.             $36.95 each
A: Pershing – 1917-18.................................#102109
B: Kitchener – 1914-16...............................#102110
C: Wilhelm II – 1912-18...............................#102111

A

B

C

1/30 SCALE

The First Great Escape
An incredible story of courage and grit, this film follows

 the exploits of 29 British soldiers trapped in a German
 POW camp during the First World War. Its heinous 
commandant, Karl Niemeyer, boasted of its 
inescapability – nonetheless, after ten months of 

clandestine tunnel-building, his captors proved him 
wrong, escaping to neutral 
Holland. 45 minutes..............................#103698 $19.95

World War I 
Christmas Truce 
Figures
Commemorating the 
anniversary of the 1914 
Christmas Truce – when 
German, British, and 
French soldiers peace-
fully interacted in 
“No Man’s Land” – these 

1/32 scale, metal figures are painted by hand and 
finely detailed from head to toe. 2¼" tall........................$17.95 each

A: German Soldier with Christmas Tree..................#M519281 
B: British Soldier with Soccer Ball.................................#M519282

C: French Soldier with Cigarette.......................................................#M519283
D: German Soldier with Cigarette....................................................#M519284

 Buy Two – Get Two FREE!.....................#M870290  
                                                                                                Reg: $71.80  Now: $35.90

A B C D

B: British Soldier with Soccer Ball

SAVE
 50%

On the Set!

1/32 SCALE
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WWI   Great War Weaponry / Accessories

             This museum-quality, non-firing replica
                                           of the iconic Short Magazine Lee-Enfield (SMLE) rifle has an authentic 

look and hefty feel, just like the original! Made with a hardwood stock and functioning metal parts 
such as a working bolt action, this incredible collectible will be a wonderful centerpiece 
in your World War I or II memorabilia display. 45" long....................................................#M600225 $269

    Lee-Enfield Rifle Case – A perfect fit for
 your new Lee-Enfield rifle, this expertly crafted 
canvas case features an exterior pocket, two 
sling swivels, and “JT&L® London 

1940” markings....................................#103780 $34.95

Lee-Enfield SMLE Rifle  

in your World War I or II memorabilia display. 45" long....................................................

    
 your new Lee-Enfield rifle, this expertly crafted 

sling swivels, and “JT&L® London 
1940” markings....................................

                     P-1903 Leather 
          Bandolier
Keep your ammo close by with 
this handsome leather bandolier! 
It features five button-close pockets (each 
able to carry two five-round clips), copper rivets, 
brass hardware, and a tie-down strap. 
46" maximum length.....................................................................#101678 $49.95

                     P-1903 Leather 

Keep your ammo close by with Keep your ammo close by with 
this handsome leather bandolier! 
It features five button-close pockets (each 
able to carry two five-round clips), copper rivets, 
brass hardware, and a tie-down strap. 

$49.95

Webley Revolver
Introduced in 1887, the venera-
ble Webley revolver was used by 

British forces through 1963 and can still be found 
in limited service throughout the old British Empire. 

This museum-quality, non-firing, metal replica of a 
Webley Mk.IV features a top that breaks open just like

   the original, a rotating cylinder, a working double-action trigger and
   hammer, and composite grips. 
 10¼'' long.....................................................................#M600246 $79.95

Shipping restrictions 
apply. Call for details.

Shipping restrictions 
apply. Call for details.

Luger Pistol 
with Wooden Grip Replica

 Designed by Georg Luger in 1898, the Lange 
  Pistole 08 or Artillery Luger was a pistol carbine 

used by German Army artillerymen as an early
    personal defense weapon. This museum-quality, non-firing

       replica of that well-known pistol features a realistic wood 
grip and functioning parts. 13¾" long. #M651808 $159

Luger Pistol 
with Wooden Grip Replica

 Designed by Georg Luger in 1898, the Lange 
  Pistole 08 or Artillery Luger was a pistol carbine 

used by German Army artillerymen as an early
    personal defense weapon. This museum-quality, non-firing

       replica of that well-known pistol features a realistic wood 
grip and functioning parts. 13¾" long. #M651808 

German Reichsrevolver 
Leather Holster

This handsome, brown leather revolver holster – an 
accurate reproduction of ones worn by German soldiers 

during WWI – features a closable tab, an ammunition 
compartment with an adjustable strap, and 

rear-side belt loops....................................#M652142 $29.95

                     P-1903 Leather 
          Bandolier

grip and functioning parts. 13¾" long.

Leather Holster
This handsome, brown leather revolver holster – an 

accurate reproduction of ones worn by German soldiers 
during WWI – features a closable tab, an ammunition 

compartment with an adjustable strap, and 
rear-side belt loops....................................

                                                                                                                                                                                                      These quality replicas of 
                                         World War I-era U.S. 

M1918 trench knives 
have a triangular blade 

and a metal handle with a knuckle guard. 
Includes a sheath. 12" long. $29.95 each

Brass-Finish Handle..........................................#M650669   
Black-Finish Handle...............................................................................#M650670

   U.S. M1918 Trench Knives
                                                These quality replicas of 

   U.S. M1918 Trench Knives
                                                These quality replicas of 

have a triangular blade 
and a metal handle with a knuckle guard. 

Includes a sheath. 12" long.

Brass-Finish Handle

                                                                                                                                                      
                                         
                                                                                                                                                      
                                         
                                                                                                                                                      
                                         
                                                                                                                                                                                                      These quality replicas of 
                                         

Browning M1911 
.45-Caliber 
Automatic Pistol
Still in service a cen-
tury after its introduc- tion, 
the M1911 pistol was the 
standard issue sidearm 
of the U.S. Armed Forces for 75 years. 
These non-firing replicas of the enduring 
gun feature smooth wood grips, a realistic black or 
nickel finish, and an authentic style trigger 
and hammer. 8½" long.........................................$149 each

Black........................................................................#M651840
NEW!  Nickel............................................................................................#103791

Featuring a textured 
gun shield and 
spoked wheels, 
these 1/30 scale 
polystone models 
replicate 70 and 
77mm field guns 
used by the Turks 
and Germans during the 
First World War. 4" long.

A: NEW! Turkish 70mm (Damaged)................................................#103308 $75
B: NEW! Turkish 70mm (Undamaged)..........................................#103307 $75
C: German 77mm (With Two Figures)...................................#M902727 $189

A

B

C This 1/30 scale figure set 
– a beautifully hand-
painted reproduction 
of a World War I American 
soldier crew loading their 
French “Little Toad” mortar, 
including a “wooden” 
carrying box – arrives 
authentically detailed 
and ready to display. 
2½" tall.....................#100422 $99.95

U.S. Mortar 
Crew 
Figure 
Set

LIMITED EDITION

1/30 SCALE

Turkish 70mm 
Field Guns

1/30 SCALE

Shipping restrictions 
apply. Call for details.

Shipping restrictions 
apply. Call for details.
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Imperial Germany / United States    WWI   
If the Kaiser Comes
Defence Against a German 
Invasion of Britain in the
First World War
Osborne.  Beginning in November of 
1914 and persisting throughout the 
war, the threat of German invasion 
lingered over the British, who’d spent 
decades preparing for such an incur-
sion. This volume examines why, after the advent of new 
technology – submarines, mines, torpedoes, and aerial 
assault – the invincibility of the Royal Navy was threat-
ened, even if the invasion itself never came to fruition. 
224 pages, B&W photos, 6"x 9", softcover.

#103793 $24.95

German Badges
 Fashioned to look just like their prototypes,
 these quality badges (with pin back) rep-
 licate ones worn by German tank crew 
 and sturmtroopers during the 
Second World War. 2" tall.........$24.95 each

A: Tanker...........................................#M600118
B: NEW! Sturmtrooper.....................#103781

Prussian Enlisted Man’s Field Cap
This reproduction of the field cap worn by Imperial 
German enlisted men in 1914 features a field gray wool 
top, hand-embroidered cockades (one for the State of 
Prussia and one for the German Empire), red piping, and 
historically correct manufacturer markings.......#M651732 $99.95

Against the Tommies
History of 26 Reserve 
Division 1914-1918
Bilton.  This illustrated profile o� ers 
a complete portrait of a single 
German infantry division that 
fought along the Western Front for 
the entirety of the war. Originally 
arranged in 1920 as a photographic 
account of their service, this book 

o� ers firsthand perspectives on some of the con� ict’s most 
epic campaigns including those at the Somme, Flanders, 
and Arras. 192 pages, 450 images, 
7"x 9¼", hardcover.......................................#102094 $39.95

2-Piece German 
Currency Set
Now you can own authentic pieces 
of Kaiser Wilhelm II's Imperial Germany! 
Issued in 1914 − during the first year of World 
War I − by the State Loan Office in Berlin, these 
1 and 2 Mark Darlehnskassenscheine (loan fund 
notes) arrive in circulated condition.

A: 1 Mark..................#M651039 $14.95
B: 2 Mark..................#M601281 $19.95
  Buy Both and Save $10!...................#103790 $24.90

B

A

America and the Great War
Wagner.  Despite the U.S.’ best e� orts 
to remain neutral in the Great War, 
the country ultimately entered 
the global stage in March of 1917. 
Filled with hundreds of images, many 
never before published, this riveting 
account of American involvement looks 
at the entire domestic, political, and mil-
itary landscape from both historian and 
eyewitness perspectives. 384 pages, 
250 color and B&W photos, 9"x 12", hardcover......#103710 $44.95

Brodie Helmet
A fantastic addition to your World War I memorabilia 
collection, this reproduction of an American 
Brodie Helmet looks just like those worn by U.S. 
Expeditionary Forces! Made of 18-gauge steel, it 
has a liner and a leather chin strap for 
a snug � t. Size 7.5.......................................#M651550 $109

A fantastic addition to your World War I memorabilia 

#M651550 $109

Americans in 
World War I
A pair of momentarily 
relaxed American 
soldiers join their 
bayonet-wielding brother 
as he looks to finish 
o�  his German enemy. 
Each 1/30 scale metal 
� gure comes ready to display with era-appropriate attire 
and hand-painted details. 2½" tall.
A: Infantryman.........................................................................................#M518876 $36.95
B: Officer......................................................................................................#M518904 $36.95
C: 2-Piece “Overrun”..................................................................................#102115 $89.95

bayonet-wielding brother 

� gure comes ready to display with era-appropriate attire 

A B

� gure comes ready to display with era-appropriate attire � gure comes ready to display with era-appropriate attire 

C

Ford Model T
Generally regarded as the 

first a� ordable car in 
history, the Ford Model 
T was manufactured 
continuously, in numer-

ous body styles, from 1908-27. Replicating 
a pair of Model Ts released during the 

Great War, these 1/18 scale, die 
cast models feature a two-piece 

windshield, stylish bench seating, 
running boards, and spoked wheels 

with free-rolling rubber tires. 
10½" long. $59.95 each

A: 1915 Touring 
     Convertible...#400471
B: 1917 Coca-Cola     

            Van....................#400469

1/30 SCALE

A

Order Today at 800-989-1945 or 

a pair of Model Ts released during the 
Great War, these 1/18 scale, die Great War, these 1/18 scale, die Great War, these 1/18 scale, die 
cast models feature a two-piece 

windshield, stylish bench seating, 
running boards, and spoked wheels 

with free-rolling rubber tires. 
10½" long.

A: 1915 Touring 
     Convertible
B: 1917 Coca-Cola     

            Van

B

1/18 SCALE

A B

Once an Eagle
Based on Anton Myrer’s best-selling novel, which is required 
reading at West Point, this sweeping drama follows the lives of 
two career U.S. Army officers (Sam Elliott and Cli�  Potts) – one a 
ruthless, career-obsessed schemer and the other a soldier’s sol-
dier and consummate professional – from the outbreak of WWI 

through the aftermath of WWII. Co-stars Glenn Ford, Amy Irving 
and Melanie Griffith. 7+ hours on 2 DVDs. #MV52455 $19.95

Genuine 
Artifact!

LIMITED EDITION
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Spad XIII Model
The Spad XIII fighter was used extensively by the 
French and Americans during the Great War, 
though it was also flown by the Italians – 
including their top ace, 34-victory 
pilot Francesco Baracca. A 
colorful replica of his war-
plane, this 1/48 scale, 
die cast model features 
signature horse artwork 
(inspiring the logo for 
Ferrari), biplane struts and cross supports, authentic 1918 markings, 
and a display stand. 6¾" wingspan............................................#702142 $59.95
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WWI   Nautical / Aviation

Hell’s Angels
Directed by Howard Hughes, this WWI drama recreates 
air battles with extraordinary realism – including a 
Zeppelin raid over London that is “…one of the most 

hauntingly e� ective sequences ever put on film.” Starring 
James Hall, Ben Lyon, and Jean Harlow, this B&W film 
includes two-color Technicolor sequences. 
                                2 hrs. 15 min...................#V9340 $14.95

Aircraft of World War I
1914-1918
Herris & Pearson.  Illustrated with detailed artworks of 
combat aircraft and their markings, this book 
is a comprehensive study of the planes that 
fought in World War I. You’ll view numerous 
variations and types of well-known models 
such as the Fokker Dr.I, the Sopwith Camel and 
the SPAD VII as well as lesser-known aircraft such as 
the Rumpler C.1 and the Armstrong Whitworth FK8. 

192 pages, 200 color and B&W illustrations and photos, 7½"x 9½", 
hardcover.....................................................#36183 Reg: $34.95  Now: $19.95

combat aircraft and their markings, this book 

such as the Fokker Dr.I, the Sopwith Camel and 

SAVE
OVER 

 40%

The Spad XIII fighter was used extensively by the 
French and Americans during the Great War, 
though it was also flown by the Italians – 
including their top ace, 34-victory 
pilot Francesco Baracca. A 
colorful replica of his war-

signature horse artwork 

Ferrari), biplane struts and cross supports, authentic 1918 markings, 

hardcover.....................................................#36183 Reg: 

The Spad XIII fighter was used extensively by the 
French and Americans during the Great War, 
though it was also flown by the Italians – 
including their top ace, 34-victory 
pilot Francesco Baracca. A 
colorful replica of his war-

Ferrari), biplane struts and cross supports, authentic 1918 markings, 

1/48 SCALE

Dog� ght 
Riser 
Stand 
Set  
Includes three 

presentation risers of varying heights (4", 5½", and 7"). Each riser 
features a pivoting mount. One circular base included.........#70523 $9.95

Wings of the Great War
Our heralded Wings of the Great 
War series of model aircraft salutes 

aerial technology of the First World War, a time 
when aviation was just gaining its footing 
as an in� uential military tool. Each limited 
edition, 1/72 scale resin display model fea-
tures simulated fabric covering, an open-
style cockpit, a realistic front propeller, and   
  a display base with an articulating mount.

                 A: Nieuport 17 – French Air Service, 
                             Charles Nungesser, EC 65, 1918.
                              4½" winspan...#70533
                                Reg: $34.95  Now: $16.95
                           B: Airco D.H.4 – U.S. Marines, 
                   Squadron D, 1918. 7" wingspan.

               #70538  Reg: $44.95  Now: $21.95
                 C: Halbestadt CL.II – Luftstreitkrafte, 
                      Schlasta 26b, 1918. 
                       6" wingspan.......#700949 $34.95
                      D: Hansa-Brandenburg W.29 
                      Kaiserliche Marine, C3MG Proto-
                 type, 1918. 7¼" wingspan.
                           #70526 $39.95

Oceanliner Shipwrecks 
and Disasters
A program featuring rare nautical footage 
and classic newsreels, this six-� lm collec-
tion looks at some of the most infamous 
shipwrecks in history, such as the Titanic, 
Lusitania, Andrea Doria, and more! As an 
added bonus, see a modern-day team of divers attempt to salvage the 

remains of the some of these legendary 
vessels. B&W and color. 
1 hr. 41 min................#MV52941 $19.95

        “Irishmen: Avenge 
the Lusitania” Metal Sign
W.E.T.  Based on the World War I recruit-
ing poster calling on Irishmen to join the 
British Army after the sinking of the RMS 
Lusitania – a passenger ship attacked by 
a German U-boat o�  the south coast of 
Ireland on May 7, 1915 – this 24-gauge 
steel sign resembles the look of aged 
metal and paint. 16"x 20"; includes 
mounting holes.                                   #M602352 $19.95

remains of the some of these legendary 
vessels. B&W and color. 
1 hr. 41 min...............

        “Irishmen: Avenge 
the Lusitania” Metal Sign

Conspiracies at Sea
Titanic and Lusitania
Layton.  Their tragic wrecks ranking among the 
sea’s most memorable, the Titanic and Lusitania’s 
demises have sparked an endless number of conspira-
cy theories. This fascinating title explores some of the 
most outrageous including: Was the Titanic purposely 
sunk by J.P. Morgan? And, was the Lusitania deliber-
ately allowed to sail into harm’s way to provoke 
American entrance into the war? 384 pages, B&W 
photos, 6"x 9¼", softcover.......................................................#103360 $29.95

                              4½" winspan...
                             Charles Nungesser, EC 65, 1918.
                              4½" winspan...

                              
                           B: Airco D.H.4 –
                   Squadron D, 1918. 7" wingspan.

               #70538  Reg: 
                 C: Halbestadt CL.II –
                      Schlasta 26b, 1918. 
                       6" wingspan.......
                      D: Hansa-Brandenburg W.29 
                      Kaiserliche Marine, C3MG Proto-

                        Pose your plane  
                        at nearly any angle 
                        with the articulating 
                        display stand!

Moonlight Renegade               
Stan Stokes.  
The Zep-
pelin L48’s 
� rst and 
� nal combat 
mission in 
June 1917 
abruptly 
ended from 
incendiaries 
shot from 
RFC Capt. 
Robert 
Saundby’s 
D.H.2. 16"x 11½" print; signed and numbered by the artist.

       #7276  Reg: $39.95  Now: $19.95

LIMITED EDITION

SAVE
 50%

59.95
                 type, 1918. 7¼" wingspan.

                      Schlasta 26b, 1918. 
                       6" wingspan.......
                      D: Hansa-Brandenburg W.29 
                     

                       6" wingspan.......
                      D: Hansa-Brandenburg W.29                       D: Hansa-Brandenburg W.29                       D: Hansa-Brandenburg W.29                       D: Hansa-Brandenburg W.29 

Riser 
Stand 
Set 
Includes three 

presentation risers of varying heights (4", 5½", and 7"). Each riser 

                 type, 1918. 7¼" wingspan.
                           #70526 $39.95

Dog� ght 
Riser 

                 type, 1918. 7¼" wingspan.
                           

1/72 SCALE

LIMITED EDITION

LIMITED EDITION

LIMITED EDITION

LIMITED EDITION

LIMITED EDITION

D

C

B
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  a display base with an articulating mount.

                 A: Nieuport 17 –                 A: Nieuport 17 –
                             Charles Nungesser, EC 65, 1918.                             Charles Nungesser, EC 65, 1918.
                              4½" winspan...                              4½" winspan...

SAVE
 50%

.  Their tragic wrecks ranking among the 

Made in 
the USA.

includes two-color Technicolor sequences. 
                                2 hrs. 15 min...................                                2 hrs. 15 min...................
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U.S. Air Corps Shirt
Stylishly faded, this heather 

gray t-shirt – made of 
100% cotton – fea-
tures the recogniz-

able star emblem of 
the USAAC as it appeared 

during World War II.
                                               #701528

     M, L, XL............................$34.95
   2XL....................................$36.95

U.S. Air Corps Shirt
Stylishly faded, this heather 

gray t-shirt – made of 
100% cotton – fea-
tures the recogniz-

able star emblem of 
the USAAC as it appeared 

during World War II.
                                               #701528

     M, L, XL............................
2XL....................................

U.S. Air Corps Shirt
Stylishly faded, this heather 

gray t-shirt – made of 
100% cotton – fea-
tures the recogniz-

able star emblem of 
the USAAC as it appeared 

during World War II.
                                               #701528

     M, L, XL............................
   2XL....................................

Made in 
the USA.

1934 Duesenberg Model J
        A black and green replica of the 
       1934 Model J, this 1/32 scale, die 
cast model features an open-
ing hood revealing a 
multi-colored engine, 
opening doors, a 
well-equipped inte-
rior (with bench seating 
and dashboard instrumen-
tation), real-working steering, a 
stylish vintage trunk, running boards, side-mounted 
spare tires, plenty of simulated chrome, treaded whitewall tires, 
authentic badging, and a realistic undercarriage. 6" long....#401269 $19.95
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Between the Wars    Pre-WWII   
USS Akron / 
USS Macon 
Kit
The Navy’s USS Akron and 
USS Macon were the first flying aircraft carriers in the world – launching 
F9C Sparrowhawks while in flight – though both crashed during inclement 
weather in the 1930s. This 1/520 scale plastic kit allows the builder to choose 
which of the legendary ships to commemorate, and features finely molded 
pieces, authentic markings, and a display cradle. Assembly required. 
Skill level 2. 18" long..........................................................................#96124 $29.95

/ 

The Navy’s USS Akron and 
USS Macon were the first flying aircraft carriers in the world – launching 

A: 1922-P Peace Silver Dollar  
Approved in December of 1921, 
the Peace Dollar memorialized the 
peace following the First World War. 
1½" diameter. Uncirculated condition...........................#M652201 $69.95
B: 1923 Silver Certificate Note – Issued in 1923, the one dollar silver 
certificate was much larger than currency notes used today. 
6"x 2½". Circulated condition.........................................#M652202 $79.95

the Peace Dollar memorialized the 
peace following the First World War. 

$

the Peace Dollar memorialized the 
peace following the First World War. 
1½" diameter. Uncirculated condition..........................

1934 Duesenberg Model J
        A black and green replica of the 
       1934 Model J, this 1/32 scale, die 
cast model features an open-cast model features an open-
ing hood revealing a ing hood revealing a 
multi-colored engine, multi-colored engine, 
opening doors, a 
well-equipped inte-

Curtiss F9C-2 
Sparrowhawk 
Balsa Kit
Carried by the USS Akron and 
the USS Macon, the Curtiss F9C-2 
Sparrowhawk was employed by 
the U.S. Navy in the 1930s. This 
kit includes laser-cut balsa; plas-
tic detail parts, including cowling and land-
ing gear; light-weight, colored covering tissue 
and peel-and-stick decals; a full-size plan with instructions; and more. You 
even get a prototypical hook mounting of the type used for launching and 
retrieving the F9C-2 from airships! Suitable for display or rubber-powered 
� ight, it has a 30" wingspan. 130 parts; assembly required.                                                                                                                                                                                  #8974 $54.95

30" Wingspan!

During the height of 
the Great Depression, 
many local govern-
ments were forced 
to pay employees 
with scrip, essentially 
“emergency currency” during cash-poor times. This authentic-
issue, City of Charleston scrip note is unique unto itself and features a cancelation mark, 
signature, date, and story card. Denominations will vary. 6"x 2¾"..............................................#101626 $14.95

“emergency currency” during cash-poor times. This authentic-

City of Charleston Scrip Note

1934 Duesenberg Model J
        A black and green replica of the 
       1934 Model J, this 1/32 scale, die 
cast model features an open-

multi-colored engine, 

rior (with bench seating 
and dashboard instrumen-
tation), real-working steering, a 
stylish vintage trunk, running boards, side-mounted 

Interwar Pickup Trucks
Painted in shimmering silver and 
classic green, these 1/32 scale, 
die cast models – featuring 
a detailed interior, free-
rolling tires, striking brand-
ing, and an open-style bed 
– replicate delivery trucks from 
the 1920s and ’30s. 
4½" long....................$19.95 each

A: 1923 Chevy Series D
#R77572

B: 1931 Ford Model A....#R77578

The Winds 
of War
Set against 
the 
backdrop 
of world 
events that 
led to the 
Japanese 
attack on 
Pearl Harbor in 1941, this engrossing 
miniseries centers around naval 
o�  cer Victor “Pug” Henry (Robert 
Mitchum) and his family. While 
Germany seizes several border coun-
tries, Italy attempts to establish 
a Fascist Colonial Empire under 
Mussolini and Japan prepares for bat-
tle with China, the Henry clan � nds 
itself drawn into the drama, romance, 
tragedy and heroism that led to 
America's involvement in World War II. 
14 hrs. 39 min. on six DVDs.

#MV50105 $39.95

15-Hour TV Miniseries!

1939 New York World’s Fair
The 1939 New York World’s Fair, and its theme, “The 

World of Tomorrow,” attracted more than 45 million 
visitors from around the world. This 4-DVD collection 
takes you on a tour of the fair’s most popular attrac-
tions: you’ll visit GM’s “Futurama” exhibit; stop by the 

IBM pavilion and see a machine called an electric cal-
culator; and peek inside the time capsule scheduled 
to be opened in the year 6939. Color, 

6 hrs. 54 min.......................................#RV2256 $24.95

A

B

A

B

1/32 SCALE

1/32 SCALE

1920s U.S. Currency
Own a genuine piece of the Roarin’ Twenties with these one-dollar 
collectibles: a 1922 silver dollar and 1923 silver certi� cate note!

Authentic 
Artifacts!
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WWII   Nazi Regime Products covering Nazi Germany are o� ered as items of importance for historians and 
collectors. Military Issue condemns the philosophies, ideals and practices of Nazism.

A Note About 
These Products

Hitler’s Last Witness
The Memoirs of 
Hitler’s Bodyguard

Misch.  With a new introduction 
written shortly before the author’s 
death, this memoir follows the in-
credible journey of Hitler’s personal 
bodyguard. Get unmatched access 

to the Führer’s life and feelings on the fate of the war 
from a man who was with him from the Polish invasion 
through his death – including life in the bunker both 
before and after his suicide. 272 pages, 32 pages 
of photos, 6"x 9", softcover.................#103794 $19.95

Hitler’s Last Witness Decoding Hitler
Occultism and Technology 

of the 3rd Reich
The Third Reich’s obsession with 
the occult and otherworldly tech-

nology ensured that, during the 
height of the war, German engineers 
would be years ahead of their time. 
This 2-DVD set explores not only the 

tech that set the standard for modern 
warfare, but also how Hitler used genetic manipulation, 
mass hypnosis, and ungodly experiments to 
maintain control. 2 hrs. 30 min.............#103697 $19.95

Adolf Hitler 
1933 
Badge

This repro-
duction of a 

Nazi Party badge 
– released in 1933 

after Adolf Hitler assumed control 
as chancellor of Germany – features 
an enameled silver-tone � nish and 
includes a pin back. 
1" diameter....#M600142 $12.95

Adolf Hitler 

This repro-
duction of a 

Nazi Party badge 
– released in 1933 

Hitler on 
Inspection
Giving a half salute while 
on parade, the Führer – 
� anked by Reichsführer 
SS Himmler and a � ag-
bearer – completes his 
inspection. These 1/30 
scale metal figures come 
ready to display with fine 
hand-painted details.
A: SS Fahnentrager 
4" tall..............#103810 $59
B: Adolf Hitler  
2½" tall........................#103806 $42
C: Heinrich Himmler 
2½" tall........................#103807 $42

A

C

B

1938 Mercedes-Benz G4 Model
A replica of the six-wheel Mercedes-Benz G-4 used by Adolf Hitler 
when he toured the re-occupied Sudetenland in October 
1938, this amazingly detailed, 1/18 scale, metal and plas-
tic model features a fully out� tted, carpeted interior; 
clear windshields; an opening hood, trunk, and doors; 
 real rubber tires and steerable front wheels; three 
removable  � gures; and more. 11½" long..............................................................................................#M900807 $139 

A replica of the six-wheel Mercedes-Benz G-4 used by Adolf Hitler 
when he toured the re-occupied Sudetenland in October 
1938, this amazingly detailed, 1/18 scale, metal and plas-

removable  � gures; and more. 11½" long..............................................................................................#M900807 $139

1/30 SCALE

1/18 SCALE

1936 Mercedes-Benz Model
The Mercedes-Benz 500K Special Roadster epitomized 
1930s German fine automobile engineering. A replica of 
a 500K (Hitler owned a black one), this 1/18 scale, metal 
and plastic model features an opening hood and doors, 
a fully out� tted interior (with gauges and simulated 
leather seats), spare tires, a Mercedes hood ornament, 
free-rolling wire wheels – including steerable front wheels – 
with whitewall tires, and a removable display base. 11½" long........#401204 $49.95

#103697 19.95

1930s German fine automobile engineering. A replica of 
a 500K (Hitler owned a black one), this 1/18 scale, metal 
and plastic model features an opening hood and doors, 

 including steerable front wheels  including steerable front wheels –
with whitewall tires, and a removable display base. 11½" long........with whitewall tires, and a removable display base. 11½" long........#401204 $49.95

1/18 SCALE

Germany’s Secret 
Masterplan
McNab.  Both captivating 
and terrifying, this expertly 
researched volume examines 
Adolf Hitler’s vision for the 
world after Germany won the 
war. His racially ordered 
society placed Berlin as 
the new global capital – 

“Germania” – in addition to concocting plans for 
infrastructure, labor force, architecture, and “living 
space.” Readers will be awestruck at the depth of the 
Führer’s plans for a Nazi-dominated Earth, as told 
through an array of diagrams, maps, and images. 
224 pages, 200 B&W and color images, 
7¼"x 9½", hardcover...................#M106861 $34.95

“Inspecting Germania” 
Adolf Hitler uses a magnifying glass to examine 
plans for “Germania,” the proposed world capital 
after the Nazis win the war, as architect Albert 
Speer looks on. This unique 1/30 scale metal fig-
ure set – an eye-catching showcase centerpiece 
– comes finely detailed and beautifully 
hand-painted. 7" long........................#100384 $99

Secret Societies 
Dark Secrets 
of the Nazis
Perhaps there was 
more to the out-
break of the Second 
World War than 
simply a power-hungry 
Third Reich; indeed, 
as this convincing program suggests, secret 
societies may have wielded their considerable 
in� uence to set the wheels of war in motion. 
The Illuminati and other clandestine groups 
may have manipulated events in Germany, as 
they reportedly possessed ancient secrets so 
devastating as to alter the course of history. 
1 hr. 5 min. #101178 $19.95

Triumph of the Will & Olympia
 This collection features two � lms directed by Leni 

Riefenstahl, a pioneer of modern film techniques 
and Hitler’s director of choice. You get Triumph 
of the Will, which, widely regarded as one of the 
greatest achievements in cinema history, is a 
powerful piece of Nazi propaganda that capti-

vated the German people and enticed an entire 
country to fall under Hitler’s spell; and Olympia, 
which documents the 1936 Olympic Summer games 

in Berlin. B&W and color. Two DVDs. 5 hrs. 17 min.
#MV52464 $12.95

Over 5 Hours!

Reichsbank Gold Bar  
A realistic replica of the gold bars that Nazi Germany 
used to � nance its war e� orts, this gold-plated, metal 
reproduction of a 1 kilogram bar produced by the 
Deutsche Reichsbank in 1942-43 features an etched 
Nazi eagle and swastika. Bar is made of pewter and layered with 
an imitation gold material. 4"x 1¾"x ½"; 7 ounces.
                                                                                 #M651228 $39.95
Reichsbank Gold Bar Case – Designed to store and display 
your replica Nazi Gold Bar, this handsome, imitation leather case features a satin 
interior with a felt holder, a snap closure, and authentic SS Sig Runes 
emblem on the front. 5½"x 6¾".....................................................#M651276 $29.95

1/30 SCALE
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SS / Nazi Regime    WWII   
Nuremburg Eagle
Replicating one of the “Tribune Eagles” 
– which were designed by Third Reich 
sculptor Kurt Schmid Ehmen – from 
the Nuremberg Parteitag grounds, 

this high-quality, cast metal desktop or 
bookshelf accessory is � nished in an anodized 

bronze color and arrives mounted on 
a 6"x 3" marble base. 
7½" tall...............#M650326 $79.95

Nuremburg Eagle
Replicating one of the “Tribune Eagles” 
– which were designed by Third Reich 
sculptor Kurt Schmid Ehmen – from 
the Nuremberg Parteitag grounds, 

this high-quality, cast metal desktop or 
bookshelf accessory is � nished in an anodized 

bronze color and arrives mounted on 
a 6"x 3" marble base. 
7½" tall...............

The Assassination of Reinhard Heydrich
The True Story Behind Operation Anthropoid
MacDonald.  Feared and hated for his ruthlessness, Reinhard 
Heydrich was a fast-rising � gure seen by some as the likely succes-
sor to Hitler. This book examines the story of his June 1942 death, 
a plot by Czech nationals carried out in Prague – the aftermath of 
which sent shockwaves through the Third Reich and resulted in 
brutal, violent retaliation. 304 pages, B&W photos, 
5"x 8", softcover...............................................................................................#103800 $12.95

"Deadly Duo"
Heinrich Himmler and Reinhard Heydrich were 
among the most in� uential members of Hitler’s 
inner-circle, responsible for overseeing the SS, 
Gestapo, and wartime armament manufacturing. 
These eerily realistic 1/30 scale metal figures – 
    hand-painted reproductions of the Third Reich 
    top brass – would make unique additions to your 
World War II collection! 2½" tall.......................................................................................$89 each

A: Himmler and Heydrich (Pre-War).......................................................................#101273
B: Himmler and Heydrich (WWII)............................................................................#101274

    top brass – would make unique additions to your 
World War II collection! 2½" tall.......................................................................................$89 

A

B

Miniature SS Equipment
These half-size collectibles are repro-
ductions of a helmet and dagger 
used by SS officers of the Third Reich.

Helmet – Features a Swastika 
emblem, a realistic leather liner, and 
an adjustable chinstrap. 5" long............................#100675 $29.95
Officer Dagger  
Features an or-
nately detailed 
blade with the SS 
motto, a realistic grip 
with the Nazi Eagle insignia, a working tang nut, 
an Eickhorn-marked takedown tool, and a chain-
connected metal scabbard. 7¼" long..................#100676 $39.95

"Deadly Duo"
Heinrich Himmler and Reinhard Heydrich were 
among the most in� uential members of Hitler’s 
inner-circle, responsible for overseeing the SS, inner-circle, responsible for overseeing the SS, 
Gestapo, and wartime armament manufacturing. Gestapo, and wartime armament manufacturing. 
These eerily realistic 1/30 scale metal figures – These eerily realistic 1/30 scale metal figures – 
    hand-painted reproductions of the Third Reich     hand-painted reproductions of the Third Reich 
    top brass – would make unique additions to your     top brass – would make unique additions to your 
World War II collection! 2½" tall.......................................................................................

Miniature SS Equipment
These half-size collectibles are repro-

used by SS officers of the Third Reich.

emblem, a realistic leather liner, and 
an adjustable chinstrap. 5" long............................#100675 $29.95an adjustable chinstrap. 5" long............................

Officer Dagger 
Features an or-
nately detailed 
blade with the SS 
motto, a realistic grip 
with the Nazi Eagle insignia, a working tang nut, 
an Eickhorn-marked takedown tool, and a chain-
connected metal scabbard. 7¼" long..................#100676 $39.95

Third Reich 
Ordnungspolizei Flag
In 1936, the uniformed regular 
German police force was absorbed 
into the SS as the Ordnungspolizei 
(order police) under the direction 
of Heinrich Himmler. This polyester 
reproduction of the Ordnungspoli-
zei � ag includes reinforced edging 

and brass grommets and measures 5'x 3'.
#M600154 $16.95

Third Reich 
Ordnungspolizei Flag
In 1936, the uniformed regular 

and brass grommets and measures 5'x 3'.

Strafvollzugslager der SS-und Polizei
Himmler’s Wartime Institutions for the Detention of 
Wa� en-SS and Polizei Criminals
Emmett.  Based on party documents and interviews with veterans’ 
families, this comprehensive study explores a little-known element 
of the Wa� en-SS: prisons for their own “untrustworthy” soldiers. 
Get insight on Himmler’s thinking – including e� orts to keep these 
camps a secret – and how “rehabilitation” was capped with a pur-
posefully dangerous return to the front. 576 pages, 
36 B&W photos, 6"x 9¼", hardcover......................#103818 $59.95

Wa� en-SS
By war’s end, 
nearly a million sol-
diers, both conscripts and volunteers, 
had served in the Wa� en-SS – Hitler’s brutal 
force responsible for party loyalty and elite military operations. 
Set up an 
entire Nazi 
showcase 
with these 
1/30 scale 
metal � g-
ures, hand-
painted 
reproduc-
tions of 
seven such 
soldiers. 
2½" tall.

1/30 SCALE

SS Marches & Songs
Digitally re-mastered from original Third Reich recordings, each 
of these CDs feature marches, songs and other audio record-
ings that inspired Hitler’s SS forces in Europe. $19.95 each
SS Schwerpunkt – Includes Das Deutschlandlied, Horst 
Wessel March, Wenn Alle Untreu Warden; La Giovenezza; 
and Marsch der Leibstandarte. 1 hr. 9 min.............#MA10109
SS Schwarzekorps – Includes Norwegian, French, Danish, 
Finnish, Estonian, Rumanian, Italian and Spanish selections; 
Fliegermarsch von Richthofen, a medley of SS cavalry 
songs, and the Badenweiler March. 1 hr. 9 min...............#MA10110
SS Schutzsta� el – Includes Isazegi March, C’est le Lutt Finale, Pa 
Vikingtog, and Aseveikko. You’ll even hear Comrades, the Voices of 
the British Free Corps attached to the SS-Freiwiligen Panzer Grenadier 
Nordland. 1 hr. 11 min.............................................................................................#MA10108

  Buy All Three – Save $10!...................................................................#M870118 $49.85 

.  Feared and hated for his ruthlessness, Reinhard 

A: NCO at 
     Attention...........#103815 $39
B: Flagbearer........#103817 $59 
C: Standing at Attention
                                     #103813 $39 
D: Inspecting O�  cer
                                     #103814 $42

E: Present Arms
                             #103816 $39 
F: Marching with Ri� e
                             #103812 $39 
G: Marching O�  cer
                             #103811 $42

A B C

D E F G
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                         Henschel Hs 126A-1 Model
                             This 1/72 scale, die cast model of a Henschel 
                                         Hs 126A-1 reconnaissance and obser-
                                       vation aircraft � own by the Condor 
                                     Legion in 1938 during the Spanish Civil 
                                   War features textured surfaces, a detailed 
                                  cockpit with glazed windows, intricate 
                                  wing struts, spatted landing gear, authen-
                                   tic markings, and a display stand. 
                               8" wingspan...........................#89765 $21.95

Spanish 
Francisco 
Franco 
6-Piece 
Coin/
Currency 
Collection
Authentic pieces 
of currency 
issued during 
Franco’s tenure 
as Spanish lead-
er (1936-1975), 
this 6-piece set 
includes a 25 centimos coin 
issued by his nationalists during the 
Spanish Civil War; 10 and 50 centimos 
and 1 and 5 pesetas coins issued by the 
Kingdom of Spain between 1958 and 
1975; and a 100 pesetas bank note is-
sued in 1974. All arrive in an informative 
presentation folder. 11"x 7½"; circulated 
condition. #M652296 $29.95

Francisco 

Collection
Authentic pieces 

as Spanish lead-

includes a 25 centimos coin 

Authentic pieces 

 Winston Churchill Crown Coin
Issued in 1965 to honor the Prime Minister, 
the Churchill crown coin marked the � rst 

time in over 1,000 years that a coin struck 
under British rule featured a “common 
man.” Arrives in pristine, uncirculated 
condition! 1½" diameter.

               #M651568 $9.95

 Winston Churchill Crown Coin

the Churchill crown coin marked the � rst 
time in over 1,000 years that a coin struck 

At War With the Nazis
Perhaps the most comprehensive col-
lection ever produced on the subject, 
this 8-DVD series takes viewers from 
the dawning of the Third Reich to the 
prosecution of Nazi war criminals – with 

all of the dramatic military engagements 
in between. See early footage of Hitler and 

Hirohito, bombing raids over Germany, and unedited access to the 
Nuremburg trials. This set also includes the Oscar-nominated films, 
The True Glory and Prelude to War. 8 hrs. 30 min.....................#102533 $34.95

in between. See early footage of Hitler and 
Hirohito, bombing raids over Germany, and unedited access to the 

Churchill Figures
These 1/30 scale metal � gures 
recreate Churchill in two distinct 
out� ts, giving his signature 
“V for Victory” salute. 
2½" tall............................$49 each
A: Overcoat ..............#102510
B: Suit......................#M511410

B

A

MONOPOLY:
America’s World War II: 
We’re All in This Together 
In this WWII Edition of Monopoly, players 
can wheel and deal iconic events such as 

Pearl Harbor, D-Day Normandy, and the 
Battle of the Bulge in an e� ort to 

own these pieces of history! 
Includes 6 custom 
tokens: a B-17 
Bomber, a Boot, a 

Cathedral Radio, 
an LCVP, a Sherman Tank, 

and an American Helmet. 
For 2-6 players; 

ages 8+......#M300193 $44.95

21.95

MONOPOLY:
America’s World War II: 
We’re All in This Together 
In this WWII Edition of Monopoly, players 
can wheel and deal iconic events such as 

Pearl Harbor, D-Day Normandy, and the 
Battle of the Bulge in an e� ort to 

own these pieces of history! 
Includes 6 custom 

an LCVP, a Sherman Tank, 
and an American Helmet. 

For 2-6 players; 
ages 8+......ages 8+......#M300193#M300193

1932-1933 Polish 10 Zlotych 
“Maiden” Silver Coin
A common coin circulated in Poland during the 
Nazi blitzkrieg, the 10 Zlotych – made of 75% 
silver – is now a scarce historical artifact, as most 
were melted down after the German and Soviet 
invasion of 1939. This 1932-33 coin features an obverse 
image of a Polish maiden in the likeness of Queen 
Jadwiga, with the Coat of Arms on the reverse. 
1½" diameter.................................................#102047 $79.95

invasion of 1939. This 1932-33 coin features an obverse 
image of a Polish maiden in the likeness of Queen 

$79.9579.95

invasion of 1939. This 1932-33 coin features an obverse 

Supermarine 
Spit� re Shirt
Made of 100% 
pre-shrunk 
cotton, the 
reverse side of 
this graphite-
gray t-shirt fea-
tures the words 
“Never, Never, 
Never Give in” 
and a collage 
with Winston 
                       Churchill and a Spit� re..................#65654

 M, L, XL...$19.95  2XL...$21.95

Back

Fi 156 
Storch 
Kit

                                                                               Due to its excellent STOL perfor-
                                                                          mance, the Fi 156 Storch was a favorite
                                                                         liaison warbird of the Germans in the 
                   1930s-40s. Replicating either the initial A-0 or three-seat C-1 vari-
ant, this 1/35 scale plastic kit – with � ve sets of authentic markings, including 
those for the German Condor Legion in Spain – features fabric-over-frame 
e� ects, a transparent canopy, and a well-equipped cockpit and cabin 
area. Assembly required. Skill level 4. 16" wingspan.............#702685 $49.95

The Experimental Units 
of Hitler’s Condor Legion
German Aircraft in Action 
During the Spanish Civil War
Lopez and Franco.  The preparedness for global war 
exhibited by the Germans in 1939 was no accident; 
indeed, many of their issues, particularly with the 
Luftwa� e, were ironed out during the Spanish Civil 
War. Learn about Hitler’s Condor Legion, a compli-
mentary aerial force used to aid Franco – and test the 
Third Reich’s newest aircraft, including the Bf 109, 
Ju 86, and Dornier Do 17. 104 pages, B&W photos, 7½"x 9½", 

softcover..............#702684 $24.95

1/72 SCALE

Stopping Hitler
An O�  cial Account on 
How Britain Planned to Defend 
Itself in the Second World War
Wynne.  In the aftermath of the Great 
War, with the ostensibly peace-secur-
ing League of Nations in place, Britain 
relaxed its defense spending. Then 
the Nazis came to power. Drawing on 
recently declassi� ed government reports, this pro� le on 
the U.K.’s military actions follows Hitler’s alarming rise in 
1933 to the � ying bombs that needed countermeasures 
in the � nal stages of the war. 400 pages, 16 B&W 
photos, 6¼"x 9¼", hardcover...............#103825 $34.95

                         Henschel Hs                         Henschel Hs

                                                                               Due to its excellent STOL perfor-

Genuine 
Artifact!

Genuine Artifact!

                       Churchill and a Spit� re..................                       Churchill and a Spit� re..................
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The Best of the Andrews Sisters 
Golden Memories
Patty, LaVerne, and Maxine were the most popular 
singing trio of the 1930s and '40s, and were noted 
for their devotion to entertaining the troops. This 
20-song CD features recognizable hits including Beer 
Barrel Polka, Rum and Coca Cola, Boogie Woogie Bugle 

Boy, and so much 
more! 56 minutes..................#10133 $14.95

    WWII Silver Nickel 
Year Set
With WWII in full swing, many 
natural resources were reserved 
for the war e� ort and, included 
on that list, was nickel, a key in-
gredient of the U.S. 5-cent piece. 
To account for the sudden loss in 
material, the U.S. Mint resorted to 

striking the nickel in a new alloy that 
included 35% silver for coins struck from 1942 to 1945. Now, you can own 
a piece of WWII history with this set of four U.S. silver nickels that arrive in a 
handsome presentation folder. Circulated condition. #81229 $29.95

for the war e� ort and, included 
on that list, was nickel, a key in-
gredient of the U.S. 5-cent piece. 
To account for the sudden loss in 
material, the U.S. Mint resorted to 

included 35% silver for coins struck from 1942 to 1945. Now, you can own 

      

Genuine Artifact!

World War II Quilts
Reich.  Serving as gifts for soldiers and ra�  e items 
to raise money for the war e� ort, quilts were 
made in abundance by American women from 
1940-45. Examine these patriotic designs with this 
illustrated pro� le featuring descriptive text and 
original patterns – much of which was featured in 
newspaper and magazine articles of the era. 
224 pages, 387 color and B&W photos, 
8½"x 11", hardcover....................#103827 $39.95

        Automotive Service Signs
Made of aluminum, these vertical-style signs 
are stylishly weathered replicas of ones hang-
ing outside a Ford or Chevy service station. 
Includes mounting holes. 
       8"x 24".........................................$39.95 each

       Ford....#103829      Chevrolet....#103830

1940 Ford 
Service Station
Gas up your ride at this 
Ford service station, a 
1/32 scale resin model 
replicating a classic 
roadside stop in the 
early 1940s! It features eye-catching advertising (including a signpost, roof 
                                                            sign, and curb sign), vintage fuel pumps (with 
                                                             globes and rubber hoses), and a service bay 
                                                                and station o�  ce. 6" tall with an 
                                                                       8"x 6" footprint...........#403442 $44.95

                                                    1940 Ford Convertible Kit 
                                                    Don’t forget to add some vin-
                                                     tage wheels to your station
                                                        with this 1/32 scale plastic 
                                                       kit – a replica of a ’40 Ford 
                                               convertible – featuring a de-
                                    tailed interior, clear windows and 
                 headlights, plastic tires, and colorful decals. 
Assembly required. 5½" long. #103832 $12.95

Buy All Three – Save $10!...#101277 $49.85

World War II Factories
While the courageous American armed forces 
were across the world fighting oppressive 
tyranny face-to-face, U.S. factories at home 
were hustling to keep pace with the ever 
increasing demand for available matériel. 
These multi-film DVDs not only tour the 
facilities as they produce fighters, bombers, 
guns, trucks, and more, but also examine 
– through vintage newsreels and rare classic 
footage – how these assembly lines helped 
the Allies win the war. B&W.                                                                $19.95 each  
Fighters – 1 hr. 31 min............................#V5195 
Bombers – 2 hr. 6 min............................#V5196
Tanks, Trucks, Ships, Aircraft 
and Naval Guns – 1 hr. 46 min.........#101102

1930s-1960s 
General Motors 
Film Collection
Filled with rare archival 
footage, this DVD includes 
six � lms exploring the history 

of General Motors from 
the 1930s to the ‘60s. You’ll 

experience a day in the life of 
1937 Chevrolet workers in From 
Dawn to Sunset, celebrate GM’s contributions during 
World War II in General Motors News Parade, witness 
the production of its 50 millionth automobile in 
Achievement USA, and view the advanced futuristic 
technology GM envisioned in Design for Dreaming, A 
Touch of Magic, and To New Horizons. B&W and color, 
1 hr. 35 min. total runtime. #RV3186 $14.95

1939 Chevrolet Coupes
Featuring the signature 1930s style, the 
Chevys of the era – including sedans, 
coupes, and trucks – remain popular 
vehicles among collectors. Replicas 
of a 1939 two-door coupe, these 
1/24 scale, die cast models 
feature a 
two-piece 
wind-
shield, an 
opening 
hood, 
open-
ing doors, 
and realis-
tically treaded tires. 8" long. $24.95 each

1939 Chevrolet Coupes
Featuring the signature 1930s style, the 
Chevys of the era – including sedans, 
coupes, and trucks – remain popular 
vehicles among collectors. Replicas 

24.95 each

Made in 
the USA.

        Automotive Service Signs

                                                            sign, and curb sign), vintage fuel pumps (with 
                                                             globes and rubber hoses), and a service bay                                                              globes and rubber hoses), and a service bay 
                                                                and station o�  ce. 6" tall with an 

1/32 SCALE

Burgundy....#400485
Green........................#400486

1/24 SCALE

Made in 
the USA.
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DAK M-40 Steel Helmet
This premium quality 
replica of a Deutsches 
Afrika Korps M-40 
helmet features a 
heavy steel shell 
with rolled edges, 
pressed air vents, a 
leather M-31 liner, 
correct manufacturer markings, and authentic 
DAK insignia......................................................................................#M651740 $139

Available Sizes: 
58, 60, 62

correct manufacturer markings, and authentic correct manufacturer markings, and authentic 
$

Available Sizes: 
Limited Quantity!

Mine 
Warning 
Signs
The skull and 
crossbones 
on these steel 
warning signs – 
in both German 
and English – 
reminds you to 
keep watch for mines! Includes mounting holes.

“Achtung Minen” – 12"x 12"....#M601688 $17.95
“Danger Mines” – 12"x 18"...................................................#66195 $19.95

17.95

Made in 
the USA.

1943 Series 
Moroccan 
Franc Notes
Printed in the United 
States as wartime 
currency for Morocco, 
these 1943 Series Franc 
bank notes are terri� c 
North African artifacts 
from World War II. 
Each one arrives lightly circulated, still displaying their ornate French and 
Arabic-language detailing after more than 70 years! 3½"x 1¾".

5 Francs.......#M652053 $29.95        10 Francs...........#M652054 $39.95

currency for Morocco, 
these 1943 Series Franc 

North African artifacts 

Each one arrives lightly circulated, still displaying their ornate French and 

Printed in the 
United States.

Buy Both Notes & Save $10! – #103833...Reg: $69.90  Now: $59.90

SAVE
$10
On the Set!

The Desert Air Force in World War II
Air Power in the Western Desert, 1940-1942
Delve.  Composed of a varied group of airmen – from 
Britain, South Africa, Australia, and eventually the U.S. 
– the 1st Tactical Air Force was formed to support the 
8th Army stationed in North Africa. This pictorial title 
examines their entire history, broken into � ve distinct 
sections: introduction and overview, operations, 
operational groups, aircrew training, and warplane 
speci� cations. 224 pages, 200 B&W photos, 
7"x 10¼", hardcover........................................................................#702686 $39.95

Sahara
 In this 1943 film, Humphrey Bogart stars as tank 

commander Joe Gunn in World War II North Africa. 
Separated from his unit during a general retreat 
from Erwin Rommel’s forces at Tobruk, Bogart and 

his crew pick up a motley assortment of stragglers – 
including a Luftwa� e pilot – before being surrounded 

by a much larger Nazi force that wants the same 
well Bogart has discovered. 

 B&W. 1 hr. 37 min....................................#MV51348 $14.95
Nominated for 3 

Academy Awards!

F4F-4 Wildcat Kit Set
This limited edition, value-pack kit 
includes two 1/72 scale replicas of 
F4F-4 Wildcats as they appeared 
with the U.S. Navy during their 
Operation Torch campaign in North 
Africa. They feature a see-through 
canopy, a well-appointed cockpit, 
a rotating propeller, a detailed radial engine, realistic weaponry, and three sets 
of authentic markings – VF-9 (USS Ranger), VF-41 (USS Ranger), and VGF-29 
(USS Santee). Assembly required. 68 total pieces. 
Skill level 3. 6¼" wingspan............................................................#702451 $54.95

This limited edition, value-pack kit 
includes two 1/72 scale replicas of 

Operation Torch campaign in North 
Africa. They feature a see-through 
canopy, a well-appointed cockpit, 
a rotating propeller, a detailed radial engine, realistic weaponry, and three sets 

                                                   Support Vehicles of North Africa
                                                     Featuring a dusty desert paint scheme, these 1/30 
                                                                    scale polystone models are hand-painted
                                                                   replicas of support vehicles fielded in
                                                                    World War II’s North African theater –
                                                                  including Rommel’s half-track and an 
                                                           LRDG-operated Chevy command truck.
                                                               ADLER Half-Track – Comes with two
                                                                             figures! 5¼" long.....#102154 $219
                                                                                Chevy 30-cwt Truck – Comes 
                                                                                      with a driver � gure! 7" long.
                                                                                                                      #103507 $269

DAK M-40 Steel Helmet

                                                                  including Rommel’s half-track and an                                                                   including Rommel’s half-track and an                                                                   including Rommel’s half-track and an 
                                                           LRDG-operated Chevy command truck.                                                           LRDG-operated Chevy command truck.                                                           LRDG-operated Chevy command truck.
                                                               ADLER Half-Track –ADLER Half-Track –
                                                                             figures! 5¼" long.....

                                                                                Chevy 30-cwt Truck –
                                                                                      with a driver � gure! 7" long.
                                                                                                                      

With Rommel in the Desert
Tripoli to El Alamein
Mitchellhill-Green.  Told primarily from the perspective 
of ordinary combatants, this volume examines the 
German experience in North Africa – a theater they 
were forced to enter after their Italian allies faltered in 
early 1941. See how Rommel not only thwarted the 
British from capturing Tripoli, but pressed his inexperienced troops eastward 
towards the Nile Delta. 216 pages, 250 B&W photos, 
                          7½"x 9½", softcover...............................................#103803 $22.95

www.MilitaryIssue.com

A

B

North African Tank Kits
Set up your own North African tank clash 
with these 1/35 scale plastic kits – replicas 
of an early-production M4 Sherman 
and Panzer I. They feature a moveable 
gun turret, newly tooled parts, realistic 
hatches, quality tracks, and authentic 
markings. Assembly required. Skill level 3.
A: M4 Sherman – 6½" long.
                                           #103835 $54.95
B: Pz.Kpfw.I Ausf F.  
4½" long........................#103836 $49.95

The Desert Air Force in World War II

219

269

British Tropical Helmet
 Salute the North African Theater of WWII with a
   new pith helmet, an accurate reproduction of
      ones worn by British soldiers stationed in the
        desert! It features a 50/50 cotton and poly-
          ester coating, an adjustable leather chinstrap,
             and an adjustable liner. One size fits 
                 most..................................#101320 $34.95

LIMITED EDITION
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Finnish War / Eastern Front    WWII   

  The Winter War
   This gripping re-creation depicts the 1939 Russian 

invasion of Finland with amazing accuracy, show-
ing in heart-wrenching detail the Finns steadfastly 
holding against the advancing Russians. All the 
equipment comes from Finnish museums or from 

sources in Russia, including T-26s, T-28s, and a host 
of Russian aircraft. Subtitled, 
2 hrs. 5 min............................................#V8695 $29.95

Russian M36 SSh-36 
Steel Helmet
Based on the German M35 
designed the previous year, the 
M36 was the Russian soldiers’ 
helmet of choice through 1940. 
This steel replica of the recog-
nizable Soviet helmet features 
the famous sickle and hammer 
painted in red on the front, an 
adjustable cloth liner, and a 
chinstrap with a buckle...................#101639 $99.95
Weathered............................................#102955 $119

Finnish War / Eastern Front    WWII

99.95

Weathered2-Piece 
“Stalin 
Legacy” Currency
This rare collection features two 
authentic pieces of currency 
issued during the early years of 
the Soviet Empire and Joseph 
Stalin's reign of terror – the 
1920s and ’30s – and includes a 
50-kopek bank note and a

20-kopek "Death Sentence" silver coin. They arrive in circulated 
condition in an informative history presentation 

folder measuring 11"x 7½"...........................................................#100292 $39.95

20-kopek "Death Sentence" silver coin. They arrive in circulated 

With Paulus at Stalingrad
Adam and Rühle.  Colonel Wilhelm Adam – the ADC to 
the commander of the 6th Army in Stalingrad, General 
Paulus – wrote a captivating and controversial memoir 
about his time as a soldier and prisoner of war at 
Stalingrad. Translated into English for the � rst time, his 
words illuminate the tense personal relationships among 
Nazi leadership and how their egotistical feuds often led 
to German military failure. Readers will also marvel at 
the intensity of detail given to the conditions in the Soviet Union during the 
ill-fated and bloody Operation Barbarossa. 240 pages, 
20 images, 6"x 9", softcover..........................................................#103798 $22.95

Stalingrad
This thrilling � lm – featuring English subtitles – 
follows Nazi and Red Army soldiers during the 
early months of the Battle of Stalingrad. The 
goodness of people and the devastating brutality 

of war are thoroughly examined, and the con� icted 
characters must make a choice between following 

orders and following their heart. 
Rated R. 2 hrs. 11 min.
                              #100259  Reg: $19.95  Now: $9.95SAVE

 50%
                      Survivors of Stalingrad 
The Russian-German War
Perhaps the most ruthless and bloody campaign of 
battle in modern military history, the WWII Eastern 
Front was infamously barbarous and cost countless 
Russian and German lives. This comprehensive 
documentary retells the history of the 85,000 
surrendered Nazi soldiers forced to march into 
Red Army captivity, of which only 6,000 survived due to 
starvation, neglect, brutality, disease, and slave labor. 
B&W and color. 2 hr. 21 min.......................................................#MV52354 $24.95

                The German Lorraine
After the fall of France, the Nazis seized thousands of

Allied vehicles and quickly turned around to use them 
against the Russians on the Eastern Front. The 

“Lorraine” was one of the most popular 
of the converted machines, and this 

1/30 scale model of the Marder I 
artillery tractor is � nely detailed and 
beautifully hand-painted. 

6½" long.....................#M902729 $189

Order Today at 800-989-1945 or 

                The German Lorraine                The German Lorraine
After the fall of France, the Nazis seized thousands of

Allied vehicles and quickly turned around to use them 
against the Russians on the Eastern Front. The 

“Lorraine” was one of the most popular 
of the converted machines, and this 

1/30 scale model of the Marder I 

6½" long.....................
LIMITED EDITION

A: Sniper.....................................#101286 $47
B: 2-Piece “Falling Back”.....#101288 $89
C: Radio Operator...................#101285 $47
D: “Over There”........................#101287 $47
E: Winter Soldier.....................#100982 $47
F: European Battle Damaged 
Building – 8" tall...............#M902730 $209

Nicknamed the “Green Devils” 
by the Allied forces, the 
Fallschirmjäger were the � rst 
German paratroopers to be 
used in large-scale airborne 
operations, comprised of 
some of the country’s most 
fearless soldiers. Set up an 
entire Eastern Front display
with these 1/30 scale metal
� gures, hand-painted repro-
ductions of winterized 
Fallschirmjäger soldiers in the
Soviet Union, and a battle-
worn Russian factory. 

2½" tall.

German 
Fallschirmjäger

Finland at War
Nenye.  The history of Finland during World War II is
a fascinating one, as an underprepared force with
obsolete weaponry managed to � ght o�  both 

the Germans and the Soviets to retain its 
independence after the war. These pictorial 
volumes examine both the 1939-40 Winter War
against Hitler and the subsequent quarrels 
through the end of 1945. 300+ pages, illustrated, 
7¾"x 9¾", hardcover.
Volume 1: The Winter War 
1939-40.....................................#M101159 $34.95
Volume 2: The Continuation 
and Lapand Wars 1941-45........#100978 $39.95

NEW!  Buy Both and Save $15!..................................#103834 $59.95

German 

A B F

#101286

D

#101286 $47#101286

E

A: Sniper

Nicknamed the “Green Devils” 

Fallschirmjäger were the � rst 

used in large-scale airborne 

A: Sniper

C

Now in softcover!
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 World War II Warships
This amazing collection of 1/1250 scale, die cast warship models represents 
a historic snapshot of Europe's most powerful navies: Britain and Germany. 
Each replica features detailed hand-painted markings, a realistic deck and 
superstructure, and a commemorative nameplate display stand.

1/1250 SCALE

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 The Ark Royal  
was fatally 
struck by 

the German   
submarine U-86 in 

November of 1941. 
  7¾" long..................................#97480

HMS Ark Royal  $1195
Each

Reg: $19.95 SAVE 40%

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 The Ark Royal  
was fatally 
struck by 

the German   
submarine U-86 in 

November of 1941. 
  7¾" long..................................

HMS Ark Royal $1195
Each
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WWII   Warships / U-Boats

                                                                                            The Graf 
                                                                                                                               Spee sank 
                                                                                                                             nine ships
                                                                                                                      before being                   
                                                                                   struck by British fire in 
                                                  December of 1939. 5¾" long..........................#97481

DKM Admiral 
Graf Spee

HMS King George V Kit
This 1/350 scale plastic kit is a reproduction 
of the HMS King George V – a Royal Navy 
battleship that assisted in the destruction 
of the famed Bismarck – that features 
a one-piece hull, exquisitely detailed 
superstructures, realistic armament and lifeboats, authentic markings, and a display stand 
with a nameplate. Assembly required. Skill level 3. 25½" long......................................#M800796 $79.95
superstructures, realistic armament and lifeboats, authentic markings, and a display stand 

Battleship Tirpitz Kit
A replica of the German battleship 
Tirpitz, which, as the sister ship of the 
Bismarck, spent most of World War II 
in various bases in German-occupied 

Norway (where her mere presence was a 
threat to the Allies), this 1/350 scale plastic kit is a beauty! It features a detailed main deck with 
simulated planking, an intricate control tower and funnel superstructure, aerial masts, rotating gun 
turrets with elevating barrels, cranes with jibs, Arado 196 seaplanes, lifeboats, propellers, 
authentic markings, and a display stand. 28¼" long; skill level 3, assembly required........#84093 $109

Norway (where her mere presence was a 
threat to the Allies), this 1/350 scale plastic kit is a beauty! It features a detailed main deck with 

Dunkerque Battleship Kit
Serving brie� y as a convoy escort, Dunkerque – a 
French battleship launched in 1935 – was scuttled 
in 1942, later seized by the Italians and Germans 
(though failing to see subsequent service). 
Measuring more than two-feet long, this 1/350 
scale plastic kit features a multi-directional slide-
molded hull, a realistic deck pattern, eight 330mm 
guns, two quadruple gun turrets, and a nameplate 
display stand. Assembly required. 610+ 
pieces. Skill level 4. 24½" long.........#102723 $139

threat to the Allies), this 1/350 scale plastic kit is a beauty! It features a detailed main deck with 
simulated planking, an intricate control tower and funnel superstructure, aerial masts, rotating gun Dunkerque Battleship Kit

           Seizing the Enigma 
                The Race to Break the German 
              U-Boat Codes, 1933-1945
Kahn.  The early years of war in the North Atlantic 
were devastating to the Allies as German U-Boats 
attacked with near impunity. Ultimately, however, as 
this compelling book recounts, American and British 
o�  cials were able to overcome Nazi dominance by 
cracking their naval codes delivered by the infamous 

enigma machine – of which the captured U-110 had onboard. 
400 pages, B&W photos, 6"x 9", softcover..........................#103795 $22.95

           Seizing the Enigma           Seizing the Enigma
                The Race to Break the German                 The Race to Break the German 
              U-Boat Codes, 1933-1945

German Type IX U-Boat Kit
Featuring finely textured surfaces and an 
incredible attention to detail, this 
1/72 scale plastic kit of a German 
Type IX U-Boat operated during 
WWII includes an immaculately 
scribed hull with simulated 
rivets and welded seams, a 
detailed deck with an 
intricate conning 
tower, 
simulated 
� ood 
valves 
and 
vents, 
movable control surfaces, and authentic markings. Assembly 
required. 160 pieces. Skill level 3. 37¾" long...........#M807275 $99.95

German Type IX U-Boat Kit
Featuring finely textured surfaces and an 
incredible attention to detail, this 
1/72 scale plastic kit of a German 
Type IX U-Boat operated during 
WWII includes an immaculately 
scribed hull with simulated 
rivets and welded seams, a 
detailed deck with an 
intricate conning 

simulated 

movable control surfaces, and authentic markings. Assembly 

Over 3 Feet Long!

German U-Boats Westward
This collection of four rare films examines 
German submarine operations in the 
Atlantic during WWII. You get U-Boote 
Westwarts, a Nazi propaganda film about a 
German crew fighting the British enemy to 
gain victory in the Atlantic; Sealing the Breach, 
which discusses the Kriegsmarine’s “Operation Drumbeat,” when U-boats 
crossed the Atlantic to sink American ships o�  the East Coast; U-Boat Aces 
of the Deep, a collection of newsreel footage; and Road to Berlin, a U.S. Navy 
film on how to defeat the U-boat menace. B&W, 
1 hr. 50 min................................................................................#MV52902 $19.95

  7¾" long..................................

                                                                                    The HMS Ramillies provided fire
                                                                                      support during the Normandy 
                                                                                                                      landings and
                                                                                                                       survived the
                                                                                                                   war, though she
                                                                                                            was scrapped in 
                                                                               1949. 6" long......................#700374

HMS Ramillies

                                                                               1949. 6" long......................                                                                               1949. 6" long......................                                                                               1949. 6" long......................

DKM Scharnhorst

                                                                             During the
                                                  Battle of the North Cape,
                the Scharnhorst was sank, killing all
but 31 of the 1,968-man crew. 7½" long......#97476

1 hr. 50 min................................................................................1 hr. 50 min................................................................................1 hr. 50 min................................................................................1 hr. 50 min................................................................................
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Aviation / European Theater    WWII   
Luftwa� e Emergency Fighters
Forsyth.  As the Third Reich teetered on collapse in 
late 1944, they issued a call for easy-to-build � ghters 
to help combat the P-38 Lightning, British Mosquito, 
and anticipated B-29 Superfortress. See multi-view 
illustrations of the resulting designs which were to 
feature unmatched weaponry and speed – the Ta 183, 
P.212, and P.1101, among others. 88 pages, 
illustrated, 7"x 10", softcover............#702688 $19.95

Blohm & Voss Bv P209 Display Model
The most noticeable element of the 
BV 209.02 is clearly the forward-swept 
wings, intended to alleviate some of the perceived 
shortcomings of straight-winged models such 
as the compressibility problems at high speeds 
and instability at low speeds. Though it was 
never built, it was projected to be powered by 
a HeS 011 turbojet and be armed with three Mk. 
108 30mm cannons. Part of the acclaimed Luft-X 
line of experimental German aircraft, this 1/72 scale 
resin model features a see-through canopy, a well-
appointed cockpit, realistic front intake, authentic 
markings, and a display stand. 5" long......................#82037 $39.95

Blohm & Voss Bv P209 Display Model

wings, intended to alleviate some of the perceived 
shortcomings of straight-winged models such 
as the compressibility problems at high speeds 
and instability at low speeds. Though it was 
never built, it was projected to be powered by 
a HeS 011 turbojet and be armed with three Mk. 
108 30mm cannons. Part of the acclaimed Luft-X
line of experimental German aircraft, this 1/72 scale 
resin model features a see-through canopy, a well-
appointed cockpit, realistic front intake, authentic 
markings, and a display stand. 5" long..................... #82037 $39.95

1/72 SCALE

 Macchi M.C. 205 Veltro Kit
 Though it was one of Italy’s most respected
 fighters, the Macchi C.205 was introduced 
 too late and in too few numbers to in� uence
 the outcome of the war. Featuring six sets of 
 authentic markings, including those for Italy’s
 top ace Adriano Visconti, this 1/48 scale plastic 

kit comes with a rotating propeller, a see-through
       canopy, and wing-mounted cannons. 

Assembly required. Skill level 2. 8¾" wingspan...................#702332 $39.95

Aviation / European Theater    

feature unmatched weaponry and speed – the Ta 183, 

19.95
kit comes with a rotating propeller, a see-through

       canopy, and wing-mounted cannons. 
Assembly required. Skill level 2. 8¾" wingspan...................

       canopy, and wing-mounted cannons. 

  Battle of Britain /
  Bridge Too Far / Exodus
   Set aside an entire afternoon to enjoy the trio of

   Hollywood classics featured on this 3-DVD set! 
  Laurence Olivier, Paul Newman, Michael Caine, and
   Sean Connery are just a few of the stars in these 

dramatic titles – Battle of Britain, A Bridge Too Far, and Exodus – on the iconic 
1940 aerial clash, Operation Market Garden, and the founding 
of the state of Israel. 8 hrs. 47 min.............................................#103826 $24.95

The Hawker Hurricane and Bf 109 were two of the most prolific fighters 
during the early days of World War II – and these 1/48 scale, Hobby Master, 
die cast models recreate the warbirds, as they appeared in 1940, flown by 
a pair of accomplished aces. Each one features an opening canopy, realistic 
armament, optional-position landing gear, and a display stand.

European Theater Fighters

a pair of accomplished aces. Each one features an opening canopy, realistic 
armament, optional-position landing gear, and a display stand.

Hawker 
Hurricane 
Mk. I
RAF, Sqn. Leader 
James Lacey, 
No. 501 Squadron. 
10" wingspan.
             #980656 $84.95

Bf 109E-3
Luftwa� e, 
Werner Mölders, JG 53. 
8¼" wingspan. 
        #980722 $87.95

1/48 SCALE

  Battle of Britain /

Werner Mölders, JG 53. 

87.95 1/48 SCALE

LIMITED EDITION

See the inner workings 
of the P-51! This 1/32 scale 
plastic kit of a “Phantom” Mustang 
features clear skin to reveal the 
plane’s structure within, 
including a working 
motorized prop and 
landing gear. 
Includes a display 
stand with controls 
to release bombs. Requires two D batteries 
(not included). Assembly required. 162 pieces. 
Skill level 4. 13¾" wingspan.     #84087 $59.95

Phantom P-51 
Mustang Kit

LIMITED EDITION

Vintage 
P-51 
Mustang 
Shirt
Made of soft, 100% 
cotton, this heather green 
t-shirt features two screen-
printed P-51D Mustangs 
banking across the chest 
and “P-51 Mustang” 
on the sleeve.....................#21333

M, L, XL......$19.95    XXL............$21.95

Memphis Belle
Featuring rare footage of the workhorse warplane, this 

documentary pays tribute to “Memphis Belle” – a 
B-17F Flying Fortress that dropped more than 60 tons 
worth of bombs on Nazi-occupied territory during 

the war! Follow along as its crew of ten (each of whom 
won the Distinguished Flying Cross) not only delivers 

explosives but also takes down enemy fighters 
(which it did eight times). 1 hour........#702689 $24.95

A replica of the “Memphis 
Belle”, the famous B-17F 
of the 324th Bomb Squad-
ron, 91st Bomb Group, this 
1/48 scale plastic kit – with 
a wingspan measuring 
more than 2-feet wide! – 
features a glazed nose with 
a realistic bombsight, two 
bombs on external pylons, rotating machine gun turrets and propellers, 
detailed landing gear, and a choice of two USAAF markings. 
Assembly required. 25¾" wingspan; 107 parts, skill level 3....#83653 $54.95

Over 2-Feet
in Wingspan!

B-17F Flying Fortress Kit
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Browning M1911 
.45-Cal. Pistol
This amazingly realistic, 
non-� ring, metal replica of 
the famous M1911 semi-
automatic pistol – which, designed by 
John Browning, was the standard-issue 
side arm of the U.S. Armed Forces from 
1911 to 1985 – features a checker-pattern wood 
grip and measures 8½" long...............#M651841 $149
Black Metal Grip Version...............#M651795 $129

Browning M1911 
.45-Cal. Pistol
This amazingly realistic, 
non-� ring, metal replica of 
the famous M1911 semi-
automatic pistol – which, designed by 
John Browning, was the standard-issue 
side arm of the U.S. Armed Forces from 

Shipping restrictions apply. 
Call for details.

.45 Caliber Magazine 
Leather Pouch
Dated 1942, this .45 caliber magazine 
pouch – which comes stamped 
with era-appropriate manufacturer 
markings – is made of quality brown 
leather and features brass hardware 
and copper rivets. 
5" tall......................#101638 $26.95

.45 Caliber Magazine 

U.S. M1917
Colt .45 Pistol 
Holster Replica
Made of rich brown leather, 
this holster – a replica of the 
type used for the U.S. M1917 
Colt. 45 pistol – features a brass 
� ap stud and copper securing rivets, 
a belt hanger, a leg strap, and “U.S.” 
stamped on the holster � ap.
#M651553
                      $29.95

M7 Shoulder 
Holster
Designed speci� cally 
for use with the M1911 
pistol, the M7 shoulder 

holster was a favorite 
among paratroopers 
during WWII. This fully 
out� tted leather replica 

features a padded shoulder 
strap, a wrap-around strap with metal hooks 
on each end, and U.S. markings.......#101677  $39.95

World War II 
Hi-Power 

Holsters
Used to house the 
Browning Hi-Power 
pistol, a 13-round 
handgun in service since 
the 1930s, these leather 
holsters are replicas of 
ones worn by World War II-

era soldiers and feature a strap 
closure, belt loops, and 

a magazine compartment.............................$29.95 each

Brown.............#102185          Black....................#101532

era soldiers and feature a strap 
closure, belt loops, and 

Holsters
Used to house the 
Browning Hi-Power 
pistol, a 13-round 
handgun in service since 
the 1930s, these leather 
holsters are replicas of 
ones worn by World War II-

M1936 Pistol Belt
Made of durable and rugged cotton 
webbing, this reproduction of an 
M1936 pistol belt – resembling the 
type issued to soldiers during WWII 
– features antiqued brass � ttings 
made to imitate the original, a 
metal hook and loop closure, and 
a “U.S.” stamp. Fits up to a 45" waist.......$29.95 each

A: Khaki.............................................................#M651538     
B: Light Olive Drab......................................#M652110
C: Dark Olive Drab............................................#101541

A

B

C

M1 CARBINE                                                                                      These museum-quality, non-firing replicas of the 
legendary M1 Carbine – a lightweight, semi-automatic ri� e that became a standard U.S. fire-
arm in World War II – have an authentic look and hefty feel, just like the original! 

M1 Carbine Rifle

                                                                                                                                                      Made with a
                                                                                                                                           hardwood stock 
                                                                                                                          and functioning metal parts, 
                                                                                                                this incredible collectible will be a
                                                                                          wonderful centerpiece in your World War II 
memorabilia display. 35½" long; includes a sling..............................................#M600248 $249

  M1 Carbine 
with Folding Stock

                                                                                                                 This "paratrooper" version features  
                                                                                               a bayonet lug (found on the 1944 M1 model), 
      a folding stock, functioning metal parts, and a cloth sling. 35½" long. #M600292 $289

Shipping restrictions 
apply. Call for details.

Used by 82nd & 
101st Airborne!

U.S. Canvas 
Shotgun Shell 
Ammunition 

Pouch
Made of durable 
canvas, this 

quality shotgun shell 
ammunition pouch – like the type carried by U.S. troops 
during World War II – features a full-� ap cover with two 
brass lift dot tabs, a large interior that holds 12 shells, two 
belt loops, and "U.S." and "Pouch, Ammunition Shotgun" 
stamped on the front. Measures 6¾"x 5"x 2¾".
                                                                 #M651549 $17.95

Grenade Replicas
With these little gems on your desktop, you'll show everyone 
that you mean business! Each non-functioning grenade 
replica includes a head, ring, and spoon 
assembly. 3½" -  4½" tall..............................................$12.95 each

A: Pineapple – WWII.....................................................#M602847
B: Lemon – Korea............................................................#M602841
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Grenade Replicas
With these little gems on your desktop, you'll show everyone 

A: Pineapple 
B: Lemon 

BA

M1910 Canteen Covers
These canteen covers – rugged canvas 
replicas of M1910 covers used during World War II – 
feature button closures, a belt attachment, 
and U.S. markings. 7" tall................................$16.95 each

A: Khaki – JT&L 1942...............................................#100701
B: Light Olive Drab – JT&L 1943....................#M652452
C: NEW! Dark Olive Drab – JT&L 1944.............#103851

A B

C
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U.S. Army 
Vintage
Films
A rare selection 
of training 
� lms and 
classic 
newsreels 
are featured 
on these 
informative 
programs, each one a multi-chapter DVD examining some of the U.S. 
Army’s most proli� c vehicles and weaponry – including trucks, jeeps, 
tanks, and artillery, with speci� c attention paid to their 
usage in the Second World War..................................................$19.95 each
WWII Trucks – 1 hr. 44 min...........................................................#MV52651
G-503 Jeeps – 1 hr. 37 min............................................................#MV52922

Tanks – 1 hr. 54 min.
  #MV52659

Artillery – 1 hr. 20 min.
#MV52644

“Long Tom” 
M59 155mm 
Cannon Kit
A replica of the U.S. Army M59, 
whose ability to accurately � re a 
95-lb. shell up to 15 miles made 
it one of the most e� ective � eld 
artillery pieces of WWII, this 1/35 scale plastic kit fea-
tures a turned aluminum gun barrel, a detailed gun cradle, 
an eight-wheel bogie and a two-wheel trailer with realisti-
cally treaded tires, and more. 16½" long; 200 parts, can be 
assembled in the towed or � ring con� guration..............................#93859 $49.95

M59 155mm 

A replica of the U.S. Army M59, 
whose ability to accurately � re a 
95-lb. shell up to 15 miles made 
it one of the most e� ective � eld 
artillery pieces of WWII, this 1/35 scale plastic kit fea-
tures a turned aluminum gun barrel, a detailed gun cradle, 
an eight-wheel bogie and a two-wheel trailer with realisti-

assembled in the towed or � ring con� guration..............................#93859 $49.95

Popular Re-Release!

GMC Bofors 40mm 
Gun Cargo Truck Kit
The Bofors 40mm gun is an anti-aircraft 
weapon that saw extensive combat 
action during World War II. This 1/35 
scale plastic kit – a replica of a GMC 
truck used by French forces and 
equipped with the Bofors – features 
a well-equipped cab and rear gunner 
station, an authentic 40mm weapon, 

treaded tires, photo-etched parts, and historical decals. 
Assembly required. Skill level 2. 8½" long.......................................#100995 $39.95

GMC Bofors 40mm 
Gun Cargo Truck Kit
The Bofors 40mm gun is an anti-aircraft 
weapon that saw extensive combat 

treaded tires, photo-etched parts, and historical decals. 
Pin-Up Metal Signs

One can be forgiven for not 
immediately noticing the 
U.S. Army vehicles featured 

on these steel signs – a Jeep 
and Harley-Davidson – as the 
scantily clad pin-ups steal the 
spotlight! Includes mounting 
holes. 18"x 12".

$24.95 each
“Military & Hardware” 

#100186
“The American Way”

#M601693

G-503 Jeeps – 
Tanks – 

Artillery –

Pin-Up Metal Signs

on these steel signs – a Jeep 
and Harley-Davidson – as the 
scantily clad pin-ups steal the 
spotlight! Includes mounting 
holes. 18"x

on these steel signs – a Jeep Bantam 40 BRC 
4x4 Truck Kit
Replicating a Bantam 40 BRC, 
a 4x4 truck used extensively 
by the Allies on the World War II 
battle� elds, this 1/35 scale plastic 
kit features a multi-piece frame, a 
well-equipped interior, a fold-down 
windshield, a removable hood, 
treaded tires (including spare), 
authentic markings, and � ve � gures (with weapons and equipment). 
Assembly required. Skill level 2. 6" long..........................................#103530 $29.95

well-equipped interior, a fold-down well-equipped interior, a fold-down 

authentic markings, and � ve � gures (with weapons and equipment). 
Willys MB Jeep Kit
This detailed, 1/35 scale 
plastic kit features a one-
piece chassis, a .30-caliber 
machine gun, clear wind-
shield and headlight parts, 
a detailed engine, a choice 
of an A-frame tow bar or a 
standard bumper, a driver � gure, and a choice of 
� ve markings from the ETO in 1944-45. 3¾" long; 
98 parts, assembly required.

#M800779 $24.95

Olive Drab...............................................................#100524
Black.................................................................................#100525

G.I. Jeep Caps
These G.I. jeep caps are a quality reproduction 
of those worn by soldiers during World War II 
featuring the hat's signature brim. 
100% wool...........................................$9.95 each

Made in 
the USA.

Allied Transport Trucks
A trio of trucks � elded by the French and British 
during World War II are found in this selection of 
1/43 scale, metal and plastic models – each one 
featuring glazed headlamps, a well-appointed interior, 
free-rolling tires, historic markings, and a display base 
with a removable plastic cover.

Reg: $24.95  Now: $14.95 each
A: Citröen Type 23 – French Army, 49ème 
Bataillon de Chars de Combat, France, 
1940. 5" long................................................................#97264
B: Peugeot DMA – French Army, Forces 
Francaises De L'Interieur, France, 1944. 4¼" long......#97437
C: Bedford OYD – RAF, North Africa, 1942. 
5½" long.......................................................................#97420

.................................................................................#100525

during World War II are found in this selection of 

featuring glazed headlamps, a well-appointed interior, 

A

featuring glazed headlamps, a well-appointed interior, 

each

#97264

featuring glazed headlamps, a well-appointed interior, featuring glazed headlamps, a well-appointed interior, 

each

#97264

featuring glazed headlamps, a well-appointed interior, 
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#97437

#97264

B

C

The first streamlined, full-size 
American production car, 
the Air� ow was sel-
ected as an o�  cers’ 
car by the U.S. Army 
after engineers threw 
one o�  a 110-foot cli�  – 
and then drove it away to prove its durability. 
This 1/32 scale, die cast model features an opening hood, door, 
and trunk; operable steering and rolling wheels; 
and chrome detail parts. 6" long.....................................#M900800 $19.95

The first streamlined, full-size 
American production car, 

after engineers threw 
one o�  a 110-foot cli�  – 

1936 Chrysler 
Airflow Model

1/43 SCALE

1/32 SCALE

Willys MB 
Jeep Kit
This detailed, 1/35 scale, 
plastic kit features a one-
piece chassis, a .30-caliber 
machine gun, clear wind-
shield and headlight parts, 
a detailed engine, a choice 
of an A-frame tow bar or a 
standard bumper, a driver 
� gure, and a choice of � ve markings from the ETO in 1944-45. 
3¾" long; 
98 parts, assembly required..........#M800779 $24.9524.95

SAVE
 40%

Made in 
the USA.
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Allied Armoured 
Fighting Vehicles of 
the Second World War
Green.  Featuring more than 200 
dynamic photos – many in color – this 
reference guide is a complete inventory 
of Allied AFVs in service during World 
War II. Get insight on everything from 
tank destroyers and self-propelled artillery to scout cars 
and half-tracks, all developed in the U.S., Britain, France, 
and Russia. 200 pages, 250 color and 
B&W photos, 7½"x 9½", softcover............#103797 $24.95

LVT(A) Water 
Bu� alo Model
An amphibious 
vehicle used by the 
U.S. Navy, Marines, and 
Army during WWII, the LVT 
served primarily as a cargo carrier in the Pacific Theater. 
Add a uniquely designed amphibious landing craft to 
your collection with this 1/72 scale, Hobby Master die cast 
model – sporting authentic markings from the 2nd Armored 
Amphibian Bttn. at Tinian Island in August of 1944 – 
featuring textured surfaces, a realistic weathered � nish, 
open-top design, free-rolling rubber tracks, and a 
display stand. 4½" long..............................#980448 $34.95

Limited Quantities!

Allied Armored Vehicles
Featuring a weathered olive drab paint 
scheme, these 1/30 scale polystone mod-
els are hand-painted reproductions 
of Allied armor � elded during the 
Second World War – including a 
“summer” version M20 car (with 
two crew � gures) and a Vickers 
machine gun-equipped 
Bren Gun Carrier................$199 each

A: M20 Armored Car
6½" long........................#103531
B: Bren Gun Carrier 
5" long...............#103895

display stand. 4½" long..............................

Allied Armored Vehicles
Featuring a weathered olive drab paint 
scheme, these 1/30 scale polystone mod-
els are hand-painted reproductions 

each

LIMITED EDITION

A

B

5" long...............

Patch on arm 
will vary.

World War II U.S. Tanker Jacket        
Based on the U.S. tank crewmen's jackets during WWII, this 
reproduction has a 100% cotton shell with a 100% wool lining, a 
full-zip front; a knit collar, waist, and cu� s; two front pockets, and 
an armored division shoulder patch. #M652455 $139

Available sizes: 
40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50, 52

Into the Shadow
James Dietz.  The 1st Armored Division, 
“Old Ironsides,” was the � rst armored 
division of the U.S. Army to see battle 
during WWII. Featuring an M4A3 Sher-
man tank and soldiers from that division 
on the streets of Albans, Italy, on their 
way to liberating Rome from Hitler’s 
forces in 1944, this numbered print is 
signed by the artist. 24"x 16".
    #75980  Reg: $150  Now: $49.95

SAVE
$100

Limited Quantities!

M4 Sherman 
Kits
Centerpiece repro-
ductions of the M4 
Sherman – includ-
ing one featuring 
VVSS suspension 
and another repli-
cating the proli� c 
“Easy Eight” – these 
1/35 scale plastic kits come with realistic accessories, quality tracks, a rotating 76mm high-veloc-
ity cannon, a Browning machine gun, and historic decals. Assembly required. 
Skill level 3. 6½" long.................................................................................................................$49.95 each
A: NEW! M4A1(76)W VVSS............................................................................................................#103901
B: M4A3E8  “Easy Eight”..................................................................................................................#100290

1/35 scale plastic kits come with realistic accessories, quality tracks, a rotating 76mm high-veloc-1/35 scale plastic kits come with realistic accessories, quality tracks, a rotating 76mm high-veloc-1/35 scale plastic kits come with realistic accessories, quality tracks, a rotating 76mm high-veloc-

Patton’s Third Army in World War II
Green & Brown.  Filled with rare archival images, this lavishly 
illustrated book examines General George Patton's Third Army 
in WWII – from its ten-month rampage across France through 
its roles in the Battle of the Bulge (including its breaking of 
the siege of Bastogne) and its drive into Germany, Austria, 
and Czechoslovakia. 300 pages, 200+ B&W images, 
10"x 11", hardcover.......................................#103012 $19.95

George S. Patton Metal Sign
Pay tribute to one of America’s greatest 
generals with this 18"x 12" steel sign 
featuring one of Patton’s most memorable 
quotes. Includes mounting 
holes........................#M602410 $19.95

    “The Object 
   of War”
  T-Shirt

M, L, XL...............................$19.95
2XL, 3XL..............................$21.95

  This black t-shirt,
  made of 100%
  cotton, features
 a famous quote
 from General 
 Patton.

#102654

Front

General Patton 
Bobblehead
Equipped with his 
signature baton 
and stern look, 
this fun George 
Patton bobble-
head features 
realistic facial fea-
tures and comes 
ready to display 
inside or out of 
its collectible 
packaging! 
8½" tall.
#101911 
              $24.95 LIMITED EDITION

A
B

1/30 SCALE

1/72 SCALE

B: M4A3E8  “Easy Eight”B: M4A3E8  “Easy Eight”

19.9519.95
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Allied Intelligence Handbook 

to the German Army 1939-45
Bull.  Exactly what did Allied soldiers of the era 
know about their Nazi enemy? This historic 
title – featuring both government-issued 
documents and a modern-day review of their 
accuracy – comprehensively answers this ques-
tion, beginning with the German rebuild after 

the Treaty of Versailles and progressing to their rapidly evolving 
technology during the war. 192 pages, 5"x 7½", hardcover.

#103902 $14.95

German Soldiers
A quartet of 1/32 scale metal � gures 
makes up this collection, replicas of 
a German o�  cer, bombardier pilot, 
recon soldier, or military policeman. 
2¼" tall. $14.95 each
A: Afrika Korps O�  cer............#M518282
B: Aufklarungs Abteilung..................#M518276
C: Luftwa� e Kamp� ieger.............................................#M518283
D: NEW! Feldgendarm..............................................................................................#M518280

Scott Carter.  Armed for action, this sultry 
German trooper is ready to pounce! 

Metal Sign – 24-gauge steel; 
includes mounting holes; 
12"x 18"......#M602373 $19.95
Metal Clock – Framed in 
an aluminum case, this clock 
features a quartz movement 

and requires one AA battery (not 
included). 14" diameter.

#M602374 $34.95

Scott Carter.  Armed for action, this sultry 
German trooper is ready to pounce! 

Metal Sign –
includes mounting holes; 
12"x 18"......

and requires one AA battery (not 
included). 14" diameter.

Made in 
the USA.

Gunner Girl Wall Accessories

Sturmgewehr 44 
Ri� e

The Sturmgewehr 44 was a select-� re ri� e 
used by the Germans beginning in 1943, with 

nearly half a million produced through the 1960s. 
Available with or without a leather sling, this non-� r-

ing replica of the famous Nazi gun features metal/wood 
construction and a working bolt-action assembly 
and trigger. 37" long (with sling)...........#M600282 $299

   NEW! Without Sling..................................................#103903 $279

K-98 Bayonet
Complete with a functional spring release for 
attachment to your K-98 ri� e, this quality 
bayonet – featuring its own handsome 
scabbard – comes with a blued steel blade, com-
posite Bakelite grips, and era-appropriate markings. 16" long............................#103904 $59.95

German P38 Blank-Firing Pistol
Designed in the late 1930s, the Walther P38 is a semi-
automatic pistol that served as the primary service 
handgun of the Wehrmacht during World War II. A blank-
� ring replica of the iconic weapon, this black pistol fea-
tures a removable clip, composite-lined grips, 
and a working safety. 8½" long..................#101012 $125

Shipping restrictions
apply. Call for details.

50-Pack Blanks – Fire o�  a few more “rounds” with 
this 50-pack of 8mm blanks!    
                                                                  #M651822 $24.95

Uniforms of 
the Third Reich
A Study in Photographs
Hayes and Maguire.  This pictorial 
reference book o� ers full-color,
front and back images of uniforms 
worn by Nazi armed forces during 
the Second World War. See items 
worn by the Wehrmacht, Luft-
wa� e, Kriegsmarine, Wa� en-SS, 
Allgemeine-SS, Hitler Youth, and 

political leaders, with photographs showing everything 
from buttons to insignia! 200 pages, 400+ color 
photos, 9"x 12", hardcover...........................#102344 $69.95

Germany Army 
General 
Visor Cap
An eye-catching addition 
to any WWII showcase, 
this wool visor cap rep-
licates one worn by Third 
Reich generals and fea-
tures gold bullion piping and chin-cords, pebbled buttons, 
satin linings, and colorful embroidered images (including 
the Clemens Wagner eagle logo and gold insignia).

#102564 $79.95

An eye-catching addition 

licates one worn by Third 

tures gold bullion piping and chin-cords, pebbled buttons, 

Sizes 7 to 7-5/8

Knight’s Cross of the 
Iron Cross Awards
These premium quality, 
full-size reproductions of 
Knight’s Cross of the Iron 
Cross awards feature a 
die cast metal Iron Cross with 
a swastika and the date 1939 
on the front, the date 1813 
on the back, and a high-quality 
ribbon. Measures approximately 2"x 2".
A: Knight's Cross of the Iron Cross  
Instituted by Adolf Hitler on September 1, 
1939, this was the second highest military 
order of the Third Reich.............................#66560 $24.95
B: Knight’s Cross with Oak Leaves – Awarded to only 
890 recipients during WWII, this medal includes a cluster 
of three silver-tone oak leaves attached to the 
band clasp.....................................................#66561 $29.95
C: With Oak Leaves & Swords – 160 of these orders 
were awarded during WWII, including 77 to 
German Army personnel...........................#65207 $34.95

A

B

C

A
B

C

D
1/32 SCALE

The “Potato Masher”
The standard grenade issued to Germans during 
both World Wars, the Model 24 earned the nickname “Potato Masher” for its unique shape. 
These collectibles replicate the iconic weapon, including a full-size reproduction and a 
wooden keychain!

Full-Size Replica – 14½" long..................................#M651546 $24.95
Keychain – 4" long...........................................................#102456 $12.95

both World Wars, the Model 24 earned the nickname “Potato Masher” for its unique shape. 
These collectibles replicate the iconic weapon, including a full-size reproduction and a 

24.95
12.95
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VW Kubelwagen/Schwimmwagen 
Enthusiasts’ Manual
McNab.  This pictorial pro� le on vehicles of the 
Second World War turns its attention to the VW 
Kubelwagen and Schwimmwagen – prolific 
German cars that were as indispensable to the 
Third Reich as Jeeps were to the Allies. Learn 
about their construction, service history, and 
unique traits that made them such reliable 
vehicles. 160 pages, illustrated, 
8½"x 11", hardcover.....................#103846 $34.95

A diverse assortment of military vehicles, these 1/43 scale, metal and 
plastic models feature authentic surface details, 
rotating weaponry (where applicable), historic 
markings, realistic tracks or tires, and a display 
base with a removable plastic cover.

orl  ar ii a s

SAVE 40%!

plastic models feature authentic surface details, 

$14 95
Each

Reg: $24.95

Sd.Kfz. 251/1 Ausf. C 
Wurfrahmen 40
Germany Army, 
Russia, 1942. 
5¼" long.......#97254

Sd.Kfz. 233 
Schwerer 
Panzerspähwagen
German Army, 2 Panzer 
Division, France, 1944. 
5½" long.....................#97419

Sd.Kfz. 222 Armored Car 
German Army, Russia, 
1943. 4¼" long.....................#97428

251/1 Ausf. C 
Wurfrahmen 40

hwagen

#97419#97419

Sd.Kfz. 222 Armored Car

1/43 SCALE

         Kfz. 15 Sta�  Vehicle 
             German Army, Russia, 
              1944. 4½" long.....#97442

Nazi Armor Kits
Set up an entire World War II showcase with these quality kits! Both lethal 
battle� eld legends and drawing board concepts are featured – each one 
replicating lethal German armor! They come with realistic and moveable 
weaponry, quality tracks, side-mounted accessories, and authentic markings. 
Assembly required. Skill level 3.Assembly required. Skill level 3.Assembly required. Skill level 3.

M35 Mittlere Panzerwagen
1/35 scale. Includes optional hatches 
and doors, a KwK 35 gun, DT and M34 
machine guns, and transparent 
accents. 7" long.......#103763 $54.95

38cm Assault Mortar 
Sturmtiger
1/48 scale. Includes a moveable 38cm 
cannon, a rear missile loading crane, 
and a front machine gun. 
5¼" long..................#103675 $34.95

30/30.5cm L/16 Morser Bar
1/35 scale. Includes an optional access 
door, a large caliber shell, an MG 34 
machine gun, and a brass wire tow 
cable. 8" long.............#103760 $59.95

Sd.Kfz. 179 Bergepanther 
Tank
1/35 scale. Includes a 20mm KwK 38 
gun, a MG42 machine gun, towing 
equipment, and bulldozer 
blades. 7¾" long....#103906 $39.95 

Sd.Kfz. 179 Bergepanther Sd.Kfz. 179 Bergepanther 
Sd.Kfz. 8 Models
One of the Nazis’ most-used 
combat vehicles, the Sd.Kfz. 
8 was a half-track that 
served a number of roles 
– including transport and anti-tank duties. These 1/72 scale, die cast models 
replicate the proli� c vehicle in two con� gurations and feature a realistically 
weathered design, authentic weaponry, historic markings, 
and a separating chassis. 4" long.........................................................$49.95 each

A: Schwerer Zugkraftwagen......#103246         B: Gepanzerte.....#103247

1/72 SCALE

B

A

B: Gepanzerte

German Dispatch Rider/Motorcycle Set
This 1/30 scale metal � gure set of a Wehrmacht 
infantryman using his motorcycle to relay messages 
behind the front lines of WWII is painted by hand 
and is � nely detailed right down to the olive drab 
tunic, trousers, and boots. 2½" tall; 
arrives ready to display...............#M511759 $95

German Field 
Maintenance Team Kit
Add a true sense of authenticity to 
your 1/35 scale diorama with this 
collection of figures, tools, and 
equipment recreating a German 
battlefield maintenance team 
during the Second World War. It 

comes with an A-frame crane (with metal chain), a work table, a compres-
sor, drum cans, gas cylinders, wire and nylon string, two figures, and 
so much more! Assembly required. Crane: 4½" tall...........#102201 $26.95

comes with an A-frame crane (with metal chain), a work table, a compres-

1/30 SCALE
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Armored 
Champion 
Top Tanks of 
World War II
Zaloga.  In 
addition to 
o� ering a side by 
side comparison 
of the most 

legendary tanks of WWII – as told through a series 
of diagrams, graphs, charts, and photos – this exciting volume, based on forty 
years of research, ranks these vehicles from most to least successful with the 
Panzer IV, T-34, and Pershing among the champions. 
336 pages, 261 B&W photos, 8"x 10", hardcover.................#M106302 $39.95

of diagrams, graphs, charts, and photos – this exciting volume, based on forty 

Jagdpanzer 38(t) Hetzer Kit
Also known as the “Hetzer,” the Jagdpanzer 38(t) – a light tank 
destroyer – entered service in July of 1944 where it reportedly 
destroyed 20 Soviet tanks without a single loss. This 1/35 
scale plastic kit features realistic weaponry (including 
moveable 75mm PaK and MG34 guns), a detailed hull, 
quality tracks, and four sets of authentic 1945 markings (two 
German and two Italian). Assembly required. 
Skill level 3. 7¼" long......................................#101202 $39.95

Pz.Kpfw.38(t) Model
Originally a Czech tank, the Pz.Kpfw.38(t) was adopted 
into the Wehrmacht � eet immediately prior to 
World War II. Featuring a hand-painted exterior 
and German commander � gure, this 
1/30 scale polystone model is a centerpiece 
replica of the Nazi-operated vehicle. 
6" long............................................#101201 $169

1/30 SCALE

German Tanks
Using rare battle footage, these 
exciting documentary-style 
programs examine Nazi 
Germany’s most iconic tanks 
and their in� uence during 
World War II and beyond. 
See the progression of German 
armor all the way from the early 
Panzers through the heralded Tiger and Panther of 
the latter years with a look at all of their history-
altering combat experience. 
B&W and color..............................................$14.95 each

Panther: The Panzer V  
52 minutes..........................................................#MV50804
Tiger: Heavy Panzer VI  
55 minutes..........................................................#MV50710

                    NEW! Buy Both and Save $5!
  #103907...........................Reg: $29.90  Now: $24.90

SAVE
$5

Tiger I Ausf. E R/C Model
Take home your own World War II tank with 
this 1/16 scale model, a radio-controlled 
replica of the legendary Tiger I. 
It features authentic movement 
and � ring action (including 
turret rotation), smoke ef-
fects, a lifting cannon tube, 
a recoiling barrel (when � ring 
the included BBs), realistic sounds and 
motion e� ects, a commander � gure, and an 
easy-to-use controller (with charger). 15½" long........................#102687 $249

E R/C Model
Take home your own World War II tank with 
this 1/16 scale model, a radio-controlled 
replica of the legendary Tiger I. 
It features authentic movement 

a recoiling barrel (when � ring 
the included BBs), realistic sounds and 
motion e� ects, a commander � gure, and an 
easy-to-use controller (with charger). 15½" long........................#102687 $249

Fires BBs!

1/16 SCALE

Panzer III/Panzer IV
Tucker-Jones.  Both the Panzer III
and Panzer IV medium tanks 
served Hitler nobly during 
Second World War, each one 
participating in action from the
Polish Invasion through the 
Battle of the Bulge. These 
illustrated profiles on the Nazi
machines follow their entire 
history from conception through 
the end of front-line action. 112+ pages, 
150+ B&W images, 7½"x 9½", softcover..............................................$22.95 each

Panzer III............................#103799         Panzer IV.................................#103944

Generalfeldmarschall Figures
Two of the Third Reich’s most proli� c tank generals, Erwin Rommel and Erich 
von Manstein were each dismissed by Hitler – in the Desert Fox’s case, forced 
to commit suicide – before war’s end. These 1/6 scale articulating � gures, 
in addition to featuring striking facial likenesses, also come with an M36 
uniform, binoculars, breeches, jackboots, a PPK pistol (with clip and leather 
holster), realistic insignia, and more! 12" tall.
A: Erwin Rommel.............................................................................#102472 $179
B: NEW! Erich von Manstein.......................................................#103651 $159

LIMITED EDITION

LIMITED EDITION

1/6 SCALE

A
B

Pin-Up 
Metal Signs
One can be 
forgiven for not 
immediately no-
ticing the lethal 
Wehrmacht tanks 
on these heavy-
gauge steel signs, 
with each one 
featuring a fully 
armed German 
pin-up girl. In-
cludes mounting 
holes. 12"x 18".
      $19.95 each             A: Panzer.......#103022         B: Tiger.......#M601160

A

B

Order Today at 800-989-1945 or www.MilitaryIssue.com

24.90

Made in 
the USA.
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Mussolini 
Currency 
Collection
This World War II currency set 
includes 5 coins and 2 banknotes – 
1 lire, 50 centissimi, 10 lek, two 
20 lek coins, and a 1939- and 1941-
dated 1000 drachmai note – issued 
in Italy under Mussolini’s regime, in 
Albania during Mussolini’s occupation, and in Greece during the war with 
Mussolini’s forces. Arrives in a presentation folder with a history 
card and a certi� cate of authenticity. 11"x 7½" open...#M652298 $69.95

Faith Hope 
and Charity
Stan Stokes.  
When Italy 
entered WWII 
in June of 1940, 
the drawn out 
campaign to 
capture Malta 
began. Britain, 
in defense of the 
Mediterranean 
island, sent 
Gloster Gladiators that managed, incredibly, to � ght o�  a much larger force of 
the Regia Aeronautica. This print commemorates Allied success and depicts 
Flight Lt. James Pickering tangling with a Fiat CR.42. Signed by 
Lt. Pickering and the artist. 16"x 11½"..........................................#73080 $89.95
Standard Edition – Save 50%!
Signed by the artist.....................................#7287  Reg: $39.95  Now: $19.95

LIMITED EDITION

Signed by 
the Artist and 
Lt. Pickering!

Miracle at St. Anna
Set in 1944 Italy, this action-adventure chronicles the 
experiences of four African-American soldiers – part 
of the U.S. Army’s 92nd Infantry “Bu� alo Soldier” 
Division – who become trapped behind enemy lines 
when an officer calls down artillery on their position 
because he refuses to believe reports of how far the 
unit has advanced. Widescreen. 
2 hrs. 40 min........................................#MV51563 $9.95

The Battleship Vittorio Veneto
Cestra.  Laid down in October of 1934, Vittorio 
Veneto was one of three Littorio-Class battleships
    serving during World War II. This pro� le of the 
    Italian vessel examines its service record and 
speci� cations – including its controversial role as 
the � rst battleship to exceed the limit of 35,000 
tons of displacement imposed by the Washington 
Naval Treaty. 84 pages, 144 images, 
8½"x 11½", softcover....................#103933 $34.95

Fiat M13/40 Model
This 1/43 scale, die cast 
model – replicating an M13/40 
tank � elded by the Italians dur-
ing World War II – features a rotating 
turret with an elevating 47mm cannon, 
headlights and other separately applied details, realistically treaded tracks, 
authentic No. 132 Divisione markings, and a display base with a 
cover. 4½" long...........................................#97265  Reg: $24.95  Now: $14.95

 features a rotating 
turret with an elevating 47mm cannon, 
headlights and other separately applied details, realistically treaded tracks, 

1/43 SCALE

SAVE
 25%Italy 

National Flag
    This polyester   
    reproduction of 
the tricolor Italian 
national � ag fea-
tures reinforced 
edging and brass 
grommets. 5'x 3'.
#103924 $16.95

A military and 
political alli-
ance between 
Germany and 
Italy, the Pact 
of Steel was 
signed in 
Berlin by for-
eign ministers 
Joachim von 
Ribbentrop 
and Galeazzo 
Ciano on May 22, 1939. Recreate the historic event with this 
collection of hand-painted, 1/30 scale � gures and models 
which includes a celebratory Führer and Duce riding in a 
Mercedes Benz 540, Mussolini saluting, and Count Ciano.
A: Mercedes Benz 540  
Polystone. 6" long............................................#101631 $259
B: Benito Mussolini – Metal. 2½" tall........................................#M511409 $49
C: Count Ciano – 2½" tall...................................................................#101632 $45

“Pact of Steel”

1/30 SCALE

Ciano on May 22, 1939. Recreate the historic event with this 
collection of hand-painted, 1/30 scale � gures and models 
which includes a celebratory Führer and Duce riding in a 
Mercedes Benz 540, Mussolini saluting, and Count Ciano.

259

A

B C

                       Zara Heavy Cruiser Kit
Serving as the � agship of the 

Italian Navy’s 1st Division in 
the early years of World 
War II, the Zara heavy 

cruiser was sunk by British 
battleships at the Battle of 

Cape Matapan. Impressively sized, 
this 1/350 scale plastic kit features an engraved 

deck, full weapons suite, ship cranes, life rafts, ship boats, 
two aircraft, an aircraft catapult, a jack and ensign, and a nameplate 

display stand. Assembly required. Skill level 4. 20¼" long. #103761 $109

National Flag
    This polyester   
    reproduction of 

Veneto was one of three Littorio-Class battleships
    serving during World War II. This pro� le of the 
    Italian vessel examines its service record and 

                       

Globocnik’s Men in Italy
1943-45
Di Giusto and Chiussi.  Infamous for his role as police 
      leader in Poland, Odilo Globocnik was transferred 
      to the OZAK region of northern Italy in late 1943. 
This chilling book follows his continued reign of terror 
in the area where he and at least 100 of his men per-
secuted Jews and fought against the armed resistance 
movement. 240 pages, 402 B&W photos, 
7"x 10", hardcover................................#103027 $34.95

      leader in Poland, Odilo Globocnik was transferred 
      to the OZAK region of northern Italy in late 1943. 

Genuine Artifact!

LIMITED EDITION

Signed by the artist.....................................Signed by the artist.....................................
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German Army in Normandy
These documentary films, featuring reenactment 

footage and expert interviews, take viewers to 
Northern France in the summer of 1944 to ex-
amine the German Army's resistance to the Allied 
landings. Learn about the � erce battles waged 
by the relentless teenagers of the Hitlerjugend 
while also following the impossible task given to 
Fallschirmjäger 6, responsible for preventing the 
link-up between Omaha and Utah beach.

12th Hitlerjugend Panzer Division  
1 hr. 47 min..............................#MV52836 $19.95
6th Fallschirmjäger  
1 hr. 20 min.................................#MV53344 $29.95

31

D-Day / Normandy    WWII   

World War II Foundation 
Normandy
A trio of moving documentaries, this 
3-DVD collection – sale-priced as a 
set for maximum savings – tracks 
American heroism and bravery 
during the Normandy Invasion. Hear 
about a makeshift aid station set up in 
a small church, witness efforts to keep 
the memory of U.S. Naval sacrifices 
alive in France, and see veterans return to the 
site for the first time in decades. B&W and color. 
50-60 minutes each.                                                                  $12.95 each

Eagles of Mercy.......................................#103624
Navy Heroes of Normandy................#103625
D-Day: The Price of Freedom...........#103626

Paratrooper Signaling Cricket
 Based on the signaling cricket used by paratroopers to locate 
   other airborne troops at night, this replica is made of brass and 
    steel, has a “U.S.” engraving, and sounds like the real 
     thing!...............................................................#M651520 $12.95

Paratrooper Signaling Cricket
 Based on the signaling cricket used by paratroopers to locate 
   other airborne troops at night, this replica is made of brass and 
    steel, has a “U.S.” engraving, and sounds like the real 
     thing!...............................................................

 C-47 Skytrain 
 Model

This 1/80 scale plastic model 
of “Stoy Hora” – a C-47 piloted by 

 Col. Frank Krebs of the 440th Troop  
 Carrier Group, that led a 45 ship formation 

of C-47's that dropped units of the 101st

Airborne on Drop Zone D in Normandy, 
France – features simulated cockpit 

and cabin windows, rotating propellers, 
authentic markings, and a display 

stand. 14¼" wingspan.................................#93161 $44.95

D-Day / Normandy    
 C-47 Skytrain 
 Model

This 1/80 scale plastic model 
of “Stoy Hora” – a C-47 piloted by 

 Col. Frank Krebs of the 440
 Carrier Group, that led a 45 ship formation 

of C-47's that dropped units of the 101
Airborne on Drop Zone D in Normandy, 
France – features simulated cockpit 

and cabin windows, rotating propellers, 
authentic markings, and a display 

stand. 14¼" wingspan.................................

Balsa 
Wood Kits
Resembling two U.S.
aircraft that participated 
in the airborne invasion 
of Normandy on June 6, 
1944, these 1/32 scale 
balsa wood kits – 
replicas of the CG-4A 
Glider and DC-3 civilian 
aircraft (that can be out-
� tted as its militarized 
variant, the C-47 
Skytrain) – feature 
plastic detail parts, covering 
tissue, and authentic decals. 
Assembly required.
A: Waco CG-4A Glider 
30" wingspan......#8975 $36.95 
B: Douglas DC-3 – Includes moveable ailerons and tail 
surfaces! 35½" wingspan..............................................................#8907 $74.95

A

B

30" Wingspan!

35½" Wingspan!

Douglas C-47 Skytrain
A pair of DVDs examining the legendary C-47 
Skytrain, these multi-� lm programs include 
vintage footage and a selection of riveting 

newsreels on the famous transport plane! 
B&W and color.  $19.95 each

Volume 1 – Learn how to � y the C-47, 
watch it tow Waco gliders during the war, 

and discover the importance of balancing 
   cargo loads. 1 hr. 43 min............................#V5149

NEW! Volume 2 – See the warplane’s supply-delivering capabilities, its service 
as an ambulance plane, and its memorable run dropping paratroopers 
over the French beaches. 1 hr. 34 min............................................................#702542

101st Airborne in Normandy
Bu� etaut.  Activated in August of 1942, the legendary 
101st Airborne Division saw their � rst action on the 
beaches of Normandy. This fascinating title not only 
follows the planning before the D-Day mission, but 
also the unit’s heralded service (after an initially shaky 
start) during its execution – including being dropped 
in early to secure exits from Utah and Omaha beaches.     
                     192 pages, B&W photos, 7"x 10", 
                        softcover........................#103928 $24.95

Operation Cobra 
Battle Kit
Launched in late July 1944, Opera-
tion Cobra was led by Omar Bradley 
and the First U.S. Army as they suc-
cessfully attacked German forces 
otherwise preoccupied with British 
and Canadian attacks at Caen. 
Recreate the historic clash with this 
1/72 scale plastic kit featuring 32 

German and 32 American figures, two modular 
houses, two tanks (Sherman and Panther), and a selection 
of U.S. half-tracks. Assembly required. Skill level 2................#103929 $79.95

LCVP with Infantry Kit
A fully equipped replica of an LCVP used 

by U.S. forces during 
World War II, this 
1/35 scale plastic 
kit features an 

optional-position 
ramp, three crew 

figures (including two 
positioned at the rear gunner stations), 25 variously posed infantry 
figures, authentic D-Day markings, and a display stand. 
Assembly required. Skill level 4. 12¼" long.............................#100799 $74.95

by U.S. forces during 
World War II, this 

optional-position 
ramp, three crew 

figures (including two 

  Buy all Three – 
  Save Over 60%!
        #103627 $14.95

amine the German Army's resistance to the Allied 

while also following the impossible task given to 
Fallschirmjäger 6, responsible for preventing the 

19.95 German and 32 American figures, two modular 
houses, two tanks (Sherman and Panther), and a selection 
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     B-17 Flying 
Fortress
Rare photos and insightful 
captions on the B-17 Flying 
Fortress. 12"x 9".
                     #702586 $12.95

                                   The Navy
A look at Navy and Marine Corps maritime 
action over the last 240 years. 
13¾"x 10¼"......................#103073 $15.95

Flying Legends
Dramatic shots of 
World War II aircraft in 
action. 17"x 12".
     #702382 $15.95

     B-17 Flying 
Fortress

captions on the B-17 Flying 

Wings of Glory
Full-color artwork from 
some of the industry's most 
renowned artists, honoring 
the military achievements of 
World War II aviation. 
13¾"x 10¾".
                   #702375 $17.95

                                   The Navy

Sign up for E-Mail Exclusives at 
15.95

     Ghosts: A Time 
Remembered
Air-to-air photos of World War II’s most 
legendary warbirds. 20"x 14".
                                   #702366 $15.95

Conversation-starting additions to your home or office, these 2018 calendars celebrate 
everything from Great War fighters to fetching pin-up girls!

Pin-Up Girls Artwork by Gil Elvgren
Iconic pin-up photography of Gil Elvgren! 12"x 12"..............#702383 $16.95

    Vietnam 
Helicopters 
Pilots Association 
Color photos of 
choppers on location 
in Southeast Asia. 
17"x 11".
            #702365 $14.95

Pin-Up Girls Artwork by Gil Elvgren

     Ghosts:
Remembered
Air-to-air photos of World War II’s most 
legendary warbirds. 20"x 14".
                                   

Pin-Up Girls Artwork by Gil ElvgrenPin-Up Girls Artwork by Gil Elvgren

Ghosts: The Great War 
Modern-day color photos of 
Great War planes. 20"x 14".
                             #702373 $15.95

Tactical Girls
Stunning women in realistic 
tactical settings – equipped with 
some of the world's most exotic 
weaponry! 12"x 12".
                        #103691 $16.95

Battle for 
Normandy
Artistic renditions of 
D-Day’s most dramatic 
achievements. 
13¾"x 10¾".
       #103070 $17.95

12.95

    Vietnam 
Helicopters 
Pilots Association
Color photos of 
choppers on location 

tactical settings – equipped with 
some of the world's most exotic 

16.95
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                                                        Flags
Made of screened polyester with reinforced edging 
and brass grommets, these � ags are a wonderful 
way to show your support for our 
troops, past and present. 5'x 3'............$16.95 each

A: Navy....................................#65232        C: Marines................................#65233
B: Air Force............................#65230         D: Army.....................................#65231

Flags
Made of screened polyester with reinforced edging 

each

C: Marines #65233

A B

C

D

U.S. Military 
Saluting 
Bronze Statues
These finely detailed 
U.S. military statues stand 
in full uniform, nobly 
saluting. Celebrate the 
immense bravery and 
patriotic dignity of the 
Marines, Army, Navy and 
Air Force with these 12" tall, 
1/6 scale cold cast bronze 
statues. Standing together 
or alone, these pieces would 
make a great addition to 
your collection!
    Reg: $99.95  
              Now: $49.95 each

A C

A: Army...........................................#M602217
B: Marine in Dress Blues........#M602216
C: Navy Chief Petty Officer...#M602225
D: NEW! Air Force...........................#702202

D
SAVE
 50%

Limited Stock Available!

Army...........#103545     Marines.........#103546
Navy...........#103547     Air Force........#103548

                           Rubber Floor Mats
Welcome visitors to your home by reminding 
them of your love for the U.S. armed forces! These 
full-color � oor mats, perfect for your front step 
or inside the house, are made of a durable 
rubber material. 3'x 2'.                       $39.95 each

                           Rubber Floor Mats
Welcome visitors to your home by reminding 
                           Rubber Floor Mats

them of your love for the U.S. armed forces! These them of your love for the U.S. armed forces! These them of your love for the U.S. armed forces! These 

Metal Signs
These circular metal signs – which include mounting holes 
and measure 12" in diameter – feature the 
military branch seal of your choice...................$14.95 each

Army.............#101425   
Navy..............#101427
Marines........#101426   
Air Force........#101428

Metal Signs

         Large Co� ee Mugs
               These black, stoneware
               mugs, which feature an 
              official U.S. military seal, 
           can hold 16.9 ounces of 
     your favorite beverage! 5¼" tall; 
  dishwasher and 
 microwave safe...........$14.95 each

Army.......................................#62062
Marines.................................#62063 
Navy.......................................#62064
Air Force................................#62065
Coast Guard........................#62066

Herald Clocks
Displaying a branch-of-
service emblem, these 
handsome, 10" diameter 
wall clocks are framed 
in a plastic case and 
include a quartz 
movement for superior 
accuracy. Requires one 
AA battery (not included).
                                            $24.95 each

Displaying a branch-of-Displaying a branch-of-

handsome, 10" diameter 

movement for superior 
accuracy. Requires one 
AA battery (not included).

each

Army.................#M602585      
Marines...........#M602586
Navy.................#M602587
Air Force..........#M602588

Genuine legal tender, these coin collections each feature two Kennedy 
half dollars plated in 24-karat gold that honor the U.S. Armed Forces with 
full-color images – including Uncle Sam, the Iwo Jima � ag-raising, the 
famous postwar Times Square kiss, and nose art from the prolific 
“Memphis Belle.” Comes with 
a certi� cate of authenticity. 
                           $19.95 each

Reverse 
Sides
Each coin 
set features 
one standard 
and one 
bicentennial design on the reverse. 

Made in 
the USA.

A B

Genuine legal tender, these coin collections each feature two Kennedy 

A

C

Genuine legal tender, these coin collections each feature two Kennedy 

B

Genuine legal tender, these coin collections each feature two Kennedy 

D

Made in 
the USA.

B

A: Army..................#102363     
B: Marines............#102364       
C: Navy...................#102365
D: Air Force..........#102366

U.S. Armed Forces JFK Half Dollar Collections
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WWII   Europe / Late War
The 110th Holds in the Ardennes
Zapotoczny Jr.  In the face of overwhelming odds, the 110th Infantry 
Regiment – ordered to “hold their position at all costs” – miraculously 
held o�  three German divisions during Hitler’s � nal o� ensive in the 
Ardennes. This gripping title follows all of the heroic action from 
December 16-18, 1944, when the unit bought Eisenhower the precious 
time he needed, despite facing a Wehrmacht force ten times the size of 
their own! 224 pages, B&W photos, 6"x 9¼", hardcover...............#103935 $34.95

Battle of the Bulge Films
Filled with wartime footage and newsreels, these 
compilations cover the brutal � ghting during 
the Battle of the Bulge. B&W. $19.95 each

The Infantry Struggle – Learn about the 5th 
and 6th Panzer Division’s surprise attack at St. 

Vith and the American forces that struggled to 
repulse them, the 84th Infantry Division’s mission 
to defend the town of Marche from the 
Germans, and an infantryman’s journey from 
D-Day to the forests of the Ardennes. 
1 hr. 38 min..............................................#MV52931
The Armored Fight – Enjoy films highlighting the 
harrowing � ghting of the 4th and 10th Armored Divisions under General 
Patton’s 3rd Army during the Battle of the Bulge. 1 hr. 36 min.................#MV52932

                  On their heels after the swarming D-Day Invasion and 
                   subsequent Allied push through Europe, Hitler ordered 

a last-ditch German 
o� ensive in the 
Ardennes – the 
Battle of the Bulge. 
Set up an entire 
dynamic battle� eld 
with these 1/30 
scale metal figures 
representing both 
U.S. and Nazi forces 
engaged in fierce 
battle in the winter 
of 1944. 2½" tall.

The Battle of the BulgeThe Battle of the Bulge

A

American
A: 2-Piece “Keep Warm”...................#100531 $99
B: 3-Piece Winter G.I.......................#100532 $131
C: M1A1 57mm Anti-Tank Gun 
(with Crew) – Polystone. 6" long...#100533 $139
D: Military Police.................................#100534 $47

D

German
E: NEW! Paul “Papa” Hausser..........#103958 $46
F: NEW! Kneeling Winter O�  cer...#103959 $45
G: NEW! MG42 Gunner......................#103960 $45
H: NEW! “Wait!”.....................................#103961 $45

                  On their heels after the swarming D-Day Invasion and 
                   subsequent Allied push through Europe, Hitler ordered 

E

                   subsequent Allied push through Europe, Hitler ordered 
a last-ditch German 

H

 To Hell and Back
 Starring Audie Murphy – who, in 27 months of fighting, 
was the most decorated U.S. combat soldier of WWII – as 
himself, this 1955 � lm follows Murphy’s heroic wartime 

experiences with the 3rd Infantry Division, from � ghting in 
Italy and southern France to the thrilling action for which he 
was awarded the Medal of Honor. 
1 hr. 46 min.................................................#MV50185 $14.95

Finding Hitler
Nazis and the Great Escape
Based upon the most cutting-edge research 
available, this 2-DVD set features a pair of 
documentaries – 3rd Reich: Evil Deception and 
Hitler’s Great Escape – that examine the Führer’s 
tactics and possible survival. See how he utilized 

hypnosis, propaganda, and media control to crush the opposi-
tion, while also examining the theory that Hitler escaped to 
Argentina after the war. 2 hours............................................#103824 $19.95

“Führerbunker” Metal Sign
An 
excellent 
title 
for any 
leader's 
safety 
bunker, but most memorably used to identify the 
retreat where Adolf Hitler took his own life at the end of WWII, this 24-gauge 
steel sign is labeled "Führerbunker.” Available in either a weathered or un-
weathered design! Includes mounting holes. 20"x 5". $16.95 each
Weathered..................#M602360      Un-weathered..................#M602361

“Führerbunker” Metal Sign

excellent 

bunker, but most memorably used to identify the 

V-E/V-J Day Newspaper 
Reproduction Set
Read the top news stories pub-
lished on the days the Allies won 
WWII. This set includes reproduc-
tions of newspapers originally 
printed on the V-E and V-J Days. 
You get the Norfolk Ledger-Dispatch 
from May 7, 1945, which takes you 
back to the day when Germany 
surrendered unconditionally; and 
Washington D.C.’s The Evening Star 
from August 14, 1945, with the heavily  anticipated news of 
Japan’s defeat. You even get other top stories from each day! 
32 total pages; 17"x 22½"....................................................#M870303 $14.95

from August 14, 1945, with the heavily  anticipated news of 

Swan Song 1945
A Collective Diary of the 
Last Days of the Third Reich

Kempowski.  Perhaps the most complete portrait 
on the � nal days of Hitler’s Third Reich, this gripping 
title includes letters and diary entries written by 
everybody from German civilians to Benito Mussolini. 
Four critical days are the focus: April 20 (Hitler’s birth-
day), April 25 (American and Soviet troops meet at the 
Elbe), April 30 (Hitler’s suicide), and May 8 (German 

surrender). 512 pages, B&W photos, 6½"x 9½", 
hardcover.............................................#102437  Reg: $34.95  Now: $17.45

Kempowski

SAVE
 50%

Nazi Hunters 
The Most Evil Men in History Brought to Justice
This eight-part documentary series tells how a select 
band of secret agents tracked down some of the 
most evil men of the Nazi Party and brought them 
to justice. Each episode takes you on a di� erent 
electrifying mission, from Klaus Barbie’s pursuit 
in Bolivia to the audacious Mossad operation to 
kidnap Adolf Eichmann in Buenos Aires, and more. 
                                                                5 hrs. 52 min. on two DVDs.

#MV53080 $19.95

B

C

                  On their heels after the swarming D-Day Invasion and 

G

                  On their heels after the swarming D-Day Invasion and                   On their heels after the swarming D-Day Invasion and 

F

1/30 SCALE

                                                                5 hrs. 52 min. on two DVDs                                                                5 hrs. 52 min. on two DVDs
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U.S. Navy / Seabees   WWII   
Great 
American 
Naval 
Battles
Sweetman, ed.  
Nineteen of the 
U.S. Navy’s most 
distinguished 
battles are exam-
ined in this book, which features 
a selection of essays written by 
leading maritime experts. In� u-
ential clashes from the American 
Revolution through the Gulf War 
are detailed, with speci� c atten-
tion paid to U.S. commanders 
and the role of leadership during 
these critical battles. 456 pages, 
illustrated, 6"x 9", 
softcover..........#103051 $34.95

USN 
Drydock
Filled with 
wartime 
footage, this 
DVD includes 
five films on 
the U.S. Navy’s drydocks and shipyards in 
WWII. In Salvage of the Floating Drydock 
AFDM-2, you’ll examine the restoration 
of a drydock, while 1966 Drydock: The 
Battleship New Jersey shows you the USS 
New Jersey brought out of mothballs, put 
in a drydock, and refitted for the Vietnam 
War. You’ll also watch newsreels of ships 
launching from drydocks around the 
world, enjoy a candid look at the USCG SS 
Jeremiah O’Brien moving into drydock to 
receive upgrades, and more. 
1 hr. 35 min.............#MV52630 $19.95

Victory at Sea
This wonderful musical treat starring 
the talented U.S. Navy Band includes 
classic selections from some of our 
most popular composers. Tap your toes 
along with delightful tunes from John 
Philip Sousa, Richard Rodgers and John 
Williams in this musical tribute to the 
U.S. Navy.

#MA10020 $16.95

This heavyweight, wool-blend/nylon 
lined, navy blue coat comes complete 
with a broad lapel; double-breasted 
front; two hand warmer pockets 
and one inner pocket; and a 
center vent..............................#M404251

This heavyweight, wool-blend/nylon 
lined, navy blue coat comes complete 
with a broad lapel; double-breasted 

#M404251

 M, L, XL.......$99.95    2XL, 3XL......$102

U.S. Navy-Style Pea Coat

                                                      Made to Department of Defense specifications, these 
wool watchman’s caps are the same as those issued by the 
U.S. military. One size fits most.........................................................................$9.95 each

Made in 
the USA.

U.S. Military Watch Caps

Olive Drab...#M401492
Black..............#M401493
Navy Blue....#M401491

U.S. Navy Collage 
License Plate
Spelling out “Navy” with four  
di� erent license plate sections, this 
colorful heavy-gauge steel sign also 
features the branch’s o�  cial eagle 
seal. Includes mounting holes. 
12"x 6".

#102767 $9.95

U.S. Navy Collage 

Flag 
The Seabees’ 
logo, created 
by Frank Iafrate, 
is featured on 
this polyester 
� ag. Includes 
reinforced 
edging and brass 
grommets. 
5'x 3'.
#M650594 
               $16.95

75th Anniversary 
Signs 
Celebrate the three-
quarter century mark 
of the famed Seabees 
with these steel signs! 
Includes mounting holes. 
12"x 18".     $18.95 each

A: Distressed   
                                #103588
B: Non-Distressed

#103589

12"x

A: Distressed
                                
B: Non-Distressed

A B

Seabees
Activated on March 5, 1942, the U.S. Navy “Seabees” – named for the 
initials “CB,” or Construction Battalions – are responsible for paving roads 
and airstrips, bulldozing debris, and building airbases. More than 325,000 
Americans served as Seabees during the war, and they remain an integral 
part of the Navy with their can-do motto: “We Build. We Fight.”

Seabees of WWII Films 
Filled with archival footage, this collection 
examines the Seabees’ exploits in both the 
Pacific and European theaters. Watch them 
build air� elds in the jungles of the Pacific, 
help shuttle men and equipment to shore 
using � oating pontoons, and create an arti� cial 
harbor at Normandy. B&W. 1 hr. 35 min.......................#MV52910 $19.95

Caps
Made of 100% cotton, these black 
caps feature colorful embroidery 
with the Seabees’ con� dent 

slogans: “We Build, We Fight” and 
“Can Do”. $18.95 each

A: “We Build, We Fight”......#100718
B: NEW! “Can Do”.................#103962

A B

 “We Build, 
We Fight” T-Shirt

Featuring stylishly faded 
lettering and imagery 
screen-printed on the front, 
this t-shirt is made of 
100% pre-shrunk 
cotton.....................#103854

 M, L, XL......$18.95
 2XL, 3XL....$20.95
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WWII   U.S. Navy Warships
Hell Below
The Greatest and Deadliest Sub Patrols of WWII
Dive deep into the treacherous seas of WWII with this 
2-DVD set, an edge-of-your-seat look at the most 
dangerous sub patrols executed by Allied and Axis 
forces. Hear from men who have intimate knowledge 
of the deadly conditions of sub warfare including those 
who planned the attacks or carried them out. Also, see 
what it was like during the limit-pushing moments of 
a dramatic escape or pursuit. 6 hours..............#102848 $29.95

USS Gato 
(SS-212) Kit 
This 1/144 scale 
plastic kit features 
a conning tower, a 
fully out� tted deck, 

authentic markings and � ags, and a display stand with a nameplate. 
26" long; 121 parts, assembly required.................................#M807220 $49.95

This 1/144 scale 

authentic markings and � ags, and a display stand with a nameplate. authentic markings and � ags, and a display stand with a nameplate. 

Trial By Fire
 Tom Freeman.   
 Despite being 
struck by four 
bombs and � ve 
kamikazes o�  the 
coast of Okinawa 
on April 16, 1945, 
the Sumner-class 
destroyer USS 
La� ey (DD-724) 
refused to die, 
and is still a� oat 
as a museum ship 
in South Carolina. 

This 30"x 24", limited edition print is signed and numbered by Ann Freeman, 
Tom's wife. (Tom Freeman passed away in June, 2015.) #M700253 $150

USS San Diego 
CL-53 Kit
The Atlanta-class cruisers had the 
heaviest anti-aircraft broadside of 
any World War II warship. Replicat-
ing the USS San Diego (CL-53), an 
Atlanta-class cruiser that received 
18 Battle Stars for her service in 
the Paci� c, this 1/700 scale plastic kit features a detailed bridge structure, 
realistic armament, photo-etched metal parts (including deck railing, depth 
charge racks, and cannon components), two types of life rafts, and 
authentic markings. Assembly required. 9¼" long.............#M800440 $44.95

U.S. Navy Old Battleships
This DVD includes six vintage � lms on 
American warships.  You get A Day at Sea on 
a Battleship, about life aboard a battleship; 
Blue Jackets 1942, examining the U.S.’ major 
warships following Pearl Harbor; We Said We’d 
Be Back, showcasing the American shipbuilding industry; Home from the Sea, 
a U.S. Department of Navy � lm; Battleship Crossroad, detailing the Navy’s 
vulnerability at Pearl Harbor; and Battleship Newsreels. Color and 
B&W, 1 hr. 30 min........................................................................#MV52645 $19.95

“Old Mary” was 
a Colorado-class 
battleship damaged 
in  “Battleship Row” 
during the Pearl 
Harbor attacks. 
She did, however, 
undergo repairs 

and return to Paci� c service in early 1942. This 1/700 scale plastic kit – a 
replica of the USS Maryland as it appeared in 1945 – features an option to 
build a full-hull or waterline version, realistic plank texture, full weapons suite, 
ship cranes, and a nameplate display stand. Assembly required. 
Skill level 3. 10½" long...............................................................#M807454 $49.95

USS Maryland 
Kit

U.S. Navy CVE Escort Carriers 
& CVL Light Carriers
Combining short � lms, documentaries, and 
newsreels about U.S. CVEs and CVLs, this 
multi-chapter program includes a training 
� lm on F4F Wildcats and TBF Avengers, an 
examination of the Battle at Leyte Gulf, a look at 
the USS Guadalcanal’s capture of Nazi submarine U-505, and a 
pair of U.S. Navy recruiting � lms. 1 hr. 49 min.....................#V5113 $19.95

as a museum ship 

150

USS Independence 
(CVL-22) Kit
This 1/700 scale plastic kit 
features a clear � ight deck 
that allows for the display 
of the detailed inner hull; 
photo-etched brass detail 
parts for the hangar bay, 
communications tower, the 

SK radar and crane; transparent Hellcats and 
Avengers for the � ight deck; decals for the USS Independence, USS San 
Jacinto and USS Monterey; and a display stand. 10¼" long; 
320+ parts, assembly required................................................#92826 $44.95

Warship Pictorial
USS Independence CVL-22
Wiper.  This heavily illustrated volume 
examines the USS Independence 
(CVL-22), the U.S. Navy’s � rst “Night 
Operations” aircraft carrier and the class 
leader of the Navy’s new type of “Light 
Fleet Carrier.” You’ll learn about this 
carrier, from her service during World War II, including her participation in 
all major campaigns in the latter half of the war in the Paci� c, through her 
sinking o�  the coast of California in 1951. Includes a color illustration of 
her Measure 32 “Dazzle” camou� age. 72 pages, 77 B&W photos, 
11"x 8¼", softcover.......................................................................#12160 $19.95

LIMITED EDITION

PT-109, immor-
talized as the 
boat command-
ed by John F. 
Kennedy, was 
powered by three 
twelve-cylinder 
engines and equipped with four torpedo tubes, machine 
guns, and an anti-aircraft gun. This 1/72 scale plastic kit fea-
tures all of that armament plus a life raft, four crew � gures, 
drive shafts with propellers and rudders, decals, and a display stand. 
Assembly required. 13" long; 83 parts, skill level 2............#M800211 $24.95

PT-109 Kit
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Pacific Theater    WWII   

VMF-214 “Black Sheep”
Medal of Honor winner and ace fighter 
pilot Gregory “Pappy” Boyington took over 
VMF-214, a Marine attack squadron, in 
August of 1943 and helped them become 
one of the most decorated USMC aerial 

units of 
the war. 
This pair of 1/30 scale collectibles 
includes a Boyington metal � gure standing in 
front of a polystone sign saluting his famous 
“Bastards” unit.
VMF-214 Sign – 3½" wide......#700846 $15
Maj. Boyington – 2½" tall......#700847 $45

 U.S. Navy Pilot Figure
Painted by hand, this 1/30 scale metal � gure of a WWII-era 

U.S. Navy pilot is � nely detailed from the cap and goggles  to the 
� ight suit and life vest. 2¼" tall. #M518863 $36.95

P-26A Peashooter 
          Model

Hook 
Down and 
Homeward 
Bound
Stan Stokes.  
The F4U Corsair 
was arguably 
the � nest naval 
 aviation � ghter 
  of its era. 
  Here, an F4U 
of VBF-83 
makes its � nal 

approach to the USS Essex carrier after another successful mission. 
Signed by the artist. 16"x 11½".................#7352  Reg: $39.95  Now: $19.95

LIMITED EDITION

Pacific Theater Warbirds
Create your own Paci� c Theater dog� ght 
with these 1/48 scale, die cast models 
– quality replicas of an A6M5 Zero and 
P-40 Warhawk! They feature a rotating pro-
peller, a glazed canopy, wing-mounted 
machine guns, and a collector’s card. 
9" wingspan.                                             $39.95 each

A: P-40 Warhawk – “Flying Tigers,” 
David Hill, 2nd Squadron........#95858
B: A6M5 Zero – Imperial Japanese 
Navy Air Service...........................#95862

approach to the USS Essex carrier after another successful mission. 

LIMITED EDITION

Pacific Theater Warbirds
Create your own Paci� c Theater dog� ght 
with these 1/48 scale, die cast models 
– quality replicas of an A6M5 Zero and 
P-40 Warhawk! They feature a rotating pro-P-40 Warhawk! They feature a rotating pro-
peller, a glazed canopy, wing-mounted 
machine guns, and a collector’s card. 

 each

 “Flying Tigers,” 

Japanese Aircraft of World War II 
1937-1945
Newdick.  Every single Japanese military aircraft, 
from the breakout of hostilities in China in 1937 
through the end of the war, is exhaustingly 
cataloged in this illustrated pro� le. Fighters, 
bombers, seaplanes, recon aircraft, and torpedo 
bombers are all detailed using both artistic 
renditions and well-researched captions – including 
the A6M Zero, Ki 27 Nate, D3A1 Val, and 

others. 128 pages, 120 illustrations, 7"x 8½", hardcover.......#702450 $24.95

units of 
the war. 
This pair of 1/30 scale collectibles 
includes a Boyington metal � gure standing in 
front of a polystone sign saluting his famous 
“Bastards” unit.
VMF-214 Sign – 
Maj. Boyington –

U.S. Navy pilot is � nely detailed from the cap and goggles  to the 

              Commanding officer
                 of the famed VF-17
                   “Jolly Rogers,” Lt.
                  Tommy Blackburn
                  � nished the war a 
                  double ace with 
   11 total victories.
 A Hobby Master reproduc-
tion of his “Big Hog” F4U-1A, 

this 1/48 scale, die cast model features an opening canopy, moveable gull 
wings, a drop tank, optional-position landing gear, authentic 
markings, and a display stand. 10¼" wingspan.....................#980743 $97.95

F4U-1A Corsair Model

1/48 SCALE

              Commanding officer
                 of the famed VF-17

LIMITED EDITION

                       F2A-2 
Bu� alo Display Model
Made of hand-crafted mahogany, 
this 1/35 scale model features a simu-
lated canopy and a wooden display base 
paying tribute to the U.S. Navy’s VF-2 
Squadron. 12" wingspan...................#701339 $139

� ight suit and life vest. 2¼" tall.

P-26A Peashooter 

Bu� alo Display Model
Made of hand-crafted mahogany, 
this 1/35 scale model features a simu-
lated canopy and a wooden display base 
paying tribute to the U.S. Navy’s VF-2 
Squadron. 12" wingspan...................

U.S. Navy pilot is � nely detailed from the cap and goggles  to the 
� ight suit and life vest. 2¼" tall. #M518863 $36.95
U.S. Navy pilot is � nely detailed from the cap and goggles  to the 

this 1/48 scale, die cast model features an opening canopy, moveable gull this 1/48 scale, die cast model features an opening canopy, moveable gull this 1/48 scale, die cast model features an opening canopy, moveable gull this 1/48 scale, die cast model features an opening canopy, moveable gull 
wings, a drop tank, optional-position landing gear, authentic 
markings, and a display stand. 10¼" wingspan.....................

� ight suit and life vest. 2¼" tall. #M518863 $36.95

P-26A Peashooter 

Bu� alo Display Model
Made of hand-crafted mahogany, 
this 1/35 scale model features a simu-
lated canopy and a wooden display base 
paying tribute to the U.S. Navy’s VF-2 
Squadron. 12" wingspan...................#701339 $139

F4U-1 Corsair Kit
Replicating a late-war F4U-1 Corsair, 
this 1/48 scale plastic kit features 
a segmented canopy, a well-
appointed cockpit (with separately 
molded control surfaces), extended 
or folded wings, a one-piece cowl-
ing, wing-mounted machine guns 
(with ammo and ammo cases), and 
two sets of authentic markings. 
Assembly required. Skill level 3. 10¼" wingspan...................#702694 $54.95

Replicating a late-war F4U-1 Corsair, 

appointed cockpit (with separately 
molded control surfaces), extended 

(with ammo and ammo cases), and 

Assembly required. Skill level 3. 10¼" wingspan...................#702694 $54.95

P-26A Peashooter 
          Model
P-26A Peashooter P-26A Peashooter 

           Though the P-26 Peashooter was all
         but obsolete by 1941, approximately
          ten were at Wheeler Field during the
              attack at Pearl Harbor – with a few 
     possibly becoming airborne. Made by 

                                                         Hobby Master, this 1/48 scale, die cast model 
                                                      replicates a Hawaii-based P-26A and features a
                 detailed Wasp engine, M1919 Browning machine guns, authentic 
USAAC markings, and a display stand. 7" wingspan. #980681 $84.95

VMF-214
Medal of Honor winner and ace fighter 
pilot Gregory “Pappy” Boyington took over 

approach to the USS Essex carrier after another successful mission. 
Signed by the artist. 16"x

#95862

approach to the USS Essex carrier after another successful mission. 

P-40 Warhawk! They feature a rotating pro-
peller, a glazed canopy, wing-mounted 

Japanese Aircraft of World War II 

    Corsair Pin-Up Metal Sign
This vintage-style metal sign is a reproduction 
of a famous WWII-era poster, featuring a stun-
ning pin-up and the legendary F4U Corsair in 
the background. 12”x 18”; includes 
mounting holes.....................#65124 $19.95 

1/48 SCALE

A

B

SAVE 50%

(with ammo and ammo cases), and (with ammo and ammo cases), and 1/72 SCALE

LIMITED EDITION

Nakajima A6 M2-N Model
Based on the legendary A6M Zero, 
the Nakajima A6M2-N was a seaplane 
deployed by the Japanese in the 
early 1940s. This 1/72 scale, die cast 
model features a centerline and wing-
mounted � oats, a glazed canopy, and a 
rotating propeller. 6¼" wingspan...............................................#702172 $24.95

Nakajima A6 M2-N Model

the Nakajima A6M2-N was a seaplane 

early 1940s. This 1/72 scale, die cast 
model features a centerline and wing-
mounted � oats, a glazed canopy, and a 
rotating propeller. 6¼" wingspan...............................................#702172 $24.95

Made in 
the USA.

1/30 SCALE
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Americans in the Paci� c
Guam and Okinawa
Each featuring a rare selection of classic 
newsreels and footage, these multi-� lm 

DVDs follow American � ghting in the 
Paci� c – with particular attention paid 
to Guam and Okinawa. 
B&W and color..................$19.95 each

The Battle for Guam – Learn about 
the island’s strategic importance during 

the war and hear from a U.S. soldier trapped there for thirty months 
during Japanese occupation. 1 hr. 45 min.................................................#100727
6th Marines: Okinawa – Witness the 6th Marines’ courageous service dur-
ing their brutal campaign to take Okinawa in 1945. 
1 hr. 50 min................................................................#MV52901

38

WWII   Pacific Theater / Berlin Airlift
1907-1912 Philippines 
1 Peso “Treasure” Coin
Forced to retreat after Japan invaded the 
Philippines, the U.S. military helped dump mil-
lions of dollars’ worth of Filipino silver coinage into Manila Bay 
to prevent it from falling into enemy hands. Recovered years later, these 1907-
1912 dated coins have become exciting collectibles! This 1 Peso “treasure” 
coin, made of 80% silver, still displays its ornate design even after 
years at the bottom of the sea! 1¼" diameter.........................#101120 $79.95

lions of dollars’ worth of Filipino silver coinage into Manila Bay 
Philippines, the U.S. military helped dump mil-

Authentic 
Artifact!

                                                                     10-Piece Philippine 
            Emergency 
           and Guerilla 
          Currency Notes
                  Now you can own an
                 authentic piece of
                WWII history! This set
              of 10 emergency and
             guerilla currency notes 
– in circulated condition and 
a variety of denominations – 

issued in the Philippines in the 1940s will be a treasured addition
to your collection of Paci� c Theater memorabilia..............#M650508 $24.95

#100727
 Marines’ courageous service dur-

coin, made of 80% silver, still displays its ornate design even after 
years at the bottom of the sea! 1¼" diameter.........................

                                                                     10-Piece Philippine 
            Emergency 
           and Guerilla 
          Currency Notes
                  Now you can own an
                 authentic piece of
                WWII history! This set
              of 10 emergency and
             guerilla currency notes 
– in circulated condition and 
a variety of denominations – 

issued in the Philippines in the 1940s will be a treasured addition
to your collection of Paci� c Theater memorabilia..............

Genuine WWII Artifact!

Luzon 1945
The Final Liberation of the Philippines
Chun.  With a keen eye for military detail and tactical exe-
cution, this reference guide follows MacArthur’s liberation 
of the Philippines three years after his expulsion in 1942. 
Learn the di� erent strategies employed by the Americans 
and Japanese, the latter of which lost 200,000 men at 
Luzon alone! 96 pages, illustrated, 7"x 10", softcover.............#103971 $23.95

Berlin Blockade
Soviet Chokehold and the Great Allied Airlift 
1948-1949
Van Tonder.  Almost immediately following the success 
they shared as wartime Allies, the U.S. and Russia 
began the frosty Cold War era with tensions mount-
ing in areas around the world – none more initially 
nerve-racking than in Berlin. This pro� le of the 
1948-49 blockade examines its lead-up factors and 
America’s clever and prolonged response to those trapped in the belea-
guered city. 128 pages, 80 B&W photos, 6"x 9¼", softcover.
                                                                                      #702695 $22.95

C-54D Skymaster Kit
This impressively sized, 1/72 scale 
plastic kit of the C-54D Skymaster – 
famous for its role in the Berlin Airlift – 
features a well-equipped cockpit (with 
an instrument panel, seats, and a radio 
room), an opening cargo hold door, complete interior seating, rotating 
propellers, and two late 1940s authentic decals. Assembly 
required. 352 pieces. Skill level 4. 19½" wingspan...............#84138 $54.95

America’s clever and prolonged response to those trapped in the belea-
guered city. 128 pages, 80 B&W photos, 6"x 9¼", softcover.
                                                                                      #702695 $22.95

C-54D Skymaster Kit
This impressively sized, 1/72 scale 
plastic kit of the C-54D Skymaster – 
famous for its role in the Berlin Airlift – 
features a well-equipped cockpit (with 
an instrument panel, seats, and a radio 
room), an opening cargo hold door, complete interior seating, rotating 

USMC “No Problem” 
T-Shirt
This 100% cotton t-shirt pays 
homage to the Marines with 
the iconic Iwo Jima image and 
a quote from President Reagan: 
“Some people spend an entire 
lifetime wondering if they made 
a di� erence; the Marines don’t 
have that problem.”                                            #100553
M, L, XL............................$17.95
2XL, 3XL..........................$19.95 Back

                            Iwo Jima 
                               Flag-Raising 
                               Pocket Watch
                                           A handsome everyday 
                                         item or centerpiece in 
                                       any World War II show-
                                    case, this pocket watch 
                              features an engraved image of 
the iconic � ag-raising at Iwo Jima. Arrives 
with a matching band in a 
commemorative box...........#103723 $19.95

Pay tribute to the courageous U.S. Armed Forces 
      who fought at the legendary Battle of Iwo Jima 
          with this decorated steel dagger featuring 
                           soldiers, an American flag etched on 
                            the blade, and a commemorative 
                             display stand featuring a 3-D bronze
                                              re-creation of the iconic 
                                               � ag-raising victory over 
                                            the Japanese. Dagger meas-
                                             ures 8½" long.

#M602173 $39.95

Iwo Jima 
Bronze 
Hunting 
Dagger

Resembling signs 
posted along the 
demarcation line 
between East and 
West Berlin during 
the Cold War, these 

steel reproduc-
tions include 
mounting holes.
A: “US Forces...” 
12"x 18".
  #66372 $19.95

B: “You Are 
     Leaving...” – 14"x 8"........#M600305 $16.95
              C: “Halt!” – 14"x 8"...#M601161 $16.95

the Cold War, these 

B: “You Are 

Cold War 
Metal Signs

A

B

C

Made in 
the USA.

Printed in 
the USA.               C: “Halt!”              C: “Halt!”
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F-86E Sabre Model
An F-86E Sabre, “Lady Frances” 
– also nicknamed “Michigan 
Center” – was assigned to 
Maj. William Westcott, 
though legendary ace 
Col. Gabby Gabreski 
also tallied a victory 
in the warplane in 
October of 1951. 
This 1/72 scale, 
Hobby Master, die cast model of the proli� c 
aircraft features an opening canopy, a well-equipped cockpit, optional-
position landing gear, authentic 51st FIW markings, 
and a display stand. 6¾" long......................#980729 $77.95

LIMITED EDITION

1/72 SCALE

39

Korea    Cold War   
Korea
The Un� nished War
Featuring expert commentary, shocking newsreel 
footage, and documentary � lms made by John Ford 

and John Wayne, this 5-DVD set examines the Korean 
War in detail. You’ll learn about the North Korean and 

Chinese aggression, the United Nations’ response, Pork Chop 
Hill and other ferocious battles, the inconclusive halt of the war, 
and more. B&W and color, 8 hrs. 19 min...............................#MV51585 $19.95

Chinese aggression, the United Nations’ response, Pork Chop 

M7 Shoulder Holster
Designed speci� cally for use with the M1911 pistol, 
the M7 shoulder holster was a favorite among 
paratroopers. This fully out� tted, 
black leather replica features a 
padded shoulder strap, a wrap-
around strap with metal hooks 
on each end, and U.S. markings. 
Right-handed...#100684 

$44.95

1953 Ford 
Crestline Sunliner
O� ered only from 1952-1954, 
the Crestline was a Ford name-
plate o� ering hardtop, con-
vertible, or station wagon body 
styles. This 1/25 scale plastic 
kit replicates a ’53 Sunliner 
convertible and features an 
opening hood, your choice of 
an up or down top, a well-equipped interior, Firestone 
whitewall tires, fender skirts, chrome parts, and a colorful decal 
sheet. Assembly required. 5" long........................................#402556 $24.95

an up or down top, a well-equipped interior, Firestone 

Marine Corps Tank Battle in Korea
Gilbert.  This book provides a detailed account of the 
little-known Marine tank engagements in Korea, from the 
 valiant defense at Pusan to the bloody stalemate along 
the Jamestown Line. Many of the heroic stories – includ-
ing how a lone tank led the breakout across the high 
Toktong Pass – are presented for the � rst time. 356 pages, 
56 B&W images, 6"x 9", softcover.  #103930 $19.95

Korean War Commemorative Medal
Issued to any member of the U.S. military who served in South 
Korea from 1950 through today, the Korean War Defense 
Commemorative Medal was instituted in 2000 – � fty years 
after hostilities broke out. This striking replica, which comes 
with its own ribbon, features all of the original’s ornate 
                                  details. 1¾" diameter.......#103078 $19.95

aircraft features an opening canopy, a well-equipped cockpit, optional-

77.95

Issued to any member of the U.S. military who served in South 

Commemorative Medal was instituted in 2000 – � fty years 
after hostilities broke out. This striking replica, which comes 

19.95

77.95

Issued to any member of the U.S. military who served in South 

19.95

M41 Walker Bulldog Light Tank 
Radio-Controlled Model
Command your own 
Korean War tank! This 
1/16 scale, radio-controlled 
model of an M41 tank oper-
ated by the U.S. during the 
Korean and Vietnam Wars 
features a rotating turret with 
an elevating 76mm M32 gun 
that fires BBs; realistic smoke 
and battle sounds; tools, head-
    lights, and other separately 
    applied detail parts; metal 
tracks; authentic markings; and 
more. 14¼" long. Requires 6 AA batteries.................................#M901819 $349

M41 Walker Bulldog Light Tank 
Radio-Controlled Model
Command your own 
Korean War tank! This Korean War tank! This 
1/16 scale, radio-controlled 
model of an M41 tank oper-
ated by the U.S. during the 
Korean and Vietnam Wars 
features a rotating turret with 
an elevating 76mm M32 gun 
that fires BBs; realistic smoke 
and battle sounds; tools, head-

Your M41 tank includes:
• A 2.4Gh2 Transmitter     • NiMh 2000mAh
  Battery and Charger       • Metal Gear Box     
• Metal Drive Wheel          • A Pack of BBs!

1/16 SCALE

Homefront During 
the Korean War
Debuting in 1950, 
the Chevrolet Bel Air 
combined an attractive 
convertible body with 
a non-detachable solid 
roof. Add one of those hardtop 
beauties to your collection! This 1/18 scale, die cast model of a '50 Bel Air 
features a well-equipped interior with glazed windows, a hood that lifts 
to reveal an intricate six cylinder engine, an opening trunk and doors, an 
intricate chassis, plenty of simulated chrome, reversed-rim wheels 
with moon caps, and authentic badging. 10½" long....#K680084 $44.95

Homefront During 

combined an attractive 

a non-detachable solid 
roof. Add one of those hardtop 
beauties to your collection! This 1/18 scale, die cast model of a '50 Bel Air 

1/18 SCALE

1950 
Chevrolet 

Bel Air Model

              The original “Deuce and Half,” the CCKW series of trucks 
was perhaps the most important support vehicle used by the Allies during 
WWII and the Korean war– reproduced here as both a tanker and cargo truck. 
Each 1/35 scale plastic kit features opening doors, a well-appointed interior, 
plenty of photo-etched parts, and historic 
markings. Assembly required. 
Skill level 3. 7½" long..........................$69.95 each

              The original “Deuce and Half,” the CCKW series of trucks 

GMC CCKW Truck Kits

Tanker..........#M807441   
Cargo Truck...#100270

Fires BBs!

          Korean War Veteran Cap
 Boldly embroidered with both the ribbon bar and 
  service medal across the front, this 100% acrylic cap 
  is a stylish celebration of Korean War 
  veterans................................................#103081 $18.95

little-known Marine tank engagements in Korea, from the                                   details. 1¾" diameter.......

 Boldly embroidered with both the ribbon bar and 
  service medal across the front, this 100% acrylic cap 
  is a stylish celebration of Korean War 
  veterans................................................

          Korean War Veteran Cap          Korean War Veteran Cap
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Cold War   Atomic Age
The Day Called X
How to Survive a 
Nuclear Attack
Featuring a quartet of 
government-issued � lms 
from the 1950s and ’60s, 
these alarmingly dated pro-
grams will have you convinced 
that nuclear war is no big 
deal! See a mass evacuation 
exercise in Portland, hear advice on post-nuclear 
procedure – “stay and � ght the Russians!” – and 
get pointers on how to insulate your home from 
the fallout with a fresh coat of paint! 
Color and B&W. 1 hr. 40 min........#104025 $9.95

Narrated by Glenn Ford!

“Danger” 
Metal Signs
Purposefully 
weathered for 
that vintage Cold 
War look, these 
aluminum signs 
are reminders to 
keep out of the 
radiation and 
restricted areas! 
Includes mounting 
holes. 18"x 12".

$19.95 each
A: Radiation.....#104023
B: Restricted....#104024

A

B
Made in the USA.

Commemorative Medals
Nice additions to any military-themed showcase, these textured 
brass medals replicate three awards given to courageous 
American servicemen throughout the years.                                                                                                                 $19.95 each

American Defense Service – Awarded to those who have 
served at least 30 days in any U.S. military branch.......#102905
National Defense – Authorized on April 22, 1953, for U.S. Armed Forces who served honorably 
during a designated time period of which a national emergency has been declared.....................#M651937
NEW! Combat Action – Navy, Marine, and Coast Guard veterans who were awarded the 
Combat Action Ribbon for service from 1947-present..................................................................................#103067

Nice additions to any military-themed showcase, these textured 

#102905
Authorized on April 22, 1953, for U.S. Armed Forces who served honorably 

12-Piece Cold War 
Banknote Collection
Though the Cold War never 
o�  cially became “hot,” a 
number of proxy wars 
were waged in locations 
across the globe – and this 
collection of 12 banknotes features currency issued during the era in regions where the superpowers 
held alliances, wielded in� uence, and � exed military might: Afghanistan, Albania, Bulgaria, 
East Germany, Great Britain, Laos, Nicaragua, Poland, South Korea, South Vietnam, 
Yugoslavia, and Russia. Arrives in a handsome folder..............................................................#101825 $99.95

“Cold 
War 
Veteran” 
T-Shirt
The hammer 
and sickle 
overlays the stars 
and stripes on this 
100% cotton t-shirt 
featuring the 
words “Cold War 
Veteran.”
                 #103063                 #103063

Veteran” 

The hammer 
and sickle 
overlays the stars 
and stripes on this 
100% cotton t-shirt 
featuring the 
words “Cold War 

Veteran” 

The hammer 

overlays the stars 
and stripes on this 
100% cotton t-shirt 
featuring the 
words “Cold War  M, L, XL..................................$19.95

 2XL, 3XL................................$21.95

Cold War Service  Challenge  
 Coin
 Celebrate 
 your 

service 
during the 

Cold War 
with this bronze 
challenge coin featur-
ing full-color imagery – 
including the years 1945-
1991 next to the U.S. and Soviet 
� ags. 1¾" diameter........#102577 $14.95

 Celebrate 

with this bronze 
challenge coin featur-
ing full-color imagery – ing full-color imagery – 
including the years 1945-
1991 next to the U.S. and Soviet 

Nuclear Weapons
1945 Onwards
Baker.  Separating nuclear 
bombs from the heated 
arena of politics is not 
always simple, as misinfor-
mation from both advo-
cates and critics abounds. 
This examination o� ers a 
factual analysis of these controversial weapons 
including how they’re designed, how they work, 
and their various targeting assignments in the 
event of war. 192 pages, 150+ photos, 
8½"x 11", hardcover....................#702691 $34.95

Missile Attack
This 2-disc documentary 
examines the impact of 
missiles on modern warfare. 
In Modern Missiles you’ll 
learn about Intercontinental 
Ballistic Missiles (ICBM); 
various small, hand-held 
throwaway weapons; and 
quick-strike missiles, including the anti-tank 
Hell� re, the surface-to-air Javelin, and the ship-
borne Sea Wolf. In Rockets and Missiles you’ll see 
Harpoon and Tomahawk cruise missiles, Stingers, 
Standards, and Mavericks as they carry out their 
deadly missions with pinpoint accuracy. 
Color, Dolby Digital, 2 hours......#V7502 $19.95

Ballistic Missile Submarine Kits
Must-own collectibles for fans of nautical history, 
these premium, 1/350 scale plastic kits are re-cre-
ations of celebrated ballistic missile submarines built 
for the U.S. Navy during the Cold War. Each one fea-
tures realistic surface details, numerous photo-etched 
parts, authentic markings, and a display 
stand. Assembly required. Skill level 2......29.95 each

A: USS George Washington (SSBN-598) 
12¾" long...............................................................#102435
B: USS Daniel Webster (SSBN-626)
14¼" long...............................................................#102434
C: NEW! USS Benjamin Franklin (SSBN-640) 
14¼" long................................................................#104026

ations of celebrated ballistic missile submarines built 

tures realistic surface details, numerous photo-etched 

each

#104026

A

B

C

The SSBN Submarines
This set includes two DVDs loaded with rare footage of the U.S. Navy’s ballistic mis-
sile submarines, the “Boomers!” On USS George Washington (SSBN-598), you’ll learn 
about the design of boomers and their incorporation of the Polaris missile system, 
watch them track an enemy sub, and view the launch of the � rst Polaris missiles. 
Then, you’ll see Early SSBN Stories, a program that tells what it takes to cut it in the 
Navy, from school to deployment; shows life aboard SSBN subs; and describes the 
contributions made by John Holland, the father of American sub-

marines. B&W and color, 2 hrs. 35 min............................................#MV52918 $21.95

.  Separating nuclear 
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   Strategic Air 
  Command Caps
  These 100% cotton caps  

 have a pre-curved visor, 
and an 

adjustable strap. One size � ts most.................................................$18.95 eachadjustable strap. One size � ts most.................................................

   Strategic Air 
  Command Caps
  These 100% cotton caps  

 have a pre-curved visor, 
and an 

adjustable strap. One size � ts most.................................................adjustable strap. One size � ts most.................................................
Blue..................................................................................................................#61532
NEW! Tan....................................................................................................#702120

Jet Bombers
Filled with combat scenes, thrilling close-up 
footage, and interviews with the men who � ew 
these famous planes, this 3-DVD set examines 
eight legendary jet bombers in detail. You’ll learn 
about the design, development, and service 
of the B-36 Peacemaker, B-52 Stratofortress, 

English Electric Canberra, B-1B Lancer, B-2 Spirit, 
F-105 Thunderchief, Blackburn Buccaneer, and F-111 

Aardvark. Includes bonus � lms on the Vietnam War, 
Strategic Air Command, and the Air Fete ‘96 show at RAF 
Mildenhall. Arrives in a collectable tin. 7 hours........#V7263 $19.95

Boeing B-47E 
Stratojet Model
Made of Philippine 
mahogany, this 
hand-painted, 
1/100 scale 
model of America’s 
primary 1950s medium-range bomber has 
a 14¼" wingspan and arrives 
ready to display on the included 
mahogany base.    
                    #9324 $169

1/100 SCALE

B-52H 
Stratofortress 
Kit
A replica of a B-52H 
Stratofortress from the 
early 1960s, this 1/144 
scale plastic kit features 
a detailed cockpit, 
realistic ordnance 
(including GAM-87 
Skybolt, SRAM AGM-69, ADM-20 Quail and AGM-28 Hound Dog missiles), 
optional-position � aps and landing gear, a choice of two USAF markings 
(19th Bomber Wing, 1962 Cuban Missile Crisis and 449th Bomber Wing, 
early 1960s), and display stands for individual missiles. 
15¼" wingspan; skill level 2.....................................................#90939 $39.95

Made of 100% pre-shrunk 
cotton, this high quality, 
black t-shirt features screen-
printed images of the B-52 
Stratofortress on its front 
and back, and the words 
"Peace the old 
fashioned way"..........#69999

Back

M, L, XL.... $22.95
2XL, 3XL...$24.95

“Peace the Old 
Fashioned Way” Shirt

NASA Rocket Scientist 
Fleece Jacket

Embroidered with the NASA em-
blem on the front and the words 

“Rocket Scientist” on the back, 
this 100% polyester � eece jack-
et features a full-zip design 
and zippered 
pocket.........................#700645

  Command Caps
  These 100% cotton caps  

each

NASA Rocket Scientist 
Fleece Jacket

Embroidered with the NASA em-
blem on the front and the words 

“Rocket Scientist” on the back, 
this 100% polyester � eece jack-
et features a full-zip design 
and zippered 

 M, L, XL...$79.95
 XXL..........$84.95

Astro Earth T-Shirt
Astronaut Bruce McCandless 
enjoys the world’s � rst untethered 
spacewalk on this 100% cotton 
t-shirt, as North America comes 
into view in the 
background.

#702583

Astro Earth T-Shirt
Astronaut Bruce McCandless 
enjoys the world’s � rst untethered 
spacewalk on this 100% cotton 
t-shirt, as North America comes 

Astro Earth T-Shirt
Astronaut Bruce McCandless 
enjoys the world’s � rst untethered 
spacewalk on this 100% cotton 
t-shirt, as North America comes 

M, L, XL.... $24.95
2XL, 3XL...$26.95

Saturn V Rocket with Skylab Kit
A replica of the modi� ed Saturn V rocket that 
was launched on May 14, 1973, to send the 
Skylab station into space, this newly tooled, 

1/72 scale, plastic kit is incredible in its detail!
It features precisely textured surfaces; sep-
arately displayable sections for each of the 
Saturn rocket stages; realistic F-1 and J-2 rocket 
engines, gimbal motors, and fuel tanks; a cable 
tunnel, auxiliary propulsion system, aft skirt, 
and other � ne details; transparent paneling on 
the nose to reveal the Skylab stored within; 
authentic markings; and more. You even get a 
circular display base! 5-feet tall; 
assembly required......................#83197 $1495-Feet Tall!

Project 
Vanguard 
Satellite Kit
The Vanguard 1 was 
launched into orbit 
in 1958 and transmit-
ted data until 1964 
when the satellite’s battery and solar power ceased operating, forever losing 
contact with Earth. Celebrate the infancy of American space exploration with 
this 1/5 scale plastic kit – a re-release of a kit originally o� ered in the late 

1950s – featuring stylish opaque and clear parts, decals explaining each 
aspect of the satellite, a display 

stand, and colorful original 
box art. Assembly required. 
Skill level 2. 12"x 6".
          #96121 $19.95

Made in 
the USA.

Mildenhall. Arrives in a collectable tin. 7 hours........#V7263 $19.95

Boeing B-47E 
Stratojet Model
Made of Philippine 

model of America’s 
primary 1950s medium-range bomber has 
a 14¼" wingspan and arrives 
ready to display on the included 
mahogany base.    
                    #9324                    #9324 $169169

Stratofortress 
Astro Earth T-Shirt
Astronaut Bruce McCandless 

Vanguard 
Satellite Kit
The Vanguard 1 was 
launched into orbit 
in 1958 and transmit-
ted data until 1964 
when the satellite’s battery and solar power ceased operating, forever losing 
contact with Earth. Celebrate the infancy of American space exploration with 
this 1/5 scale plastic kit – a re-release of a kit originally o� ered in the late 

box art. Assembly required. 
Skill level 2. 12"x 6".
          

1/100 SCALE

Printed in 
the USA.
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Vietnam
A View From the Front Lines
Wiest.  When tensions in Southeast Asia broke out in the
mid-1960s, American soldiers had the backing of a 
patriotic citizenry; however, as the war progressed with 
no foreseeable conclusion, popular support wavered. This 
title, written from the perspective of those on the front 
lines, explores this changing dynamic and how soldiers 
went from courageous warriors to forgotten 

pariahs. 320 pages, color photos, 5"x 8", softcover................#103977 $14.95

Vietnam: A Retrospective
This six-disc boxed set – featuring 11 films and more
 than 12 hours of � lm footage culled from the 
National Archives – takes you on an unforgettable 
journey to the front lines of a con� ict that spanned 
five presidencies and defined a generation. You'll 
� nd out how U.S. involvement in the war began; ex-
perience heroic rescue missions; view actual footage 

of daily activities, combat operations and personal 
stories; and learn about Vietnam's history, culture, 

                             economy and people. Color and B&W, 12+ hours. 
                                                                #MV51050  Reg: $39.95  Now: $19.95
                             economy and people. Color and B&W, 12+ hours.                             economy and people. Color and B&W, 12+ hours.
                                                                #MV51050  Reg: 
                             economy and people. Color and B&W, 12+ hours.SAVE

 50%

Series 641 Vietnam MPC
Now you can own an authentic piece of Vietnam War history! 
These genuine Series 641 Military Payment Certificates (MPC) – created to 
combat black market activities – were issued in Vietnam between August 31,
1965, and October 21, 1968, to American servicemen for use only in U.S. 
military establishments. Circulated condition. 4¼"x 2¼".

5-Cents......#M651013 $14.95     25-Cents...............#M651011 $24.95
10-Cents..........#68400 $14.95 NEW! 50-Cents...#M651033 $44.95
NEW! Buy All Four and Save $20!.....................................#103978 $79.80

.  When tensions in Southeast Asia broke out in the

patriotic citizenry; however, as the war progressed with 

Series 641 Vietnam MPC
Now you can own an authentic piece of Vietnam War history! 

 “Wired Tight”
 T-Shirt

 Let others know that you 
 mean business! Screen-

printed with the humorous 
“Keep Your Shit Wired Tight” 

quote from the war classic, Platoon, this 
olive drab t-shirt is made of soft, 
100% cotton...............................#M404679

 Let others know that you 
 mean business! Screen-

printed with the humorous 
“Keep Your Shit Wired Tight” 

quote from the war classic, 
olive drab t-shirt is made of soft, 
100% cotton...............................100% cotton...............................

 M, L, XL.....$18.95   2XL, 3XL....$20.95

 Platoon
 Winner of four 
Academy 
Awards in-

cluding Best Picture, this gritty 
Vietnam War tour-de-force stars Charlie Sheen as 
a young American who � nds he must � ght not only 
the Viet Cong but also the gnawing fear, physical 
exhaustion and intense anger growing within him. Tom 
Berenger and Willem Dafoe deliver powerful performances as his 
embattled commanding officers. Widescreen.  2 hours.....#MV51218 $12.95

                                                                                    Grunt
                                                                                                                  An Illustrated
                                                                                                                  History of the
                                                                                                                  U.S. Infantry
                                                                                                                  in Vietnam –
                                                                                                                  Weapons,
                                                                                                                  Equipment and 
                                                                                                                  Life During the
                                                                                                                  Vietnam War, 
                                                                                                                  1965-1975
                                                                 Arques.  With more than 2,000 color illustrations,
                                                         this work is an incredible, one-stop visual tour 
                                                       of every item of gear issued to American service-
                     men during the Vietnam War. You’ll view weapons and equipment; 
compare uniforms, insignia, and medals; and examine favorite pastimes, from 
music and magazines to brands of beer, cigarettes, and other leisure products. 
456 pages, 9"x 12", hardcover.
                   #M106766  Reg: $98.95  Now: $78.95

                                                                                    Grunt

                                                                                                                  1965-1975
                                                                 Arques
                                                         this work is an incredible, one-stop visual tour 
                                                       of every item of gear issued to American service-
                     men during the Vietnam War. You’ll view weapons and equipment;                      men during the Vietnam War. You’ll view weapons and equipment; 
                                                       of every item of gear issued to American service-
                     men during the Vietnam War. You’ll view weapons and equipment; 

SAVE
$20

SAVE
$20
On the Set!

Vietnam War tour-de-force stars Charlie Sheen as 
a young American who � nds he must � ght not only 
the Viet Cong but also the gnawing fear, physical 
exhaustion and intense anger growing within him. Tom 
Berenger and Willem Dafoe deliver powerful performances as his 
embattled commanding officers. Widescreen.  2 hours

78.95

M1 Helmet
Standard issue for the United 
States military for over forty 
years, the M1 combat helmet 
was � rst used by soldiers in 
WWII. This steel replica is the 
same size as the original and features an adjustable 
chin strap and a quality liner.            #100990 $49.95

Vietnam Jungle Boots
Great for either everyday use or display in your Vietnam 
collection, these olive drab boots are styled after ones 
worn by soldiers during jungle combat. They feature 
a genuine leather upper, a cotton canvas shaft and 
tongue, nylon webbing trim, a steel shank-
reinforced sole for added support and 
durability, and a removable foot bed. 
Sizes: 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13. (No ½ sizes). 
                                             $44.95 each

Regular.....#101071    Wide.....#101158

G.I.-Style
Combat
Knife
Just like the 
ones carried 
by U.S. 
armed 
forces in 
Southeast Asia, this G.I.-style combat knife features a leather sheath 
(with sharpening stone), a leather handle, a leg-strap, and a 
7-inch blade with blood groove. 11" long................................#102580 $24.95
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    Vietnam War-Style 
Shirts
Made of 50% cotton/50% poly-

 ester colorfast fabric for dura-
bility and fade resistance, these 

shirts feature a full-cut body and 
a double-needle sport collar 

to prevent neck sagging.
Tiger Stripe..............#M404253

Olive Drab...........................#M404254

M64 Vietnam Jungle Jacket
Widely used by U.S. soldiers in Vietnam, the M64 
field attire is among the most recognizable of U.S. 
military apparel. This olive drab field jacket, made of 
100% cotton, features four patch pockets with � aps, 
a chest pocket, a 1st Cavalry Division shoulder patch, 
a concealed button placket, and adjustable 
waist and cu� s......#101350

military apparel. This olive drab field jacket, made of 
100% cotton, features four patch pockets with � aps, 

 Cavalry Division shoulder patch, 

 M, L, XL, 2XL.........$69.95

Black Ops Vietnam
The Operational History of MACVSOG
Gillespie.  The Military Assistance Command, 
Vietnam – Studies and Observations Group 
(MACV-SOG) was a highly classi� ed, U.S. joint-
service organization consisting of Army 
Special Forces, Navy SEALs, Marine Force 
Reconnaissance units, the Air Force, and the 
CIA. Here, you’ll learn about the clandestine 

group’s actions and the personalities of its members, whose contributions 
in Vietnam have, until now, been shrouded in secrecy. 320 pages, 
6"x 9", hardcover...................................................................................................#M105185 $39.95

M, L, XL......$17.95   2XL, 3XL....$19.95

                 Vietnam Forces Caps
                         Pay homage to the Special Ops and MACV with
                       these handsome caps featuring commemorative
                      embroidery and an adjustable 
                     strap...........................................................$18.95 each

         A: NEW! Special Ops – Black. 100% acrylic.....#103981
B: MACV – Olive drab. 100% cotton............................#101073

Metal Sign     
Featuring the Tunnel 
Rat insignia and motto – 
“Non Gratum Anus Rodentum” 
(Not Worth a Rat’s Ass) – 
this steel sign includes 
mounting holes. 
12"x 18".
             #M601154 $19.95

“Non Gratum Anus Rodentum” 

Made in 
the USA.

Challenge Coin
Made of brass, this textured challenge coin 
measures 45mm in diameter..................#103984 $14.95

Flashlights
Equip yourself just 
like a real Tunnel Rat 
with these genuine 
military-grade � ashlights 
featuring a safeguard 
switch, two extra lenses 
(blue and red for signaling), 
and a spare bulb. 
Requires two D batteries 
(not included).
                              $18.95 each

Olive Drab...........#M401444     
NEW! Black.............#103986

T-Shirt
 This olive drab 
t-shirt, made of 
100% cotton, 
features dynamic 
screen-printed im-
agery – including a 
soldier being pulled 
out of his tunnel on 
reverse.                                                                                                                                              
                  #103985

ester colorfast fabric for dura-
bility and fade resistance, these 

shirts feature a full-cut body and 
a double-needle sport collar 

#M404253
#M404254

T-Shirt
 This olive drab 
t-shirt, made of 
100% cotton, 
features dynamic 
screen-printed im-
agery – including a 
soldier being pulled 
out of his tunnel on 
reverse.                                                                                                                                              
                  

Front Crest

Tiger Stripe 
BDU Shorts/
Pants
Featuring a tiger-stripe 
camou� age print, these 
BDU shorts and pants – 
made of a cotton and 
polyester blend – come with 
a button � y, adjustable waist 
tabs, and six utility pockets.
Shorts.....................#M404314
NEW! Pants..............#103980

The Operational History of MACVSOG
.  The Military Assistance Command, 

Vietnam – Studies and Observations Group 
(MACV-SOG) was a highly classi� ed, U.S. joint-

Reconnaissance units, the Air Force, and the 
CIA. Here, you’ll learn about the clandestine 

group’s actions and the personalities of its members, whose contributions 
in Vietnam have, until now, been shrouded in secrecy. 320 pages, 
6"x 9", hardcover...................................................................................................#M105185 $39.95

polyester blend – come with 
a button � y, adjustable waist 

#M404314

M, L, XL......$29.95   
2XL, 3XL....$31.95

M, L, XL.............$24.95   
2XL, 3XL............$26.95

M, L, XL....$39.95   2XL, 3XL....$41.95

Crawling their way through the network of Viet Cong-
built underground caverns, “Tunnel Rats” were American 
soldiers tasked with completing 
search and destroy missions in 
Vietnam.

Challenge Coin
Made of brass, this textured challenge coin 

like a real Tunnel Rat 
with these genuine 
military-grade � ashlights 
featuring a safeguard 
switch, two extra lenses 
(blue and red for signaling), 

Requires two D batteries 

18.95 each

#M401444     
.............#103986

Made in 
the USA.A

B
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Marine Corps Tank Battles 
in Vietnam
Gilbert.  This book examines the 
deployment and operations of the 
1st, 3rd and 5th U.S. Marine Corps tank 
battalions in the Vietnam War – from 
their � ghts against the battle-hard-
ened and elusive Viet Cong through 
their brutal, but more conventional 
combat against the highly motivated troops of the North 
Vietnamese Army. 304 pages, 16 pages of B&W 
photos and maps, 6"x 9", softcover.........#103931 $19.95

U.S. M60A1 Patton Kit
Considered a masterpiece of U.S. armor, the 
M60 Patton was operated by the U.S. 
military from 1961 to 1997 and still remains 
in service throughout the world. A replica of an 
M60A1 – outfitted with a “needle-nose” turret – 
employed by U.S. forces, this 1/35 scale plastic kit fea-
tures a 105mm M68 gun with a moving gun travel block, 
opening hatches, an infrared scope, intricate road wheels and tracks, 
authentic markings, and more. 10½" long; assembly required....................#M800853 $49.95

Considered a masterpiece of U.S. armor, the 

military from 1961 to 1997 and still remains 
in service throughout the world. A replica of an 

– outfitted with a “needle-nose” turret – 
employed by U.S. forces, this 1/35 scale plastic kit fea-
tures a 105mm M68 gun with a moving gun travel block, 
opening hatches, an infrared scope, intricate road wheels and tracks, 

M67 Patton Flamethrower Kit
This 1/35 scale plastic kit replicates the M67 “Zippo” – a 
� amethrower-equipped M48 Patton used in Vietnam. It fea-
tures a detailed � ame gun (with slide-molded turret), real-
istic front vision ports, a .50-caliber machine gun, a 
multi-piece suspension system, tow cables, 
open/closed hatches, a clear periscope, and 
authentic markings. Assembly required. 
Skill level 3. 10½" long...............#103987 $69.95

authentic markings, and more. 10½" long; assembly required....................#M800853 49.95

This 1/35 scale plastic kit replicates the M67 “Zippo” – a 
� amethrower-equipped M48 Patton used in Vietnam. It fea-
tures a detailed � ame gun (with slide-molded turret), real-
istic front vision ports, a .50-caliber machine gun, a 

69.95

LVTP5A1 Armored Personnel Carrier Kit
A replica 
of a U.S. 
Marine Corps 
amphibious 
Landing 
Vehicle 
Tracked Per-
sonnel (LVTP) 
employed in 
Vietnam, this 
1/35 scale 
plastic kit features textured surfaces 
including realistic weld seams, a 
.30 caliber machine gun, detailed 
tracks, a choice of � ve markings 
including those of the U.S. Marine Corps 3rd Division, and 
more. 10" long; 328 parts, assembly required.

#M800527 $59.95

plastic kit features textured surfaces 

 M35A2 Cargo Truck Kit
A replica of a 2½-ton M35A2 cargo truck fitted 
with a machine gun ring (the � rst conversions were 
performed by the U.S. military in Vietnam), this 1/35 
scale plastic kit features a detailed cab interior and 
glazed windshields; a realistic front winch; a cargo 
bed with a removable, simulated canvas canopy; 
steerable front wheels and realistically treaded 
rubber tires; plenty of photo-etched 

metal parts; and authentic markings. 8" long; assembly required..........................#93882 $49.95

Long Awaited Re-Release!

Swift Boats at War in Vietnam
Gugliotta, Yeoman, and Sullaway, eds.  The swift boats used in Vietnam 
had their pros and cons: they were both versatile and fast, and loud and 
� imsy. See these vessels in action with this pictorial guide featuring 
testimony from the brave men who navigated the Mekong rivers in these 
watercraft – and who completed missions that included inserting SEALs 
behind enemy lines. 344 pages, 69 images, 6"x 9", hardcover.

#102771 $29.95

USS Carronade (IFS-1) Kit
Commissioned in 1955, the USS Carro-
nade (IFS-1) served in the U.S. Navy’s 
“brown-water navy” as an Inshore Fire 
Support Ship in Vietnam. This 1/168 
scale plastic kit features a detailed su-

perstructure; a full weapons suite, including twin 
40mm bofors cannons, a 5" “Baby Huey” gun turret, and eight 

twin Mk.165 rocket launchers; life boats; authentic markings; 
and a display stand. Assembly required. 17½" long; skill level 2..................#M807256 $34.95

USS Carronade (IFS-1) Kit

perstructure; a full weapons suite, including twin 
40mm bofors cannons, a 5" “Baby Huey” gun turret, and eight 

twin Mk.165 rocket launchers; life boats; authentic markings; 

Made in 
the USA.

Limited Quantities!

A replica of the USS Tortuga (LSD-26), 
a Casa Grande-class dock landing ship
(used to launch amphibious craft and 
vehicles) that earned eight service 
stars during the Vietnam War, this 
1/288 scale plastic kit features a 
detailed superstructure and deck, 
movable cranes and landing craft, 
realistic armament, authentic markings, and a display stand with 
a nameplate. Assembly required. 19" long; skill level 2.....#81220 $39.95

Landing 
Ship Dock 
Kit

Limited Quantity!

Made in 
the USA.

American Warbirds in Vietnam
Two of the Vietnam War’s most proli� c aircraft, the A-4 
Skyhawk and F-4 Phantom II saw extensive service, with 
multiple branches, in Southeast Asia. Hobby Master replicas 
of each plane – including an A-4C shot down in 1965 and the 
“Showtime 112” F-4J � own by aces “Duke” Cunningham
 and William Driscoll – these 1/72 scale, die cast 
models feature an opening 
canopy, realistic 
weaponry, optional-
position landing 
gear, and a 
display stand.

A: A-4C Skyhawk 
VA-153 “Blue Tails,” 
USS Coral Sea, 1965. 
6¾" long.
  #980738 $82.95

“Showtime 112” F-4J � own by aces “Duke” Cunningham
 and William Driscoll – these 1/72 scale, die cast 
models feature an opening 
canopy, realistic 
weaponry, optional-
position landing 
gear, and a 
display stand. 1/72 SCALE

A: A-4C Skyhawk 
VA-153 “Blue Tails,” 
USS Coral Sea, 1965. 
6¾" long.
  #980738 $82.95

A: A-4C Skyhawk 
VA-153 “Blue Tails,” 

1/72 SCALE

LIMITED EDITION

A

B

B: F-4J Phantom II – “Showtime 112,” 
VF-96 “Flying Falcons,” USS Constellation, 
1972. 10½" long. #980646 $92.95

LIMITED EDITION
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Vietnam: Air War    Cold War   
F-105 Thunderchief in Action
Doyle.  Built 
as a nuclear-
capable 
� ghter- 
bomber, the
 F-105 was 
instead 
used in the 
traditional-
bomber role during the early years in Vietnam. 
Learn the history of the warplane that – after 
completing more than 20,000 missions – had 
to be withdrawn as it required 100 hours of 
service for each � ight hour and lost more than 
half of its 833 production total. 80 pages, 
200 color and B&W photos, 
11"x 8½", softcover..............#702698 $19.95

Development of the Republic 
F-105 Thunderchief 
The early days of 
the Vietnam War 
prominently 
featured the F-105 
Thunderchief, 
the anchor of 
America’s jet 
fighter bombers. 
This exciting five-film 
collection retells the story of the F-105’s de-
velopment, as told through both first-person 
interviews and vintage newsreels. 
1 hr. 33 mins...........................#V5184 $19.95

Cessna L-90/O-1 Bird Dog Kit
Known as the L-19 in the Army and O-1 with the Marines, the 
Cessna monoplane ful� lled a number of duties for the U.S. military 
in Vietnam – including recon, target acquisition, and convoy 
escort. This 1/32 scale plastic kit features a separate rudder, a 
single-piece propeller, a tricycle wheel undercarriage, injec-
tion-molded parts (including light, windows, and canopy), and 
authentic markings. Assembly required. Skill level 3. 
13½" wingspan........................................................#702573 $64.95

Cessna monoplane ful� lled a number of duties for the U.S. military 

B-26K Invader Model
Lethally armed and sporting an eye-catching 
camo paint scheme, this Hobby Master model 
is a 1/72 scale, die cast replica of a B-26K 
“Counter Invader” serving with the 609th SOS. 
It features rotating propellers, a well-equipped 
cockpit and rear station, wing-mounted 
weaponry, optional-position landing gear, 
authentic 1969 markings, and a display 
stand. 11¾" wingspan.....................#980744 $99.95

13½" wingspan........................................................#702573 $64.95

Lethally armed and sporting an eye-catching 
camo paint scheme, this Hobby Master model 

 SOS. 
It features rotating propellers, a well-equipped 

#980744 $99.95 LIMITED EDITION

1/72 SCALE

   MA-1 Flight Jackets
   Based on the MA-1 � ight jacket developed in the 

   1950s for pilots of jet aircraft, these reversible, 100% nylon 
coats have an orange lining, two 
front and two inside pockets, a 
utility pocket, and elastic ribbing at 
the wrists and waist. 

   MA-1 Flight Jackets
   Based on the MA-1 � ight jacket developed in the    Based on the MA-1 � ight jacket developed in the 

   1950s for pilots of jet aircraft, these reversible, 100% nylon 

NEW! Gray....................#702697
Sage............................#M404259     
Black...........................#M404291
M, L, XL............................$44.95 
2XL, 3XL..........................$47.95

101st Airborne Division 1968-1972
Joe Kline.  Highly detailed, this 
Vietnam operations map displays 
all units assigned to the 101st 
Airborne “Screaming Eagles” 
Division in Northern I Corps from 
1968 to 1972, as well as � rebases 
and base camps in the region. 
Each unit is represented by an 
aircraft type with markings, 
pocket patches, and call signs. 
This 36"x 24" print is signed by 
the artist.
                            #73808 $59.95

 Boeing CH-47 Chinook
 Classic newsreels and rare combat footage help tell  
 the story of the tandem-rotor CH-47 Chinook 
 on these action-packed DVDs!                $19.95 each

Volume 1 – See the versatility of the heavy-lift 
chopper, explore tactics of the Air Mobility Units, and
learn how to repair the aircraft in the field with 
very limited tools. 1 hr. 36 min..............................#V5127
NEW! Volume 2 – Follow the C-47 in Vietnam, see the 
war’s last major military campaign (Operation Dewy 
Canyon), and examine the chopper’s powerful
chaparral missile system. 1 hr. 32 min.................#702651

This 
detailed, 1/48 
scale plastic kit 
of the Vietnam 
stalwart Bell 
UH-1C Iroquois 
helicopter, 
nicknamed the “Huey Hog,” features a well-equipped cockpit and 
crew compartment; glazed windows; a full weapons suite, including 
a 40mm grenade launcher mounted in the nose, twin machine guns, 
and two rocket pods; optional-position doors; and authentic U.S. 
Marines markings. Assembly required. 11" rotorspan; 
77 parts, skill level 2............................................................#9741 $19.95

Bell 
UH-1C Iroquois 
“Huey Hog” Kit

bomber, the

Bell UH-1 
Huey T-Shirt 
Salute the dexterous 
chopper with this 
100% cotton, white 
t-shirt featuring an 
image of the bird above 
a comprehensive list of 
its specifications............#701662

 M, L, XL...............................$19.95   
 2XL, 3XL.............................$21.95
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Cold War   Vietnam Veterans HONORING OUR VIETNAM VETERANS
Vietnam Veterans 
Memorial Pocket 
Watch
Featuring the “Three Soldiers”  
Vietnam Veterans Memorial 
statue cast in alloy steel on the 
outer casing, this battery-

   operated, gold-colored pocket 
watch includes a coat clip and 

quartz movement for precise accuracy. 
Arrives in a presentation box. 

    1¾" diameter..........................#M602161 $18.95

1960s U.S. 
Special Mint Sets
A 1960s coin shortage forced the U.S. 
Treasury to discontinue production of 
proof and mint sets so that full manu-
facturing capacity could focus on coins 
for circulation. In turn, the Treasury produced “Special 
Mint Sets,” essentially souped-up uncirculated coins with 
a special, brighter � nish. These mid-60s Special Mint sets 
– produced as American involvement in Vietnam was escalating – each 
feature a Lincoln cent, Je� erson nickel, Roosevelt dime, 
Washington quarter, and Kennedy half dollar.......................$19.95 each

 1966...#101382      
 1967...#101383

Bringing together elements of the 
      Vietnam Veterans Memorial, this 
         brass alloy medallion features 
          the Memorial preamble on one 
           side and the “Three Soldiers” 
          statue on the other. 
       1½" diameter.

#M601966 $11.95

Bringing together elements of the 
      Vietnam Veterans Memorial, this 
         brass alloy medallion features 
          the Memorial preamble on one 
           side and the “Three Soldiers” 
          statue on the other. 
       1½" diameter.

Auto Window Sunshade
Constructed with tapered edges 
and a double layer of material for 
added heat protection, this auto 
shade keeps your car cool while 
also displaying your ser-
vice in Southeast Asia. 
58"x 27"............#101823 $19.95

License Plate Frame
Colorfully featuring the Vietnam service ribbon stripes 
and a chrome finish, this metal license plate frame – 
standard U.S. size – serves as a great way to honor the 
veteran in your life! 12"x 6". #M602957 $14.95

 “In Memory”... Displays
 Honor the 58,479 Americans who didn’t 

return from Vietnam with a new metal sign 
or license plate. Includes mounting holes.

Metal Sign 
18"x 12".
             #101086 $19.95
License Plate  
12"x 6"....#101104 $9.95

Made in 
the USA.

Auto Window Sunshade

19.95

Rubber 
Floor Mat
The service 
ribbon and 
outline of 
Vietnam 
found on 
this full-color 
� oor mat 
are proud 
reminders of 
your service 
in Southeast Asia! Perfect for your front step or inside the 
house, it’s made of a durable rubber material. 
3'x 2'...............................................................#103544 $39.95

in Southeast Asia! Perfect for your front step or inside the 

 2018 Muscle Car Calendars
  Must-own items for any gearhead, these 

2018 calendars 
feature an 
exciting 
selection of 
powerful 
muscle cars 
and titillating 
pin-ups!

A: Muscle Car 
     Pin-Up 
12"x 9½".
#403480 
             $21.95
B: American 
Muscle Cars
12"x 12".
#402809 
              $14.95

 2018 Muscle Car Calendars

A

1960s Pontiac 
GTOs

A: 1965 Hurst Edition.....................................#R88191
B: 1969 Hardtop “The Judge”...............#R56047

1960s Pontiac 1960s Pontiac 
GTOs A

B

1/18 SCALE

1960s Chevy Kits
Conversation-starting additions to any nos-
talgic automotive showcase, these 1/25 scale 
plastic kits of Chevy trucks from the 1960s 
feature chrome-plated parts, black tires, a 
detailed 283 engine, and authentic decals. 
Assembly required. 120+ pieces. 
Skill level 2. 7¾" long..................$29.95 each

A: 1966 
Suburban 
Features 
two rows 
of interior 
seating.......................................................#404070
B: 1965 Stepside Pickup – Features choice 
           of stock or custom graphics.......#404071

Skill level 2. 7¾" long..................Skill level 2. 7¾" long..................Skill level 2. 7¾" long..................

A: 1966 
Suburban 

seating.......................................................#404070

A

B

Ranking among 
the most recognizable muscle cars ever built, the 
Pontiac GTO was its own nameplate from 1964-74, 
with numerous package iterations both before and 
after. These 1/18 scale, die cast models replicating 
two famous ’60s-era GTOs feature an opening hood 
(revealing a multi-colored engine), opening doors, 
real-working steering, and plenty of 
simulated chrome. 10½" long..................$39.95 each

B

Vietnam Veterans    
 Memorial Medallion

#R88191
#R56047

           of stock or custom graphics.......
#R56047

           of stock or custom graphics.......
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Vietnam Veterans / POW    Cold War   
Vietnam 
Veteran 
Caps
Proudly display 
your service in 
Southeast Asia 
with these hand-
somely embroi-
dered caps made of 
100% cotton...............$18.95 each

A

A: Black/Yellow.........#102726
B: Gray/Black.........#102728
C: Olive Drab 
     (Patrol Cap).......#M404467
D: Olive Drab

#M400500
E: NEW! Black (U.S. Army).................................................................#103862

B C

18.95 each
#102726

#102728

#M404467

D

.................................................................#103862

E

A screen-
printed dra-
gon is fea-
tured on 
both the 
front and 
back of this 
100% cotton 
t-shirt – a 
reminder 
that in 
Vietnam, “All gave some, some gave all”......................#103863

 M, L, XL..............$18.95
 2XL, 3XL............$20.95

Old Man Shirt
Remind those young-
sters who’s boss with 

this 100% cotton, 
olive drab shirt 
featuring a pair 
of crossed ri� es, 
a spade-carrying 
helmet, and the 
words, “Never 
underestimate an 
old man who

  served in 
  Vietnam.”

#102943
 M, L, XL............$29.95
 2XL, 3XL..........$31.95

Vietnam Vet 
Sweatshirt

Made of a 50% cot-
ton/50% polyester 
blend, this black 
sweatshirt features 
an embroidered 
“United States Viet-

nam Vet” design with 
Vietnam War service 

ribbon bars.
#M402628

Vietnam Vet 
Sweatshirt

Made of a 50% cot-
ton/50% polyester 

nam Vet” design with 
Vietnam War service 

ribbon bars.

 M, L, XL...............................$34.95    
 2XL, 3XL.............................$36.95

                                                                                                                                                                             POW/MIA Flag
Displayed in the U.S. Capitol Rotunda, this � ag stands as a powerful 
symbol of national commitment to America's POW/MIAs. It 
is made of screened polyester with reinforced 
edging and brass lugs. 5'x 3'...........#M600107 $16.95

                       POW/MIA Flag

POW/MIA Hip Flask
Stay “hydrated” with this 6-ounce hip � ask featuring the 
famous POW/MIA � ag on the front. #103864 $19.95

Order Today at 800-989-1945 or 

symbol of national commitment to America's POW/MIAs. It 

16.95

Stay “hydrated” with this 6-ounce hip � ask featuring the 

19.95

POW/MIA 
Caps
Stylish reminders of 
the sacri� ces made 
by Americans in 
Southeast Asia, 
these 100% cotton 
caps feature a 
diverse selection 
of embroidered 
imagery.
                          $18.95 each

A: Black........#M602486      
B: Olive Drab....#61529

Stylish reminders of 
the sacri� ces made 

these 100% cotton 

A B

POW/MIA T-Shirt
Stylishly faded and featuring 
the words “You are not forgotten,”
    this 100% cotton t-shirt also 
   includes the commemorative 
   POW/MIA imagery screen-
  printed on the front.         #103865

 M, L, XL......................$18.95
 2XL............................$20.95

Front

“All Gave Some…” 
T-Shirt

Conceived in the early 1970s by family members of lost servicemen, the 
POW/MIA � ag is an enduring symbol of Americans’ proud and never-give-
up spirit – particularly in regard to our courageous armed forces who never 
returned from Vietnam.
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The PX   Modern Weaponry / Warfare
CWU-45P Flight Jackets
Based on the CWU-45P � ight jacket that 
replaced the MA-1, these premium-quality 
nylon jackets – complete with a satin 
nylon shell, soft liner, front zipper, 
hook-and-loop closure on the front 
pockets, and knit cu� s and waist-
band – are just like the style worn 
by U.S. pilots during the Cold War!

Sage Green................#M404269
Black.................................#101386

Modern Weaponry / Warfare
CWU-45P Flight Jackets
Based on the CWU-45P � ight jacket that 
replaced the MA-1, these premium-quality 
nylon jackets – complete with a satin 
nylon shell, soft liner, front zipper, 
hook-and-loop closure on the front 
pockets, and knit cu� s and waist-
band – are just like the style worn 
by U.S. pilots during the Cold War!

#M404269

replaced the MA-1, these premium-quality 
nylon jackets – complete with a satin 
nylon shell, soft liner, front zipper, 
hook-and-loop closure on the front 

band – are just like the style worn 
by U.S. pilots during the Cold War!

M, L, XL...$59.95   2XL...$64.95

U.S. Helicopter Kits
Lethally armed, these 1/48 scale 
plastic kits replicate two of the 
U.S. Army’s most recognizable 
gunship choppers: the AH-1W 
Super Cobra and AH-64D Longbow 
Apache. They feature a well-
appointed cockpit, rotating main and 
tail rotors, hell� re missiles, rocket pods, 
and a choice of authentic markings. 
Assembly required. 125+ pieces. 
Skill level 3.

A: NEW! AH-64D Longbow 
Apache – 12½" long.
               #702713 $37.95 
B: AH-1W Super Cobra – 11¾" long........................................#84115 $34.95

Super Cobra and AH-64D Longbow 

A

Two of the 
U.S. Navy’s most enduring air-
craft, the E-2 Hawkeye and S-3 
Viking each served for at least 35 
years – with the Hawkeye remaining 
 active today! These 1/72 scale, 
   Hobby Master, die cast models  
   of the versatile warplanes fea- 
  ture colorful unit markings, 
optional-position landing 
gear, authentic equipment, 
and a display stand.
A: E-2C Hawkeye – VAW-115 “Liberty Bells,” USS Kitty Hawk, 
Operation Iraqi Freedom. 13½" wingspan.....................................#980647 $129
B: S-3A Viking – VS-32 “Topcats,” USS Independence, 
Late 1970s. 11½" wingspan...............................................................#980620 $119

Modern Weaponry / Warfare
A

CVN-77 USS George H.W. Bush 
Stan Stokes.  The youngest naval aviator in American history at the time of his 
commissioning, George H.W. Bush was shot down while � ying a TBF Avenger 
mission over the Paci� c on August 1, 1944 – ultimately rescued by the USS 
Finback. As a tribute of the 41st President’s service, a supercarrier (CVN-77) was 
named in his honor and commissioned in 2009. Featuring a price-tag of $6.2 
billion, the USS George H.W. Bush’s seal includes a layered profile of the F-35C 
Lightning II and F/A-18 Hornet – aircraft stationed on its deck – and Bush’s 
own TBF Avenger. This limited edition print captures the vessel on the high 
seas and comes signed by the artist and President Bush!

30"x 21".................#M700350 $699      21"x 14".....................#700889 $499

Signed by 
George H.W. Bush!

LIMITED EDITION

Super Cobra and AH-64D Longbow 

appointed cockpit, rotating main and 
tail rotors, hell� re missiles, rocket pods, 
and a choice of authentic markings. 
Assembly required. 125+ pieces. 

 AH-64D Longbow 

 11¾" long........................................ 11¾" long........................................#84115#84115 $34.95

Super Cobra and AH-64D Longbow 

appointed cockpit, rotating main and 
tail rotors, hell� re missiles, rocket pods, 
and a choice of authentic markings. 

B

M985 HEMTT 
Gun Truck Kit
In service since the early 1980s, 
the HEMTT has numerous variants 
used for various roles including
a cargo truck, tanker, weapons 
system, and missile launcher. 
A detailed replica of an M985 gun 
truck, this 1/35 scale plastic kit 

features a glazed segmented windshield, an 
open rear design, authentic top-mounted machine guns, realistic 

armor,  and authentic 2003 Iraq markings. Assembly required. 
Skill level 3. 11" long......................................................................#100747 $49.95

features a glazed segmented windshield, an 
open rear design, authentic top-mounted machine guns, realistic 

M915 Semi Tractor/
Trailer Kit

A commercial-style 6x4 
tractor unit, the M915 is 

used in hauling service 
with the U.S. Army, 
� rst delivered in 1978. 

A top-quality replica of 
an M915 and its trailer, this 

1/35 scale plastic kit features separately 
molded pieces, optional-position doors, a gas tank, mud 

� aps, rubber tires (with a racked spare), roof-mounted lights and horn, photo-
etched accents, an M872 � atbed trailer, and authentic U.S. Army 
markings. Assembly required. Skill level 4. 20" long...................#103603 $149

M915 Semi Tractor/
Trailer Kit

A commercial-style 6x4 
tractor unit, the M915 is 

used in hauling service 

A top-quality replica of 
an M915 and its trailer, this 

1/35 scale plastic kit features separately 
molded pieces, optional-position doors, a gas tank, mud 

                              Made by Air Force 1, this 1/72 
                          scale, die cast model – a replica of 
                    an F-35A Lightning II flying with the 
           461st FTS “Deadly Jesters” – features an 
         eye-catching blue and red tail, a well-
        appointed cockpit, full weapons comple-

ment (including opening 
munitions bays), optional-
position landing gear, and a 
display stand. 8½" long.
                 #900018 $69.95

F-35A Lightning II 
Model

1/72 SCALE

U.S. Navy 
Aircraft 
Models

B

1/72 SCALE

1/72 SCALE
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                            1909-1958
“Pound of Wheaties” 
Penny Set
This one-pound set includes 
roughly 150 coins – each one a 
Lincoln "wheat cent" struck from 
1909-1958. No two sets will be alike, 
though each includes the popular 
1943 steel penny. Comes in a pouch. 
Circulated. 19mm diameter.
                                        #102332 $19.95

1909-1958
“Pound of Wheaties” 

roughly 150 coins – each one a 
Lincoln "wheat cent" struck from 

1909-1958
“Pound of Wheaties” 

roughly 150 coins – each one a 
Lincoln "wheat cent" struck from 

Great for 
Collectors 

of All ages!
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Vintage Coins / Currency    The PX
1809-1836 Half Cent Classic Head Liberty
Struck for only 13 years, the “Classic Head” half cent coin – 
made of copper, unlike the zinc used in modern-day pennies – 
was speci� ed to weigh exactly half that of a full cent. 
Considered by many collectors as the most attractive of the 
half cent coins issued, the Classic Head Lady Liberty design 
on the obverse wasn’t shared with any other 
U.S. coin of the era. 23.5 mm diameter......#104039 $129

   1866-1883 5-Cent “Shield Nickel”
    The 5-cent “Shield” nickel – struck from 1866 to 
1883 – draws its name from the prominent shield 
design on the obverse, a departure from the 
allegorical image of Lady Liberty often used on other 
U.S. coinage. It holds the distinction of being the earliest 
5-cent nickel coin issued by the U.S. Mint, and was among 
the first coin series to feature the motto “In God 
                                       We Trust".  20.5mm....#104040 $59.95

1922 $10 Gold 
Certificate
Among the most 
unique of all U.S. currency 
notes, the 1922-series $10 
Gold Certificate was the 
last of its series issued in 
a large “horse blanket” 
size. Most of these handsome notes, which prominently display 
a gold seal on the front and an ornate vignette in orange-gold 
ink on the back, were destroyed once the U.S. went o�  the gold 
standard in 1933, so they are highly-desired today! Arrives 
in lightly circulated condition. 7½"x 3¼"...............#104037 $395

1928 
$10 Gold 
Certificate
One of the final 
gold certi� cates 

issued in the United 
States, the 1928 re-
lease – the � rst and 
last small-sized note 

of its kind – came out just � ve years before America was taken 
o�  the gold standard (done in 1933, largely in response to the 
onset of the Great Depression). Most of these certi� cates were 
destroyed after their redemption, making this $10 note (which 
features a gold-colored seal) a very scarce collectible! 
Lightly circulated condition. 6¼"x 2½"................#102357 $249

   1866-1883 5-Cent “Shield Nickel”
    The 5-cent “Shield” nickel – struck from 1866 to 
1883 – draws its name from the prominent shield 
design on the obverse, a departure from the 

1809-1836 Half Cent Classic Head Liberty

made of copper, unlike the zinc used in modern-day pennies – 

Vintage Coins / Currency    

   1866-1883 5-Cent “Shield Nickel”

allegorical image of Lady Liberty often used on other 
U.S. coinage. It holds the distinction of being the earliest 
5-cent nickel coin issued by the U.S. Mint, and was among 

59.95                                       We Trust".  20.5mm....

made of copper, unlike the zinc used in modern-day pennies – 

Considered by many collectors as the most attractive of the 
half cent coins issued, the Classic Head Lady Liberty design 

129

made of copper, unlike the zinc used in modern-day pennies – 

1839-1857 “Braided Hair” Large Cent 
 In circulation up through the Civil War, the “Braided Hair” 
penny was the last “large cent” to be issued, measuring 
nearly the same diameter as a half dollar before taking 

on the more familiar smaller size of today. This 1839-
 1857 dated coin is made of copper, unlike the zinc 

 used in modern-day pennies. Circulated. 
 28.5mm diameter......................#102333 $59.95

1839-1857 “Braided Hair” Large Cent
 In circulation up through the Civil War, the “Braided Hair” 
penny was the last “large cent” to be issued, measuring 
nearly the same diameter as a half dollar before taking 

                            1909-1958
“Pound of Wheaties” 

on the more familiar smaller size of today. This 1839-
 1857 dated coin is made of copper, unlike the zinc 

 used in modern-day pennies. Circulated. 
 28.5mm diameter......................

on the more familiar smaller size of today. This 1839-
 1857 dated coin is made of copper, unlike the zinc 

 used in modern-day pennies. Circulated. 

                                       We Trust".  20.5mm....

                             1875-1876 20-Cent Coin
                                          An oddity even in its own era, the short-lived 20-cent
                                          piece – which was only struck for circulation in 1875 and 
                                        1876 – wasn’t well received by the public given its size
                                     similarity to the widespread 25-cents quarter. Because of
                              this, most 20-cents pieces were later melted down for their
                      silver and re-coined into other denominations – which makes
                    them among the scarcest of all U.S.  “change coins” 
                 for today’s collectors...........................................................#102619 $225

       1914 $5 Federal Reserve Note  
The front features Abraham Lincoln and the 
back has vignettes of Columbus discovering 
America and the pilgrims landing at 
Plymouth Rock......................#102561 $179

size. Most of these handsome notes, which prominently display        1914        1914 

States, the 1928 re-
lease – the � rst and 
last small-sized note 

of its kind – came out just � ve years before America was taken 

unique of all U.S. currency 

1928 
$10 Gold 
Certi
One of the final 
gold certi� cates 

issued in the United issued in the United 

   1914 $10 Federal Reserve Note – The 
front features Andrew Jackson and the back has 
vignettes of a team of horses pulling a 
plow and a large U.S. factory.....#104042 $199

1914 $20 Federal Reserve Note  
The front features Grover Cleveland and the 
back has powerful vignettes of a steam 
train and a large ocean liner....#104041 $225

1914-Series Federal Reserve Notes 
These 1914-series Federal Reserve notes, which are signi� cantly larger in size than their 
modern U.S. paper currency brethren, are among the few remaining survivors from 
the original printing – 99.84% of all such notes were redeemed! This series features 
the bust of a U.S. President on the front and a handsome Americana vignette on 
the back. Each arrives in lightly circulated 
condition. 7½"x 3¼".

2-Piece “First /Last” 
Half Dollar Set
This handsome set includes a last-
year-issue 1963 Franklin half dollar 
(struck from 1948 to 1963) and the 
Franklin’s replacement, a 1964 Kennedy 
half dollar – issued in honor of the 
fallen U.S. President. Both coins are 
struck in 90% silver and come in uncir-
culated condition, so they look as fresh 
as the day they fell from U.S. 
Mint coin presses!.....#102671 $39.95

                 for today’s collectors...........................................................#102619#102619 $225

year-issue 1963 Franklin half dollar 
(struck from 1948 to 1963) and the 
Franklin’s replacement, a 1964 Kennedy 

fallen U.S. President. Both coins are 
struck in 90% silver and come in uncir-
culated condition, so they look as fresh 

39.95

Franklin’s replacement, a 1964 Kennedy 

Genuine Artifacts!
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The PX   Romans / Vikings

    The Roman Legion
    Composed of roughly 5,000 soldiers, the Roman Legion was the
 kingdom's elite military infantry comprised exclusively of Roman citizens 
– in contrast to other army forces, often made up of auxiliaries. Set up 
an entire ancient battlefield with these 1/30 scale metal figures, hand-
painted and ready to display. 2½" tall.
A: “Bullseye”..........................................................................#101576 $49.95
B: Kneeling Behind Shield.............................................#101925 $49.95
C: NEW! Auxiliary Archer.................................................#103909 $49.95
D: NEW! Cornicen................................................................#102591 $54.95
E: NEW! Legionnaire with Gladius.............................#103910 $49.95
F: NEW! Legionnaire using Shield.............................#103911 $49.95

A

Romans / Vikings

D

B     The Roman Legion
    Composed of roughly 5,000 soldiers, the Roman Legion was the
 kingdom's elite military infantry comprised exclusively of Roman citizens 
– in contrast to other army forces, often made up of auxiliaries. Set up 
an entire ancient battlefield with these 1/30 scale metal figures, hand-
painted and ready to display. 2½" tall.
A: “Bullseye”
B: Kneeling Behind Shield
C: 
D: F

C

Pax Romana Battle Kit
The political stability and massive 
expansion of the Roman Empire 
following the clash between 
Augustus and Mark Antony in 
31 BC is known historically as 
“Pax Romana.” This 1/72 scale 
plastic kit recreating a battle from 
the period features 36 Roman infantry figures, 42 Celtic infantry figures, 
16 Roman horseman, 15 Celtic horseman, and a Roman villa. 
Assembly required. 299 pieces. Skill level 2..................#103115 $74.95

The political stability and massive 

plastic kit recreating a battle from 

Constantine I 
Bronze Coin
Most known for being Rome’s � rst 
Christian emperor, Constantine I
reigned from 307-337 AD. An 
incredible centuries-old artifact, 
this bronze coin – featuring a 
textured image of Constantine 
“The Great” in his customary burial shroud – 
was struck by his sons in the decade following his death. It arrives 
in a presentation sleeve with a historical story card...........#103874 $49.95

     Viking Warrior 
   versus Anglo-Saxon Warrior
Williams.  Follow the entire militaristic history of the 9th through 
11th centuries in England – an era when the Vikings and 
Anglo-Saxons battled for island supremacy. Learn 
about the Vikings’ early success in the 860s and 
870s, see the takeover of their settlements in the 
mid-10th century, and witness the Danish con-
quest in 1016. 80 pages, illustrated, 
7"x 10", softcover....................#104045 $19.95

     Viking Warrior 
   versus Anglo-Saxon Warrior

Saxons and Vikings
Both of Germanic descent, the Saxons 
and Vikings took turns raiding what is 
today the United Kingdom after the Romans 
left in the 5th century. Wielding a lethal selec-
tion of era-appropriate weaponry, these 
1/30 scale metal � gures of the historic 
warriors are ready to display with accurate 
hand-painted details. 2½" tall.

Saxons
A: NEW! “Hereward”...#103127 $38.95
B: NEW! “Leofric”..........#103126 $36.95
C: NEW! “Osgar”............#103124 $36.95

 Vikings
D: Swinging Sword.....#100366 $36.95
E: “Gostav”......................#103123 $38.95
F: NEW! “Carl”................#103125 $36.95

Saxons and Vikings

today the United Kingdom after the Romans 
 century. Wielding a lethal selec-

warriors are ready to display with accurate 

A
B

C

1/30 SCALE

1/30 SCALE

     Viking Warrior 

$38.95
$36.95
$36.95

$36.95
$38.95
$36.95

   versus Anglo-Saxon Warrior   versus Anglo-Saxon Warrior

D
E

F

    Viking Warrior Bronze Statue
   A replica of a well-equipped Viking warrior, this  
   cold cast bronze statue – which measures 
 13½" tall – includes a realistic horned helmet, 
multi-colored armor, a shield, a sheathed 
 sword, and a battle axe............#100597 $59.95

   A replica of a well-equipped Viking warrior, this  

59.95

Viking Warship Bronze 
  Display Model
A beautifully designed conversation 
piece, this Viking Warship comes 
ready to display! This 1/60 scale cold 
cast bronze replica fea-
tures hand-applied 

details, a hand-painted 
  sail, and a display 
  stand. 12¾" long.
   #M519119
      $69.95

Viking Warship Bronze 
  Display Model
A beautifully designed conversation 
piece, this Viking Warship comes 
ready to display! This 1/60 scale cold 
cast bronze replica fea-
tures hand-applied 

details, a hand-painted 
  sail, and a display 
  stand. 12¾" long.

Viking Warship Bronze 
  Display Model
A beautifully designed conversation 
piece, this Viking Warship comes 
ready to display! This 1/60 scale cold 
cast bronze replica fea-
tures hand-applied 

details, a hand-painted 

2000  Leif Ericson Millennium  
                                           Silver 
                                              Dollar 

                                                       Proof
                                                                            Struck in Philadelphia at the 
                                                                           turn of the 21st century, the 
                                                                        Leif Ericson commemorative 
                                                                  coin was issued to honor the 
millennial anniversary of the Icelander arriving in the New World 
– credited as the � rst European to do so. This proof version of the 
popular coin, made of 90% silver, features an image of the explorer 
on the obverse with his wooden ship on the 
reverse. 38mm diameter.   
                                           #103130 $79.95

D

1/30 SCALE

E

Horned Helmet
Commonly associated with the Vikings, the horned helmet – while it 
may or may not have been used by the Norsemen in battle – was almost 
certainly worn during ceremonial rituals. A full-size replica of one such 
helmet, this collectible features large leather-wrapped horns and 
an interior lining. Includes a display stand. 16" tall............#103157 $79.95

 centuries in England – an era when the Vikings and 
Anglo-Saxons battled for island supremacy. Learn 
about the Vikings’ early success in the 860s and 
870s, see the takeover of their settlements in the 

 century, and witness the Danish con-

19.95

may or may not have been used by the Norsemen in battle – was almost 
certainly worn during ceremonial rituals. A full-size replica of one such 

79.95
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Viking Warship Bronze 
  Display Model
A beautifully designed conversation 
piece, this Viking Warship comes 
ready to display! This 1/60 scale cold 
cast bronze replica fea-
tures hand-applied 

details, a hand-painted 
  sail, and a display 
  stand. 12¾" long.
   #M519119
      

 centuries in England – an era when the Vikings and 
Anglo-Saxons battled for island supremacy. Learn 
about the Vikings’ early success in the 860s and 
870s, see the takeover of their settlements in the 

19.95

Viking Warship Bronze 
  Display Model

details, a hand-painted 
  sail, and a display 
  stand. 12¾" long.
   
      

may or may not have been used by the Norsemen in battle – was almost 
certainly worn during ceremonial rituals. A full-size replica of one such 

79.95

Struck in 
Silver!

69.9569.95
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Napoleonic / Zulu War    The PX   
The Battle of Waterloo
Snow and Snow.  Featuring a dramatic selection of 
illustrations and maps, this title examines the
unlikely Hundred Days campaign waged by 
Napoleon – culminating in the June 1815 
Battle of Waterloo. With research based upon 
contemporary letters and documents, readers 
will learn about the era’s armies, commanders, 
battlefield topography, and lasting 

consequences. 160 pages, illustrated, 8"x 9½", hardcover...#103965 $29.95

LIMITED EDITION

The Battle of Waterloo
Fought in present-day Belgium on 
June 18, 1815, the Battle of Waterloo 
pitted the First French Empire – led by 
Napoleon, recently returned from exile – against the Seventh Coalition 
of Anglo-led Allies. Recreate the dynamic battle, or other Napoleonic 
con� icts, with these 1/30 scale metal � gures: hand-painted replicas 
of warriors from both sides, including French Hussars and the sharp-
shooting “green coats” of the 95th British Regiment. 2½" tall.
French
A: Hussar Walking Horse – 4" tall......................................#103867 $139
B: Hussar Mounting Horse – 4" tall..................................#103868 $139
C: Officer Mounted on Horseback – 4" tall....................#103869 $129
British 95th Regiment
D: Standing/Firing......................................................................#103325 $47
E: Kneeling/Cocking Ri� e........................................................#103326 $47
F: Advancing with Ri� e/Gesturing......................................#103327 $47
G: Kneeling/Loading.................................................................#103328 $47
H: Advancing with Sword........................................................#103329 $47
  Buy all five British figures – Save $16!.......................#103866 $219

Napoleonic / Zulu War    Napoleonic / Zulu War    The PXNapoleonic / Zulu War    Napoleonic / Zulu War    Napoleonic / Zulu War    

A
B

C

The Battle of Waterloo

D
E

H

F

                          A Handful of Heroes, 
                          Rorke’s Drift
                                    Facts, Myth and Legends
                                         Stossel.  The famous Battle of Rorke’s
                                   Drift, the apex of the Anglo-Zulu War of 
1879, is steeped in legend and mythology. This volume, 
a historical re-examination based on newly discovered 
letters and documents, attempts to separate fact from � c-
tion and understand how, exactly, a small band of British 
soldiers managed to hold o�  thousands of attacking Zulu warriors. 
224 pages, 16 illustrated pages, 6"x 9", hardcover...........#M106892 $39.95

                        Napoleon Bonaparte Figure
                                  This 1/6 scale � gure is a fully articulating 
                          reproduction of Napoleon Bonaparte, complete 
                               with not only a realistic assortment of acces-
                                 sories but also an incredible facial likeness! He
                                  features a black military tailcoat (with fringed
                                   epaulettes and a red sash), a white vest, 
                                   pants (with opening top), leather boots, a
                                  metal sword (with sheath), a bicorne hat, 
                                and a button hook. 12" tall......#103574 $169

Napoleon, recently returned from exile – against the Seventh Coalition 

G

1/30 SCALE

39.95

      British-Style Zulu Helmets
           These British-style pith helmets, quality
              replicas of ones worn by soldiers in
                South Africa during the 1879 Zulu War, 
                    feature adjustable leather sizing and a
                      breathable sweatband.                                                                      $49.95 each
                      White...#103942     Khaki...#103943

Zulu War
Fought during the � rst six months of 1879, the 
Anglo-Zulu War – between the British and the Zulu 
Kingdom of South Africa – concluded with a decisive 
British victory, ending the nearly century long 
independent rein of the tribal nation. These 1/30 
scale metal � gures recreate � ghters from both sides, 
including a rocket-launching trio of Brits. 2½" long.

A: 4-Piece British Hale Rocket 
     Battery Team............................#102625 $125
B: 2-Piece “No You Don’t”...#102626 $72.95
C: Zulu Warrior Throwing Spear
                                                        #102629 $36.95
D: Zulu Warrior Attacking Low
                                                        #102630 $36.95

1/30 SCALE

A

B C
D

Battle of Rorke’s Drift Diorama 

                                                                           Set up your 
                              own 19th century battle with this 
1/72 scale diorama set which features 90 Zulu 
warriors, 40 British infantrymen, brick walls, sand-
   bags, and 2 MDF houses (a hospital and supply 
   depot). Each unpainted � gure meas-
ures approximately 1" tall.........#101206 $79.95

Waterloo’s Warriors
While the British are often credited with being the 
sole victor over Napoleon during the Battle of 
Waterloo, the Seventh Coalition could not have 
succeeded without the service of its non-English 
soldiers. Featuring captivating insight and dramatic 
reenactments, this program examines how the 
Duke of Wellington utilized his non-Redcoat warriors
                       to secure defeat for the warmongering 
                           Frenchman. 1 hr. 40 min.
                                                                                 #103717 $19.95
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The PX   Collections

Available in one exciting and diverse collection, these 1/32 scale metal � gures represent the evolution of military attire and weaponry from across the world. 
Each horse-mounted warrior – hand-painted and � nely detailed – comes ready to display individually or as a colorful set of globe-spanning soldiers. 4" tall. 

Cavalry of the World

$1995
Each

Each horse-mounted warrior – hand-painted and � nely detailed – comes ready to display individually or as a colorful set of globe-spanning soldiers. 4" tall. 

19Each
95
Each

1/32 SCALE

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

A: Ashurnasirpal's Warrior – 850 B.C.......................................................#102393
B: William the Conqueror – 1066..........................................................#M519262
C: Frederick Henry II of Orange – 1629..................................................#102392
D: Prince Rupert – 1642.................................................................................#100245

E: Russian Dragoon – 1709.......................................................................#M519276
F: Spahi, Oran Regiment of the Army of Africa – Mid-1800s.........#102391
G: Neapolitan Guard of Honour – Mid-1800s.......................................#100210
H: Arab Sharifan – World War I.................................................................#M518622

Spahpanzer 2 
Luchs A1
German Army, Pz.Au� k. 
Battalion 7, 2000. 
4¼" long.
                 #M903091

M2 Bradley
U.S. Army, 24th Mechanized 
Cavalry Division, 
Saudi Arabia, 1991. 
3½" long...............#M901971

SPz Marder 1 A2
German Army, 
Pz.Gren.Btl. 292, 
1990. 3¾" long.
                       #M903040

T-54
Czechoslovakia 
Army, 1978. 
4¾" long.
               #M901983

Stridsvagn 103
Swedish Army, 
Skaraborgs 
Regemente, P4, 1977. 
4¾" long..............#M903051

Challenger 2 
Royal Scots Dragoon 
Guards Regiment, 
Kosovo, 2003. 
4¾" long...............#M903077

Saviem Vab 4x4 
Personnel Carrier
French Army, 150e Régiment 
d'Infanterie, 1990. 
3¼" long...............#M903081

T-72M1
Soviet Army, 1st Guards 
Armored Division, Russia, 
1981. 5½" long.............#M901967

$1495
Each

Worldwide 
Armor

This value-priced assortment of 1/72 scale, metal and plastic models features a selection of resilient 
armored vehicles developed and deployed by various nations from the Cold War through today. 
Each one in this diverse collection features dynamic moveable parts (including turrets and guns), 
realistic tracks or tires, historic markings, and a removable base with a clear protective cover. 

Spahpanzer 2 

German Army, Pz.Au� k. 
Battalion 7, 2000. 

#M903091

#M901971

#M903040

 Guards 
Armored Division, Russia, 
1981. 5½" long.............#M901967

1/72 SCALE

Czechoslovakia 

#M901983

Stridsvagn 103

Regemente, P4, 1977. Regemente, P4, 1977. 
#M903051

Challenger 2
Royal Scots Dragoon 
Guards Regiment, 

4¾" long...............#M903077

Regemente, P4, 1977. 
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Challenger 2
Royal Scots Dragoon 

#M903077

#M903051
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French Army, 150e Régiment 

#M903081
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U.S. Military Airplanes 
of the Korean War...........#70690

U.S. Military Airplanes of 
the Vietnam War....................#70699

U.S. Military Airplanes U.S. Military Airplanes of U.S. Military Airplanes of U.S. Military Airplanes of 
U.S. Air Force Cargo/
Transport Airplanes 
(Post WWII – Present).....#70692

This colorful ensemble 
features three large-scale 
posters that include images of 
recognizable U.S. aircraft in-
cluding those flown in Korea, 
Vietnam, and transport planes 
throughout time. A must-own 
for aviation fans, these posters 
identify each aircraft and 
arrive ready to hang on your 
wall! 23½"x 17½" each.

U.S. Military Airplane Posters

Order Today at 800-989-1945 or 

All Models Include
a Display Stand!

       An exciting arrangement of die cast models, these historic replicas are quality releases in the
     Smithsonian Series from Air Force 1. Each newly tooled model in this diverse array – many of which
   replicate planes that today remain on museum display – feature an impressive attention to detail
  such as authentic historic markings and artwork, rotating propellers 
  (where applicable), and a metal display stand.

B-17 Flying Fortress 
1/200 scale. USAAF, “Nine-O-Nine,” 
323rd BS, 91st BG, 1944. 
6¼" wingspan.  
                             #900182  $26.95

                            A-10
                         Thunderbolt 
                          1/144 scale. USAF,
                            74th TFS, 23rd FW, 1989.
                               4¾" wingspan.  
                                 #900181 $26.95

SR-71 Blackbird 
1/200 scale. 
USAF, Lt. Col. 
Yielding 
and 
Lt. 
Col. Vida, Record-Breaking Flight, 
1990. 6½" long..........................#701170  $20.95

P-61 
Black Widow 
1/144 scale. USAAF, 
“Lady in  the Dark,” 
Maj. Lee Kendall, 
548th NFS, 1945. 
5½" wingspan.
   #701171  $23.95

F-117 Nighthawk 
1/144 scale. USAF, 
8th FS “Black Sheep,” 
Operation Southern Watch, 
1997-98. 5½" long.
      #701739  
                $19.95

B-29 
Superfortress 
1/300 scale. 
USAF, “Raz’n Hell,” 
28th BS, 19th BG, 
Korean War. 
5½" wingspan.
         #701172  $23.95

1/200 SCALE

1/144 SCALE

1/144 SCALE

1/300 SCALE

1/200 SCALE

F-16C Fighting 
Falcon
1/100 scale. 
USAF,
“Triple 
Jastreb-Killer,” 
526th FS, Bosnia, 1994. 6" long.......#900132 $26.95

                               F-4C Phantom II
                                           1/144 scale. 
                                              USAF, Col. Robin Olds, 
                                                8th TFW, Operation Bolo,
                                                     1967. 5¼" long.
                                                                     #900183
                                                                            $26.95

1/100 SCALE

a Display Stand!

                            A-10
                         Thunderbolt
                          1/144 scale. USAF,
                            74th TFS, 23
                               4¾" wingspan.  
                                 #900181

1/144 SCALE

                               F-4C Phantom II
                                           1/144 scale. 
                                              USAF, Col. Robin Olds, 
                                                8th TFW, Operation Bolo,
                                                     1967. 5¼" long.
                                                                     #900183
                                                                            

1/144 SCALE

       An exciting arrangement of die cast models, these historic replicas are quality releases in the       An exciting arrangement of die cast models, these historic replicas are quality releases in the
Air Force 1 Smithsonian Series

Reg: $12.95
     Now Only: 

$4.95 each

SAVE 60%
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Army Star 
T-Shirts
Featuring 
the U.S. 
Army’s white 
star, these 
100% pre-shrunk 
cotton t-shirts also 
include a distressed 
“U.S.A.” and “Army” 
screen-printed on 
the front.

Navy Heritage Metal Sign
Lou Nolan.  Based on a U.S. Navy recruiting poster featuring 
a petty officer showing “Old Ironsides,” the USS Constitution, 
to a young boy, this 24-gauge steel sign resembles the look 
of aged metal and paint. 12"x 18"; includes mounting holes.
  #M601193 
              $19.95

Navy Heritage Metal Sign
Lou Nolan
a petty officer showing “Old Ironsides,” the USS Constitution, 
to a young boy, this 24-gauge steel sign resembles the look 
of aged metal and paint. 12"x
  
              

Wooden 
Ship 
Wheels

Add a nautical touch to your 
wall with these beautiful 
wooden ship wheels, available in three 
di� erent sizes! Made from rare shisham 
wood imported from India, these durable 
wheels have six skillfully turned spokes and 
a solid brass center hub with a standard 
one-inch diameter hole.

M601193
              $19.95

Wooden 
Ship 
Wheels

wooden ship wheels, available in three 
di� erent sizes! Made from rare shisham 
wood imported from India, these durable 
wheels have six skillfully turned spokes and 
a solid brass center hub with a standard 

18".......#102070 $39.95
24"...#M902692 $59.95
30".......#102071 $99.95

U.S. Coast Guard Patrol Boat Kit
Designed to perform ASW duties, the Cape-Class patrol boats 
were � rst used during the Korean War to help secure U.S. port 
facilities. This 1/82 scale plastic kit replicating the Coast Guard 
vessel features paper � ags and pennants, a 20mm twin can-
non, two depth charge racks, a lifeboat, three crewmen, 
four sets of authentic markings, and a nameplate display 
stand. Assembly required. Skill level 2. 
14½" long.....................................................#100168 $24.95

Designed to perform ASW duties, the Cape-Class patrol boats 
were � rst used during the Korean War to help secure U.S. port 
facilities. This 1/82 scale plastic kit replicating the Coast Guard 

  U.S. Air Force Beret
           Featuring a comfortable leather sweatband, this 
          navy blue beret – made of a wool and nylon blend – 
       comes with a commemorative “Defensor Fortis” 
     patch. Sizes 6½ - 7¾...................................#103840 $19.9519.95

“The Coast 
Guard Way” Metal Sign

This heavy-gauge steel sign, a nice addition 
to any Coast Guard veteran’s décor, comes 
ready to hang with mounting 
holes. 20"x 5"....................#103841 $16.95

“The Coast 

“Ooh-Rah!” T-Shirt
     Made of 100% cotton, 
      this black t-shirt is simply
         designed with the 
          famous Marine grunt – 
            “Ooh-rah!” – screen-
              printed on the front.
                                     #103426

M, L, XL...$19.95    2XL...$21.95

Made of 100% cotton, these stylish t-shirts are 70th anniver-
sary celebrations of the USAF – “breaking barriers since   
  1947.” Gray.........#103782      Navy Blue.........#103783

Made of 100% cotton, these stylish t-shirts are 70Made of 100% cotton, these stylish t-shirts are 70 M, L, XL....$17.95
 2XL...........$19.95

U.S. Marine Figures
A trio of courageous U.S. service-
men are featured in this assort-
ment of 1/30 scale metal � gures – 
hand-painted homages to the U.S. 
Marines. 2½" tall.                                          $36.95 each

Dress Blues...............#M518777
World War II.................#101950
Vietnam.....................#M518807

Army & Navy Academy
History of the West Point of the West
Mui.  Typically erected along the East Coast, U.S. 
military schools started their westward expansion
     in 1910 with the opening of San Diego’s Army 
     and Navy facility. Featuring nearly a hundred 
era-spanning photos, this title examines the en-
tire history of the school which – after countless 
trials, wars, and depressions – remains the last 

traditional academy west of the Rockies. 256 pages, 
90 B&W photos, 6"x 9", softcover..................................#103838 $22.95

     in 1910 with the opening of San Diego’s Army 
     and Navy facility. Featuring nearly a hundred 
era-spanning photos, this title examines the en-

U.S. Air Force 70th Anniversary T-Shirts

  U.S. Air Force Beret
           Featuring a comfortable leather sweatband, this 
          navy blue beret – made of a wool and nylon blend – 
       comes with a commemorative “Defensor Fortis” 
     patch. Sizes 6½

U.S. Air Force 70

Army Star 

Army’s white 

100% pre-shrunk 
cotton t-shirts also 
include a distressed 
“U.S.A.” and “Army” 
screen-printed on 

Olive Drab...#M401841    
Black..............#M401842

 M, L, XL...............$19.95
 2XL......................$21.95

Printed in 
the USA.

Back
Back

Made in 
the USA.

Made in 
the USA.

24.9524.95
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    Bald Eagle  
     Cutout 
      Metal Signs
        Cut in the shape  
       of a wingspread 
       bald eagle, these 
      heavy-gauge steel 
      signs are must-own 
     items for any true 
         patriot! Includes 
        mounting holes. 
      12”x 17”.

$24.95 each

 A: NEW! “These Colors Don’t Run”..................................................#103680
B: “Love It or Leave It!”..........................................................................#103679

   U.S. Flag Cast Iron Bell Display
A terri� c patriotic centerpiece, this handsome 
display features the U.S. � ag hand-painted atop 
   a cast iron bell. Minimal assembly required. 
      Includes mounting holes. 11½" tall 
                        and 7" deep...........#102485 $24.95

   U.S. Flag Cast Iron Bell Display
A terri� c patriotic centerpiece, this handsome 
display features the U.S. � ag hand-painted atop 
   a cast iron bell. Minimal assembly required. 
      Includes mounting holes. 11½" tall       Includes mounting holes. 11½" tall 
                        and 7" deep...........                        and 7" deep...........

   U.S. Flag Cast Iron Bell Display
A terri� c patriotic centerpiece, this handsome 
display features the U.S. � ag hand-painted atop 
   a cast iron bell. Minimal assembly required. 
      Includes mounting holes. 11½" tall       Includes mounting holes. 11½" tall 
                        and 7" deep...........
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 A: 
B: “Love It or Leave It!”

“Veteran” T-Shirt
Featuring Old Glory in 
the background, this 
unique t-shirt celebrates 
American veterans of all 
branches and all eras. 
                                 #100895
M, L, XL..............................$16.95
2XL, 3XL.............................$18.95

                                                         1940s 
                      Eagle Double Flag Pin
Fashioned after World War II “Sweetheart Jewelry” worn by 
Americans in support of loved ones in the service, this pin is 
made of gold-tone enameled metal. 2¾" wide.............#M651896 $19.95

Fashioned after World War II “Sweetheart Jewelry” worn by 
Americans in support of loved ones in the service, this pin is 

$19.95

“Freedom” T-Shirts
The simplest and most 

important of American 
ideals is screen-printed 
on these 100% cotton 
t-shirts: “Freedom.”
Olive Drab
                         #103893

Navy Blue.................#103894

M, L, XL.......................$18.95
2XL, 3XL......................$20.95

                                                         1940s 
                      Eagle Double Flag Pin

 U.S. Flag 
 Woven Blanket  
 Ideal for cool nights 

on the porch or for 
staying warm 
on the couch, 
this woven 
cotton blanket 
resembles the 

current representation of 
“Old Glory” and measures 
72"x 48"...#M650977  
Reg: $49.95  

Now: $39.95

SAVE
$10

Bald Eagle Trucker Caps
Stoically positioned in front of Old 
Glory, the bald eagle on these 
screen-printed, nylon 
trucker caps are patriotic 
reminders of your love for 
your country!.........................$24.95 each

Eagle Talon – Navy blue...............................#103785
Independence Eagle – Brown.............................#103786

                        and 7" deep...........#102485 

Bronze Sculptures
Made of a heavy cold-cast bronze, 
these immaculately detailed and 
� nely textured sculptures would 
make great additions in any décor, 
and come ready to display!         

                                       $49.95 each
A: Winged Victory  
10¾" tall..........................#M519121
B: Uncle Sam  
8" tall...........................#M519122

A

B

Founding Fathers $2 Bill

Featuring full-color artwork 
on the reverse side, this 
$2 bill – genuine legal 
tender – pays homage to 
seven of our most celebrated Founding Fathers. Comes ready to 
display inside a handsome blue folder......................................#102323 $16.95

Featuring full-color artwork Featuring full-color artwork 

seven of our most celebrated Founding Fathers. Comes ready to 
display inside a handsome blue folder......................................#102323 $16.95
seven of our most celebrated Founding Fathers. Comes ready to 

Made in 
the USA.

Eagle and Flag Pocket Watch
The Statue of Liberty torch and a majestic bald eagle, 
two towering symbols of American freedom, are cast 
in alloy steel on the outer casing of this classic pocket 
watch. Great for either showcase display or every-
day use, and featuring an American flag design 
and attached coat clip, this watch arrives 
        ready to run inside a collectible box. 
                                                   1¾" diameter.
                                                     #M602174
                                                            $19.95

The Statue of Liberty torch and a majestic bald eagle, 
two towering symbols of American freedom, are cast 
in alloy steel on the outer casing of this classic pocket 
watch. Great for either showcase display or every-
day use, and featuring an American flag design 

    Bald Eagle      Bald Eagle  
     Cutout 
      Metal Signs
        Cut in the shape  
       of a wingspread 
       bald eagle, these 
      heavy-gauge steel 
      signs are must-own 
     items for any true 
         patriot! Includes 
        mounting holes. 
      12”x

 “These Colors Don’t Run”

Made in 
the USA.A B

Printed in 
the USA.
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Double-Size Poster!

Murphy’s Laws of Combat
Listing 81 humorous “anything that-
can-go-wrong-will-go-wrong” truisms 
of war, this poster includes gems such 
as “Friendly fire isn’t” and “If you can 
keep your head when all about you 
are losing theirs, you probably haven’t 
grasped the seriousness of the situa-
tion.” 24"x 36".                                 #72521 $12.95

Double-Size Poster!

Provocative 
Military T-Shirts

Made of soft, 100% pre-shrunk cotton 
and sporting various colorful, 

screen-printed designs, these 
conversation-starting t-shirts 
feature a pair of popular, 
military-inspired acronyms 
and phrases!
 SSDD – Applicable in both 
military and civilian life, this 

shirt complains that it’s just the 
“Same S*** Di� erent Day.” #M404753
Whisky Tango Foxtrot – A classic 
response to a perplexing situation: 
“WTF?” ("What the F***?")....#M404676

M, L, XL.................................$18.95   
2XL, 3XL...............................$20.95

Alien 
Contact 
NASA Exposed
The scienti� c advancements of the 20th century, 
particularly the achievements of Nazi Germany, raise 
questions as to the reasons for this rapid progression. 
This program suggests that following a UFO crash 
landing in the Black Forest, Hitler’s full-scale examina-
tion of its technology – of which future NASA engin-

eers would also utilize – led to the development of weapons 
like the V-2 rocket. 1 hour.......................................................#701032 $19.95

Otherworldly 
Metal Signs
Conversation-starting additions 
to your décor, these metal signs 
warn people away from – or 
lead people to – Area 51 and 
the Roswell crash site. Includes 
mounting holes.
“Warning: Area-51”  
12"x 8"...........#64915 $14.95
“UFO Crash Site”  
14"x 8"...........#66050 $16.95

Area 51 Security
T-Shirt
Are you a believer? Made of 
100% pre-shrunk cotton, 
this premium-quality, 
black t-shirt features a screen-
printed, uno�  cial “seal” for 
America’s best- (or worst-) kept 
government secret....................#64911

www.MilitaryIssue.com

Are you a believer? Made of 

black t-shirt features a screen-
printed, uno�  cial “seal” for 
America’s best- (or worst-) kept 
government secret....................#64911

M, L, XL...$19.95   2XL, 3XL...$21.95

Liberty Belles
2018 Calendar
This tantalizing 2018 calendar 
features a selection of 
camou� age-clad women 
modeling various tactical 
gear and weaponry. 
12"x 9".......#103689 $19.95

The Complaint Department
Next time a complainer, whiner, or unwanted 
salesman comes to call, just tell them to take a
number with these whimsical “Complaint 
Department” collectibles.             $12.95 each

The Complaint Department
Next time a complainer, whiner, or unwanted 
salesman comes to call, just tell them to take a
number with these whimsical “Complaint 
Department” collectibles.             

 Sign – Made of durable 
polyresin, this novelty 

pineapple grenade is fas-
tened to a plastic base 
and sign back. 
5"x 8½"..........#M602107
  Mug –This 12-ounce, 
ceramic, grenade-

shaped mug is dishwash-
er and microwave safe. 

4½" tall..................#M602101

Contact
NASA Exposed

the Roswell crash site. Includes 

14.95

16.95

Warbird Co� ee Mugs
Each of these 11-ounce ceramic mugs 
features a colorful U.S. warbird, and 
is dishwasher and 
microwave safe..............$12.95 each

A: P-51 Mustang................#100010
B: F4U Corsair.....................#100011
C: P-40 Warhawk...............#100013

Each of these 11-ounce ceramic mugs 

each

#100010
#100011
#100013

A B

C

                        25mm Bushmaster 
                    Bottle Opener
                    Crafted from a real 25mm Bushmaster 
             cannon round, this bottle opener features a
        lacquer-coated shell and an aluminum-
 milled projectile. 9" long............#702151 $34.95

This tantalizing 2018 calendar 

                        25mm Bushmaster 
                    Bottle Opener
                    Crafted from a real 25mm Bushmaster 
             cannon round, this bottle opener features a
        lacquer-coated shell and an aluminum-
 milled projectile. 9" long............

                        25mm Bushmaster 
                    Bottle Opener

Made in 
the USA.
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Pin-Up 
History
Vintage 
pin-up 
artwork 
celebrat-
ing the 
early 
years of 
the genre. 
12"x 12".
 #103167 
   $14.95

Warbird 
Pinup 
Girls
Pinup girls 
in classic 
attire 
posed in 
front of 
some of 
the world’s 
most 
famous 
warbirds. 
12"x 12"......................................#702372 $21.95

Bunny Yeager’s Pin-Up Girls
Yeager.  After building a successful 
modeling career, Bunny Yeager 
moved behind the camera to become 
one of the most renowned glamour 
photographers in the world. These 
books feature the photographs of the 
young women with beautiful faces and 
� gures who posed for her in the 1950s 
and ’60s, and are presented in original 
format, undoctored. 8½"x 11", softcover.

1950s – 128 pages, 69 color and 
108 B&W photos................#5839 $24.95
1960s – 160 pages, 
230+ color photos...........#21201 $29.95

Nose Art Statuettes
With only 500 produced worldwide, 
these limited edition statuettes will 
only be available for a short time! 
Part of the “On the Nose” line of 
sultry pin-up collectibles, these cold-
cast resin statuettes of pin-up art 
lifted from the noses of WWII bombers 
are hand-painted and � nely detailed. 
Each one includes a collector’s card 
and arrives ready to display with a 
WWII-era bomb inscribed with the 
warplane’s tail number on which 
she was painted. 9" tall.
        Reg: $99.95  Now: $29.95 each

A: “Lucky Dog” – B-24 Liberator, 26th BS, 11th BG, 7th AF......................................#67802
B: “Going My Way” – B-24 Liberator, 431st BS, 11th BG, 7th AF ............................#67805

With only 500 produced worldwide, 
these limited edition statuettes will 

sultry pin-up collectibles, these cold-

lifted from the noses of WWII bombers 
are hand-painted and � nely detailed. 
Each one includes a collector’s card 
and arrives ready to display with a 
WWII-era bomb inscribed with the 

29.95 each

Based on actual 
WWII Nose Art!
Based on actual Based on actual 
WWII Nose Art!WWII Nose Art!

Pin-Ups / Sci-Fi    

Pin-Up Girl Sculptures
These fun, poly-resin sculptures of armed and 
dangerous military pin-ups are finely detailed
and hand-painted.

Reg: $19.95  Now: $9.95 each

          A: U.S. Army Delta Force 
5¾" tall.................................................#68652

B: Army Green Beret – 4" tall..............#68650

A

the genre. the genre. 

#103167
14.95

With only 500 produced worldwide, 
these limited edition statuettes will 
only be available for a short time! 

Pinup girls 

the world’s 

12"x 12"......................................#702372 $21.95

2018 Pin-Up Calendars SAVE
 50%

SAVE
 70%

B

LIMITED EDITION

LIMITED EDITION

B

A

Must be 18+ 
to order!

A B

Made in 
the USA.

Warbird 
Nude Pin-Up 
Metal Signs
Tributes to U.S. war-
birds � own during 
the Second World War, 
these scandalous steel 
signs, featuring titillating 
pin-ups, reveal all! Includes mounting holes.
        A: B-17 Flying Fortress – 18"x 12"......#66421 $21.95

B: P-47 Thunderbolt – 18"x 12"......................................................#66945 $21.95
C: NEW! P-38 Lightning – 14" diameter.........................#702763 $19.95

D: F4U Corsair – 14" diameter...........................................#64437 $19.95

C
D

C r eatur e F r o m 
th e B l ac k  Lag o o n
One of the earliest monster-
horror � lms to be shown in 3D, 

Creature From the Black Lagoon – released in 1954 and star-
ring Richard Carlson and Julia Adams – follows the exploits 
of an Amazon artifact mission gone horribly wrong!

signs, featuring titillating 
pin-ups, reveal all! Includes mounting holes.
        A: B-17 Flying Fortress –

B: P-47 Thunderbolt –
C: 

th e B l ac k  Lag o o n
One of the earliest monster-

                                 Metal Sign – A re-creation of the original � lm poster, this steel  
                          sign comes ready to hang with mounting holes. 12"x 18".......#104108 $24.95
                               Film DVD – Follow all of the edge-of-your-seat action as the “Gill-Man” 
                              encountered by the fossil-seekers wreaks havoc, at � rst being captured and 
         then breaking free – only to return for Kay, a crew member with whom he has 
fallen in love! 1 hr. 19 min.........................................................................................#104109 $14.95
“Gill-Man” Kit – Take home your own slimy, underwater “Gill-Man” with this 1/12 scale plas-
tic, snap-together kit featuring a moveable head and arms, a movie clack board nameplate, 
and a � lm history instruction sheet! Minimal assembly required. 7" tall. #104110 $34.95

                                 Metal Sign –                                 Metal Sign –

Made in 
the USA.

Made in 
the USA.
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           Modern 
American Snipers
Martin.  While the stoic marks-
man perched high above an ur-
ban warzone is the typical image 
of today’s snipers, this thorough 
pro� le proves otherwise and 
paints a portrait of soldiers hard

                      at work in a number of diverse battle-
                 � elds. Learn about some of America’s best 
shooters – among them Chris “The Legend” Kyle 
and Nick “ The Reaper” Irving – and their heroic 
operations and skillful tactics. 320 pages, color 
photos, 6½"x 9½", hardcover.

#100265 Reg: $26.95  Now: $13.45

“One Shot – 

One Kill” 
Sniper Cap
The crossed ri� es on 
the front of this 
embroidered 
black cap pay 
homage to the snipers 
of the U.S. Armed Forces who only need one shot 
to complete their mission. 
100% cotton.................................#102378 $18.95

“One Shot –

Sniper Cap
The crossed ri� es on 
the front of this 

homage to the snipers 
of the U.S. Armed Forces who only need one shot 

War & Weaponry

 A comprehensive study of U.S. military exploits 
over the last century, this 9-DVD collection exam-
ines everything from the sinking of the Lusitania 
in 1915 to the modern-day War in Iraq. Highlights 

include in-depth coverage of World War II and a 
rare Vietnam War documentary captured by Viet 

Cong photographers. 10 hrs. 45 min.
                              #100395  Reg: $149  Now: $39.95

Nearly 11 Hours!

  Explore Your Mind
 War and Military

  Explore Your MindSAVE
OVER 

 70%

“No Trespassing” Sign
The simulated bullet holes on this steel sign 
underscore its owner’s unmistakable feelings 
on trespassers: “I own � rearms and a 
backhoe.” Includes mounting holes. 
26"x 14".                                   #103778 $32.95

The simulated bullet holes on this steel sign 
underscore its owner’s unmistakable feelings 

   A 1/3 scale replica of a Browning M2 .50 caliber “Ma Deuce” heavy 
machine gun, the longest-serving small arm in the U.S. inventory, this 

metal desktop model swivels on an adjustable tripod and even 
comes with a separate belt of simulated ammo that 

can be inserted into the chamber! 15½" long.................................#M600289  Reg: $99.95  Now: $89.95

                                     Browning M2 .50 Caliber 
                    Machine Gun Desktop Model   

SAVE
$10

Conceal and Carry Jackets
Ideal for extreme temperatures with its 
polyester shell and � eece liner, these tactical 
jackets are also equipped with two conceal 
and carry interior pockets – one on each side! They also feature 
two mag pouches, a zippered collar, a detachable hood, and an 
impressive selection of other sealable pockets!

Olive Drab...............#103775
Coyote Brown........#103776
Black..........................#103777

 M, L, XL.......Reg: $145  Now: $125
 2XL, 3XL.....Reg: $159  Now: $129

Guns Shirts
Made of a super-

soft cotton/
polyester blend,

  these screen-
printed t-shirts 

 feature silhouettes of some of 
history’s greatest small arms, 

including the M16, Uzi, Mauser 
C96, AK-47, .357 Magnum, 
and M1.

Olive....#103773
Black...#103774

 M, L, XL...$14.95
 2XL..........$16.95

Quarter Zip Commando Sweaters
These soft and warm sweaters feature a 3" 
collar and an 11" brass neck zipper, brown 
elbow and shoulder patches made of comfort-
boosting suede-like cloth, and a stylish 
triangular leather accent patch on the front. 
100% acrylic.

 Olive Drab.........................#M404263
 M, L, XL....................SRP: $49.95  Now: $39.95
 2XL, 3XL..................SRP: $52.95  Now: $42.95
 Black....................................#M404264
 M, L, XL....................SRP: $49.95  Now: $39.95
 2XL, 3XL..................SRP: $52.95  Now: $42.95

SAVE
$10

           Modern 

                      at work in a number of diverse battle-
                 � elds. Learn about some of America’s best 

SAVE
 50%

Made in 
the USA.

SAVE
UP TO 

$30

 2XL..........
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Camo Polo Caps
Three distinct camou� age patterns are featured on these polo 
caps, each one made of 100% pre-washed cotton........................$14.95 each

A: Urban Camo...............................................................................................#103769
B: Woodland Camo......................................................................................#103770
C: Digital Camo..............................................................................................#103772

Camo Polo CapsCamo Polo CapsCamo Polo Caps

A B CHeadwraps
Able to be worn on their 
own or under a helmet, 
these colorful headwraps 

are made of 100% cotton 
and feature a tie in the 

back. One size � ts most.

                $6.95 each

A: Smokey Woodland 
               Camo........................#101088
 B: Woodland Camo.............#62794

 C: Olive Drab...........................#62796
  D: City Camo...............................#62795

B C

D

A

Long Sleeve 
Flannel 
Shirts
These stylish 

flannel shirts, 
available in 

two designs 
and made of 
100% heavy-

weight cot-
ton, feature 
a button-up 

front and 
two chest 
pockets.

   A: Olive Drab
                                 #100775 
B: Woodland Camo

#100774
C: NEW! Black...#100776

 M, L, XL........$44.95
 2XL, 3XL......$47.95

a button-up 

Paratrooper Fatigue Pants
These super soft and durable, cotton/polyester 
twill cargo pants feature eight pockets to 
carry all of your gear, a zipper � y, two 2" waist 

tabs, drawstring 
bottoms, a 
reinforced seat 
and knees, 
an authentic 
camou� age 
pattern, and more! 

Waist Sizes:
  Medium.....31"-35"      2X-Large........43"-47"
  Large..........35"-39"      3X-Large........47"-51"
  X-Large......39"-43"

A: Olive Drab..............................#M404310  
B: Woodland Camo.......................#40062
C: ACU Digital Camo...............#M404311

A

 M, L, XL........$44.95
 2XL, 3XL......$47.95

CB

M-65 Field Jackets
Made of 100% pre-
washed cotton, these 
lightweight M-65 field 
jackets feature four front 
pockets with button-
down flaps, a front 
zipper with a cotton cord 
and a button closure 
storm � ap, a concealed 
hood, epaulets, a 
drawstring waist, hook-
and-loop sleeve ends, 
and more.
A: Olive Drab................#M404316
B: Khaki..............................#101405
C: Black...........................#M404317
D: NEW! Woodland Camo..................#103768

M, L, XL...$69.95    2XL...$72.95

A

B

C

D

Fleece Blankets
These impressively sized polyester 
fleece blankets feature a classic camou-
flage design. 80"x 60".  
                  Reg: $39.95  Now: $29.95
A: Woodland.........................#M404344
B: ACU Digital.......................#M404345
C: Woodland Digital..............#101739

#M404317
..................#103768

These impressively sized polyester 
fleece blankets feature a classic camou-

29.95
#M404344
#M404345

#101739 A B C

SAVE
OVER 

 25%

Vintage-Style Flight Bag
Made of soft, washed cotton canvas, this vintage-

style � ight bag features a 
large main compartment with 
an inside zippered pocket; 
a small side pocket with a 
hook-and-loop closure; a front 
pocket with a metal clasp 
closure; adjustable, padded 

shoulder straps; a top carry handle; and authentic 
“Deployment Bag” markings. 

19½"x 15"x 4½"...................................................$34.95 each

Camouflage Suspenders
Complete with four jumbo 
clips, these stylish elastic 

suspenders feature a 
camouflage 
pattern and a genuine 
leather crosspatch. 
48" long.

$17.95 each

A: Desert Camo................#103766  
B: Max 4 Camo..................#103765
C: Woodland Camo........#103767

A B

C

Olive Drab................#63570    
    NEW! Black.............#63536

NEW! Brown....................#61224    
NEW! Khaki..........................#702287

A
B

C
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The PX   Branch-of-Service Apparel
Raised-Letter 
Caps
The word “veteran” is 
boldly embroidered 
in raised, textured 
letters on these 
stylish caps. 
100% cotton.

$18.95 each

Army...........#M404649     Air Force......#M404650
Navy...........#M404652      Marines not available

Air Force #M404650

                                          Sweatpants
These colorful sweatpants are made of a 50/50 
cotton and polyester blend and feature the branch-
of-service name and symbol printed down the leg, 
and a drawstring waist band and elastic around the 
bottom of the legs.

M, L, XL........$24.95   
2XL................$26.95

Army..........#M405008
Marines....#M405009
Navy..........#M405010
USAF.........#M405011

Branch-of-Service Apparel
Raised-Letter 

The word “veteran” is 
boldly embroidered 

Army #M404649

Retired 
Servicemen Caps
Proudly proclaim your 
retirement from the 
U.S. military with these 
simple and fashionable caps, made 
of 100% acrylic and featuring 
a pre-curved visor and 
adjustable strap......................................$18.95 each

Marines........#100768     Army................#100769
Navy..............#100771     Air Force.........#100772

Double-Emblem Caps
Featuring a large U.S. military 
emblem on the front, the 
branch name on the bill, 
and “shadow” emblems woven into the 
sides, these embroidered caps are 
perfect for any service veteran. 
100% acrylic; includes a Velcro 
closure for an easy fit......................$18.95 each

Double-Emblem Caps
Featuring a large U.S. military 

and “shadow” emblems woven into the 
sides, these embroidered caps are sides, these embroidered caps are 

closure for an easy fit......................$18.95 each

Double-Emblem Caps

and “shadow” emblems woven into the 
sides, these embroidered caps are 

Army – Black/gold..........#M402951      Navy – Blue/gray.............#M402954
Air Force – Blue/gray.....#M402953      Marines – Black/red.......#M402952

Watch Caps
Warm and patriotic, 
these knit watch 
caps feature an 
embroidered branch 
seal on the front.
       $16.95 each

Warm and patriotic, 

embroidered branch 

Marines........#104050     Navy................#104052
Army..............#104051     Air Force........#104053

Sign up for E-Mail Exclusives at 

Branch Motto T-Shirts
Made of 100% cotton, these gray t-shirts 
feature screen-printed imagery paying 
tribute to the U.S. Armed Forces.

Army..................................................#702723
Air Force...........................................#702724
Marines............................................#702725
Navy..................................................#702726
Coast Guard...................................#702748

M, L, XL...$17.95   2XL, 3XL...$19.95

Printed in 
the USA.

Gold Block T-Shirts
Featuring gold block lettering paying 
homage to the U.S. military in the fore-
ground, these t-shirts – with a soaring 
eagle in the background – are made 
of 100% cotton.

Gold Block T-Shirts
Featuring gold block lettering paying 
homage to the U.S. military in the fore-
ground, these t-shirts – with a soaring 
eagle in the background – are made 

These colorful sweatpants are made of a 50/50 
cotton and polyester blend and feature the branch-
of-service name and symbol printed down the leg, 
and a drawstring waist band and elastic around the 
bottom of the legs.

Army..............#104100     Navy................#104102
Marines........#104101     Air Force........#104103

M, L, XL..........$17.95   2XL, 3XL...........$19.95                                           Sweatpants
These colorful sweatpants are made of a 50/50 
                                          Sweatpants
These colorful sweatpants are made of a 50/50 

Printed in 
the USA.
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A: U.S. Army Grenade..................#102029
B: Army 3D....................................#M602540
C: Marine Retired.......................#M602524
D: U.S. Navy...................................#M402968
E: U.S. Navy Veteran.....................#102643
F: Air Force Digital Camo............#101834
G: U.S. Air Force..................................#61693
H: U.S. Coast Guard....................#M403079

A B C

$1895
Each

D

95
Each

A: U.S. Army Grenade #102029

E F

G H

These 100% cotton caps 
feature an embroidered 
design on the front, a 
pre-curved visor, an 
adjustable strap, 
and more.

Branch-of-Service 
Caps

Long Sleeve Shirts
With the classic military logo on the 
chest and the branch name running 
down the left sleeve, these 100% 
cotton shirts are warm and stylish 
patriotic tributes!

 Army.........................................#100459
 Air Force.................................#100460
 Marines...................................#100461
 Navy.........................................#100462

M, L, XL....$24.95   2XL....$26.95

Printed in 
the USA.

Circular Emblem Hoodies
 Made of a soft and comfortable cotton 
material, these gray hoodies feature stylishly faded imagery paying tribute to the 
U.S. Armed Forces, a hand-warming pocket, and a drawstring hood.

 Navy........................................#104095
Army........................................#104096
Marines..................................#104097
Air Force................................#104098
Coast Guard.........................#104099

M, L, XL....$34.95   2XL....$36.95Printed in 
the USA.

 M, L, XL.........................$34.95
 2XL................................$36.95
Army – Black................#45039
Navy – Blue..................#45040
 Air Force – Blue..........#45041
Marines – Black..........#45042

Watches
These 30-meter 
water-resistant 
watches, which fea-
ture a U.S. branch-

of-service emblem 
on the face, also 
include a quality 

quartz movement, 
a chromed metal case, 

luminous hands, a date 
window, and an adjust-
able leather/nylon 
strap.                       
                               

$39.95 each

A B C

Limited 
Quantities!

Sweatshirts
These quality sweatshirts 
feature an embroidered branch-of-
service design with bold, raised letters. 
50% cotton/50% polyester.

A: Army....................#64813
B: Navy.....................#64814
C: Air Force.............#64815 
     Marines not available

Military Logo Ties
These soft silk ties, designed not to stain or wear 
out and measuring a standard-length 58", feature 
colorful stripes and the military logo of your 
choice – including Special Forces!   $29.95 each

A B C D E

A: Army.....................#101837
B: Air Force..............#101838
C: Navy......................#101839
D: Marines...............#101840
E: Special Forces...#101841
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The PX   Hollywood Movies $9    9999995
each

All DVDs on this page only
  Come See the Paradise

Set in late-1930s Los Angeles, this heart-
wrenching picture is a tale of forbidden 

love and questionable government 
policy. When Jack McGurn (Dennis 
Quaid) falls in love with a Japanese 
coworker, her father’s disapproval 

leads them to Seattle – where the 
encroaching war, and the introduction of 

internment camps, tests the strength 
of their union. 2 hrs. 18 min.

#103884

  The General’s Daughter
This 1999 thriller, starring John Travolta and 

James Cromwell, follows the aftermath of 
the murder of a young female captain – 
the daughter of a high-ranking lieutenant 
general – at Fort MacCallum. A pair of 

military detectives and former lovers are 
tasked with launching an investigation, 

in the process revealing a caper of sexual 
impropriety and scandalous cover-up! 
1 hr. 56 min.................................................#104085

Gallipoli
Special Edition
Winner of eight prizes at the 1981 Australian Film 
Institute Awards, this � lm follows two idealistic 
young friends, Frank (Mel Gibson) and Archy 
(Mark Lee), who join the Australian army during 
World War I and � ght the doomed battle of 
Gallipoli in Turkey. Includes a special 
"Making of" documentary. 
Widescreen, 1 hr. 21 min......................#MV50101

In Harm’s Way
Directed by Otto Preminger, this � lm starring 
John Wayne, Kirk Douglas, and Patricia Neal 
starts with an amazing re-creation of the 
attack on Pearl Harbor and then follows 
Naval o�  cers through the tumultuous times 
of the Paci� c War at sea and on the home 
front. Impressive cameos, including Henry 
Fonda as a � eet admiral, add to the drama 
on the high seas. B&W,  
2 hrs. 47 min..............................................#MV51698

Good Morning Vietnam
In this 1978 dramedy, Airman Adrian Cronauer 
(Robin Williams) is an Armed Forces Radio 
morning disc jockey who proves hugely 
popular with the troops serving in 1965 
South Vietnam but infuriates his superiors with 
what they call his “irreverent tendency.”  This 
Special Edition DVD includes nearly an hour of 
new bonus features! Widescreen,  
2 hours......................................................#MV50298

The Falcon and the Snowman
This Cold War espionage drama chronicles 
the true story of Christopher Boyce (Timothy 
Hutton), an all-American who, having left the 
seminary, goes to work for a civilian defense 
contractor in a classi� ed communications 
center. But when Boyce becomes increasingly 
disenfranchised with the U.S. government, he 
enlists childhood friend and drug dealer 
Daulton Lee (Sean Penn) to deliver top-secret 
information to the Russians.  
2 hrs. 11 min..............................................#MV51958

Vantage Point
As the U.S. President (William Hurt) delivers 
a speech in Salamanca, Spain, shots rings 
out and he falls to the ground as a distant 
explosion underscores the terror. Retelling 
the same three minutes over and over again, 
from various perspectives of those involved, 
slowly reveals what happened and if the 
Secret Service or the plotters have 
the upper hand. 1 hr. 30 min...................#103883

Hart’s War
“Excellent! A maze of tension, suspense and sur-
prise!” – Gene Shalit. When two captured 
Tuskegee Airmen (Terrence Howard and 
Vicellous Reon Shannon) are sent to a Nazi 
POW camp, one is accused of murdering a 
fellow prisoner. But when a young o�  cer (Colin 
Farrell) is assigned by the ranking U.S. o�  cer 
(Bruce Willis) to defend him in the court martial, 
not everything is as it seems! Includes thrilling 
P-51 Mustang scenes. Widescreen, 
2 hrs. 5 min.....................................................#V7983

American Outlaws
Featuring an impressive cast of stars – 
including Colin Farrell, Scott Caan, and 
Kathy Bates – this modern-day western details 
the early exploits of the infamous Jesse James. 
When a Midwestern town learns of the local 
railroad baron’s scheme to buy up their land, 
a gang of ranchers led by the young outlaw 
takes matters into their own hands! 
1 hr. 34 min...................................................#103885

3-Movie Bold & Brave Collection
One award-winning documentary and two
Hollywood blockbusters make up this three-film 
DVD centering on combat events in Vietnam! Robert 
McNamara’s recollections of the conflict are retold 
in Fog of War; Michael J. Fox and Sean Penn star 
as U.S. soldiers during the memorable Hill 192 
Incident in Casualties of War; finally, John McCain’s 
service and capture are explored in the 2005 
made-for-TV film, Faith of My Fathers. 
5 hrs. 10 min.........................................................#102183

encroaching war, and the introduction of 
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Custer of the West

Starring Robert Shaw as the 
titular hero, this 1967 � lm is a 
loose interpretation of General 
Custer’s western exploits after his 
celebrated Civil War service. Follow 

his dealings with the Plains Indians 
and his questionable allegiance to 
Washington’s cause before carrying 

out his infamous campaign at the 
Little Bighorn. 2 hrs. 21 min.

#104070 $19.95

  Silver Screen Icons:  
Humphrey Bogart
Set aside an entire day to celebrate a 

legendary actor with this 2-DVD set 
featuring four memorable Humphrey 
Bogart titles! Classic 1940s � lms on 
everything from embattled truck drivers 
to U.S. Merchant Marines are featured 
with titles that include They Drive by 

Night, Across the Paci� c, Action in the 
North Atlantic, and Passage to Marseille. 
8 hrs. 38 min.

#104086 $19.95

Retreat, Hell!
Considered one of the greatest Korean War films 
ever made, this 1952 classic stars Frank Lovejoy 
and Richard Carlson as Marine officers shipped 
into combat during the Battle of Inchon. Side 
by side among a hastily assembled group, 
they must come together and survive amidst 
an intense Chinese communist 
o� ensive. 1 hr. 35 min.........#100293 $24.95

Hacksaw Ridge
Called the “best war � lm since Saving 
Private Ryan” by critic Rex Reed, Hacksaw 
Ridge is an epic tale of unlikely heroism in the 
face of combat. Directed by Mel Gibson, the 
story follows conscientious objector Desmond 
Doss (Andrew Gar� eld) who, once placed 
in the heart of battle in Okinawa, earns the 
Medal of Honor by saving the lives of numerous 
fellow soldiers. 2 hrs. 19 min.

#102889 $19.95

his dealings with the Plains Indians 

  

The War Lover
Starring Steve McQueen and Robert Wagner, 
this is the story of daring B-17 pilot Buzz 
Rickson (McQueen), his mild-mannered 
co-pilot Ed Bolland (Wagner), and the 
tension that builds between them as 
Rickson falls for Bolland’s girl. Great B-17 
sequences make this 1962 � lm a standout. B&W, 
widescreen, 1 hr. 45 min.
                                                          #V8881 $14.95

Stalag 17
Starring William Holden, who received a 
Best Actor Academy Award, this 1953 classic 
takes you inside a World War II German prisoner 
of war camp where the Allied prisoners out-
wit their captors time and again. However, a 
German in� ltrator is in their midst! Will the 
prisoners discover who the mole is before 
their sabotage is uncovered? This Special 
Collector’s Edition is packed with behind-the-
scenes featurettes. B&W, 2 hours.
                                                   #MV50778 $14.95

The Russians Are Coming,
The Russians Are Coming
Starring Alan Arkin, Carl Reiner, Jonathan 
Winters, Brian Keith and Eva Marie Saint, this 
irreverent and wacky 1966 comedy – which 
was nominated for four Academy Awards, 
including Best Picture – documents the 
Cold War chaos that ensues when a Russian 
submarine accidentally runs aground near 
a small New England town, throwing people on 
both sides into an all-out panic. 
Widescreen, 2 hrs. 6 min.
                                                   #MV51417 $19.95

The Way Back
Starring Ed Harris, Jim Sturgess, and 
Colin Farrell, this film begins in 1940 when 
seven prisoners attempt the impossible: 
escape from a Siberian gulag in the dead of 
winter and take a 4,500-mile trek to freedom 
across merciless landscapes with little 
food or supplies. Widescreen,  
2 hrs. 13 min..........................#MV51839 $14.95

Whiskey Tango Foxtrot
Starring Tina Fey and Billy Bob Thornton, 
this 2016 war � lm – based on a best-selling 
memoir – is set in 2002 Afghanistan where 
a shell-shocked correspondent arrives in the 
midst of the Kabul chaos. Taken under 
the wing of a veteran reporter, she 
slowly adjusts to life without American 
comforts and begins to learn the basics of 
combat journalism. 1 hr. 52 min.
                                                   #104087 $12.95

Clint Eastwood Triple Feature
Three DVDs, three thrilling Clint Eastwood 
classics! Heartbreak Ridge follows Thomas 
Highway and his attempt to train a ragtag 
group of Marines before the Grenada 
Invasion. Kelly’s Heroes is a � lm featuring one 
of Eastwood’s most famous roles, as a private 
after a hoard of Nazi gold. And, in Firefox, an 
advanced Soviet warbird must be captured 
for study by the U.S. Air Force – and Major 
Mitchell Grant (Eastwood) is the man for 
the job! 6 hr. 52 min....................#102545 $14.95
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   LZ41 Zeppelin Model
Draped in a “multi-colored 

cow” paint scheme, LZ41 
was a zeppelin � own by 
the Germans in World 

War I – completing 31 recon missions and 12 raids 
over England. The latest release in the Wings of the 
Great War series, this 1/700 scale resin model repli-

cates LZ41, complete with metal gondolas and a 
   display stand. 8¾" long. #701680 $34.95

   LZ41 Zeppelin Model
Draped in a “multi-colored 

War I – completing 31 recon missions and 12 raids 
over England. The latest release in the 
Great War series, this 1/700 scale resin model repli-Great War series, this 1/700 scale resin model repli-Great War

cates LZ41, complete with metal gondolas and a 
   display stand. 8¾" long.

   LZ41 Zeppelin Model

1/700 SCALE

LIMITED EDITION

                              Missile Force Train Set
Send your train to war with this exciting, HO (1/87) scale set! You 
get an EMD F2 diesel locomotive with a powerful motor, a work-
ing headlight, eight wheel drive, a metal chassis, and an olive 
drab paint scheme; � ve military freight cars, including a � atcar 
with an M47 tank, a drop-side anti-aircraft gun car, a railway gun 
car, a boxcar that pops apart when hit, and a caboose; a missile 
launcher with three missiles; 144 infantry � gures; a 45"x 36" oval 
of track; a power pack; and a 30-year limited warranty. 
Minor assembly required........#R09026  Reg: $269  Now: $229

Images of Aviation 
The Wreck of the Naval 
Airship USS Shenandoah
Copas.  Completing the � rst airship crossing of the U.S., 
the Shenandoah was later ripped to pieces by a violent 
storm over rural Ohio, in September of 1925. This 
illustrated title o� ers unique insight on the crash that 
became legend in the region, during which 14 men died, as citizens were 
both horri� ed at its fall and looted the wreckage in its aftermath. 
128 pages, 185 B&W photos, 6½"x 9¼", softcover..........#702690 $21.95

                              Missile Force Train Set
Send your train to war with this exciting, HO (1/87) scale set! You 

See Page 14 for more 
Great War Models!

HO SCALE

Long-Awaited Re-Release!

                         USS Ranger (CV-4) Kit
Built in the early 1930s, the USS Ranger (CV-4) was America’s � rst purpose-
built aircraft carrier. Measuring more than two-feet long, this 1/350 scale 
plastic kit of the U.S. warship features a single-piece hull, full weapons suite 
(including 8 AA guns and 40 machine guns), life rafts, 15 aircraft models 
(SBD-3, TBF-1, and F6F-3), an aircraft catapult, and a nameplate display 
stand. Assembly required. Skill level 4. 25" long..........................#702759 $189

Includes FREE “First Flattops”  
DVD Set – a $24.95 Value!

WWII Military Commanders 
Three of the Second World War’s most 
recognizable commanders are repli-
cated with these hand-painted, 1/30 scale 
metal � gures. 2¼" tall.                                                              $22.95 each

A: Lt. Gen. Omar Bradley...............#104004
B: Capt. Otto Skorzeny...................#104005
C: Brig. Gen. James Gavin.............#104006

 each

#104004
#104005
#104006

 each

WWII Military Commanders 

A B C

1/30 
SCALE

                              Missile Force Train Set

SAVE
$40

                         USS Ranger (CV-4) Kit
Includes FREE “First Flattops”  

DVD Set – a $24.95 Value!                         USS Ranger (CV-4) Kit                         USS Ranger (CV-4) Kit

USA 
Caps

These 100% cotton caps, celebrating 
the United States of America, feature 
Old Glory on the left side as well as “USA” 
embroidered on the front.........................................$18.95 each

Red..............#104080  Red / White / Blue..............#104081

USA 
Caps

These 100% cotton caps, celebrating These 100% cotton caps, celebrating These 100% cotton caps, celebrating See Page 55 for more 
Americana Apparel!

UH-1B Huey Models 
This pair of 1/72 scale plastic 
models – replicas of UH-1B Huey 
choppers in service with the U.S. Army 
in Vietnam – feature glazed cockpit and 
windows, a well-equipped interior, au-
thentic U.S. Army markings, and 
free-spinning rotors. 
7½" long..................................$29.95 each

A: Green Camo...........................#702752
B: Three-Tone Camo................#702754

models – replicas of UH-1B Huey models – replicas of UH-1B Huey 
choppers in service with the U.S. Army 
in Vietnam – feature glazed cockpit and 
windows, a well-equipped interior, au-
thentic U.S. Army markings, and 

29.95 each

...........................#702752
................#702754

A

B

Be Sure to Check Out the Order Form and 
Special Insert for Clearance-Priced Gifts!
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RETURN POLICY
Books, Models, Unopened Kits and Apparel:  If not completely satis�ed, you may 
return items within 30 days of receipt for replacement, exchange, credit or refund. 
Items must be returned in the condition received and in the original packaging.
Prints:  Damaged prints will be replaced at no charge.  Due to the delicate nature of �ne art 
prints, we cannot accept returns.
DVDs and Software:  Defective merchandise will be replaced with another of the same title.
Once the tamper-proof seal on the box has been broken, the item is no longer returnable.

PAYMENT
We accept Visa, MasterCard, Discover, American Express, personal check, certi�ed check or 
money order payable in U.S. dollars to Military Issue.  Sorry, we do not accept C.O.D. orders.

DELIVERY
United States Postal Service is standard.  Allow 2-3 weeks for delivery.
Additional Shipping Options:
United States Postal Service Priority Mail.  Allow 5-7 days for delivery.
UPS 2nd Day Air, UPS Next Day Air.  (UPS shipments cannot be sent to P.O. boxes.)

OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS
Payment should be made in U.S. dollars via cashiers check, money order or credit card.
Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.  For faster service, ask about expedited shipping rates when
placing your order.  Call 612-206-3200 or e-mail us at info@MilitaryIssue.com.

INQUIRIES ON ORDERS ALREADY PLACED
Write to Customer Relations at Military Issue, 640 Taft Street NE, Minneapolis, MN 55413-2815
or via e-mail at info@MilitaryIssue.com or call between 8:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. Central Time,
Monday-Friday, or 9:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m., Saturday.  Please include a copy of your packing slip
or have it handy when you call.

MAILING LISTS
Occasionally we make our list available to companies whose products might
be of interest to you.  If you prefer not to receive these mailings, please send
a note to: Military Issue, 640 Taft Street NE, Minneapolis, MN 55413-2815.

A WORD ABOUT PRICES
All prices in this catalog are subject to change.  This is due to �uctuations in suppliers’ prices 
and foreign exchange rates.  We apologize for any inconvenience.

Dealer
Inquiries
Welcome!

ORDERING INFORMATION

 Order Today

800-989-1945800-989-1945
Fax Your Order

612-877-3160612-877-3160

Daytime Phone  (                            )                       –
     E-mail Address
(For order/o�er updates)

SHIP TO (If di�erent from your address)

First Name                                 Middle Initial                           Last Name

Street or Box No.                                                                                              Route or Apt. #

City                                                                                               State                          Zip Code

Gift Message  

For Faster Service

Order Toll Fre
e 800-989-1945

PAGE    QTY.                    ITEM #                                                      PRODUCT TITLE / DESCRIPTION                                      UNIT PRICE       TOTAL PRICE

Shipping & Handling – U.S. Mail
(Must include with ALL orders)
Merchandise Total:
Up to $25.00..........................$7.95
$25.01 - $50.00......................$9.95
$50.01 - $75.00....................$12.95
$75.01 - $100.00.................$13.95
$100.01 - $150.00...............$15.95
$150.01 - $250.00...............$17.95
Over $250.00......................$19.95
Additional Shipping & Handling 
(Expedited & International orders)
UPS shipments cannot be sent to P.O. boxes
UPS Ground..................................$3.00
UPS 2nd Day Air...........................$10.00
UPS Next Day Air.......................$20.00
Outside Continental U.S.........$20.00

SUBTOTAL

TOTAL

WY residents add sales tax
MN residents add 7.25% sales tax

Merchandise Total

METHOD OF 
PAYMENT
       Check/Money Order 
payable to Military Issue        

Check No.

Card No.

                Exp.
                Date

Cardholder
Signature

Visa                  MasterCard                 Discover                  American Express

FROM 

First Name                                 Middle Initial                           Last Name

Street or Box No.                                                                                              Route or Apt. #

City                                                                                               State                          Zip Code
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